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FOREWORD
This document is the final report for Contract NAS8-26579,
"Thermal Conductivity of Heterogeneous Mixtures and Lunar Soils."
The work was performed by R. I. Vachon, A. G. Prakouras, R. A. Crane
and M. S. Khader of Auburn University, Department of Mechanical
Engineering, for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. The period of performance
of this study was from October 1970 to October 1973.
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ABSTRACT
The heat transport properties of the lunar soil are important
in determining the thermal response of the lunar surface. This informa-
tion leads toward a wider understanding of the nature of the moon
and ultimately of the universe itself. The study to be described in
this report concerns itself only with one aspect of the greater problem;
the theoretical evaluation of the effective thermal conductivity of
granular materials. The basic approarch has been entirely analytical
as others have previously undertaken direct heat transfer measurements.
This work supplements the experimental results of the thermal probe
on the Apollo 17 mission as well as the experiments performed
on lunar samples which have been returned from previous Apollo missions.
Moreover the results are intended as an aid in future evaluation of
the extensive scientific data from both the manned and unmanned
exploratory probes. The basic formulation is intended to be as general
as possible; this allows application of the final results not only to
terrestial bodies which are yet to be explored but also to a wide
range of non-space related technological applications. These include
such diverse engineering applications as nuclear power generation,
petroleum production, food processing, chemical production, underground
energy transmission and thermal insulation design. In addition
xiii
analogous diffusion type problems are met in work concerning magnetism,
electricity and hydrodynamics.
xiv
NOMENCLATURE
A. Roman Alphabet
Symbol Dimensional Units
A Cross-sectional area m2
a(T) Rosseland mean absorption coefficient m-
B [kd/C(k - kd)]
C Geometrical constant
d Particle diameter m
D One dimensional solid fraction m
Da  Lower truncation point of granules m
Db Upper truncation point of granules m
Dp Effective pore size m
(D )c  Effective pore size for conduction m
(Dp)h  Hydraulic diameter m
e Emissivity
E Young's modulus N/m2
F Ratio of constituent temperature
gradients
Fl  Force between particles N
F0 ke/ko
xv
Fw  (ke - k.) / (ko - km)
F k /km
f Frequency function
f. Depolarization factor
g Gravitational acceleration m/sec2
g Temperature jump distance m
h Coefficient associated with surface
r microroughness
k Wiener's constant
kc Conductivity of continuous phase kcal/m-hr-OK
k Contact conductivity kcal/m-hr-0K
kd Conductivity of discontinuous phase kcal/m-hr-K
ke Effective conductivity kcal/m-hr-OK
kcal/m-hr-oKk Conductivity of gaseous phase
k * Conductivity of gaseous phase at kcal/m-hr-K
9 reduced pressures
kk Coefficient associated with microgaps
at contact areas
kr Radiant conductivity kcal/m-hr-OK
ks  Conductivity of solid phase kcal/m-hr-oK
k Effective conductivity for uniform heat kcal/m-hr-K
co flux
k Wiener's parallel phase effective kcal/m-hr-oK
ep conductivity
xvi
k Wiener's series phase effective kcal/m-hr-OK
s conductivity
kc Effective conductivity for parallel kcal/m-hr-oK
Sisotherms
Kn Knudsen number
m Hamilton's shape factor
M Measure of sample size
n Coordination number
N Grid Size
N Number of contact points per unit
volume
p Pressure N/m2
pij Pressure tensor N/m2
Pb Breakaway pressure N/m
2
P Volume fraction of continuous phase
(porosity)
P1  One dimensional solid fraction
Pr Prandtl number
Q Total heat transfer kcal/hr
qr Radiation heat flux kcal/hr-ft2
r Sphere radius m
rc Contact area radius m
Rc  Contact resistance hr-oK/kcal
Rc Total conduction thermal resistance hr-oK/kcal
Re Effective bulk resistance hr-oK/kcal
xvii
Ri  Effective element resistance hr-0 K/kcal
RL Resistance to heat flow due to 0
contraction of heat flow lines hr- K/kcal
R Resistance due to oxidizing film hr-oK/kcal
R Resistance of solid sphere with two
contact areas hr-oK/kcal
R Resistance due to microroughness
Sp of solid particles hr-oK/kcal
R1 Solid particle thermal resistance hr-oK/kcal
s Molecular diameter m
S Two-dimensional solid fraction
T Temperature
w Overrelaxation factor
x Sample dimension m
x Radius of deformed particle m
Vh Mean void equivalent hole volume m3
z Depth below the surface m
B. Greek Alphabet
a Thermal accommodation coefficient
~ij Kronecker delta
E Local solid fraction
SBulk solid fraction
Molecular mean free path m
Effective molecular mean free path m
vI Mode of solid or void fraction
ll Mode of one-dimensional solid fraction
xviii
Poisson's ratio
p Density kgr/m 3
pO Solid material density kgr/m3
po Surface material density 
kgr/m3
Standard deviation of solid or void
fraction
aI  Standard deviation of one-dimensional
solid fraction
Ob Stefan-Boltzman constant 
kcal/m2-OK 4
Local solid fraction
xix
I. INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF REPORT
Considerable effort has been expended over the past sixty years
to find means of calculating the effective thermal conductivity of
heterogeneous mixtures from the conductivities of the individual com-
ponents [1-128]. Interests in developing techniques for such calcu-
lations have been motivated by the widespread applications of hetero,
geneous mixtures in such diverse fields as nuclear power generation [21],
food processing [76], chemical industry [75], process equipment design
[37], geology [23], petroleum production [36], thermal insulation
design [26], cryogenics [60] and foundary work [58].
About three years ago researchers at the Marshall Space Flight
Center in Huntsville were working on the development of a thermophysical
model of the lunar surface. During the course of this development it
was found that a method of predicting the effective thermal conductivity
of the lunar soil was required. A review of the available literature
indicated that application of the proposed correlations to the case of
lunar soils resulted in considerable error between analytical and
experimental values. As a result, a study was undertaken at Auburn
University to determine the causes of failure and develop new correla-
tions. The scope of this study is to extend or develop analytical
Numbers in brackets refer to references cited.
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2techniques of predictinq the constant thermal conductivity of hetero-
geneous mixtures and include methods for the prediction of variable
thermal conductivity. The techniques developed in this report are
as generally applicable as possible, but specific enough for the
analytical results to be compared with experimental data for many
classes of heterogeneous mixtures, and in particular with the experi-
mental results on basalt powders under vacuum conditions.
The term heterogeneous mixtures encompasses a large number of
single-phase, two-phase or multi-phase physical systems, an excellent
classification of which is given in [70]. The common characteristics
of all these systems, with respect to the conduction of heat, is the
thermal conductivity and volume fraction of each individual phase.
Apart from these characteristics, the conduction of heat in heterogeneous
mixtures in general depends on the following oarameters.
1. Particle shape and size distribution;
2. Pore shape and size distribution;
3. Coordination number;
4. Contact resistance.
Obviously, all parameters do not enter the problem for each class of
heterogeneous mix;ures. For example, in the determination of the
effective thermal conductivity of emulsions and suspensions the last
three parameters are not relevant. The relevant parameters in each
case can be determined by considering the modes in which heat is
transferred through the mixture. It has been generally agreed by the
investigators that the transfer of energy occurs by three mechanisms
[29, 30, 32].
31. Through the voids by conduction, convection and radiation;
2. Through a series path consisting of an effective solid-path
length and void-path length;
3. Through the solid phase, the enerqy flowing from one
particle to the next through the area of contact.
The extent to which each mechanism influences the overall heat transfer
process depends on the geometry of the system under consideration,
together with the environment the heterogeneous mixture is subjected
to, as defined by temperature, pressure, and mechanical loading conditions.
The effective thermal conductivity of a heterogeneous mixture may
be defined as the ratio of the overall heat flux to the overall tem-
perature gradient. This approach requires that the material be
treated as a continuous single phase so that the temperature distri-
bution predicted by such a model coincides with that of the physical
system only "in the large" [4]. This concept has proven to be a very
effective tool in predicting the transfer of heat through heterogeneous
systems, the dimensions of which are much larger than the dimensions
of the individual components.
Construction of a model that represents reasonably well hetero-
geneous materials has proved to be a difficult problem. Calculation
of the effective conductivity of this model has proved to be equally
complex. The difficulty does not arise from ignorance of the
fundamental laws involved but from complications in applying them [20].
A detailed solution of the conduction problem would require knowledge
of the shape, size, location and conductivity of each particle in
the system, together with the interactions between particles. Further-
more, a complicated numerical method of solution would be required.
To overcome these difficulties, investigators have generally followed
two methods of approach.
1. A basic repeated structural unit that represents reasonably
well the heterogeneous mixture has been isolated, and equations
have been derived from special geometries of this unit cell based on
the assumption that heat flows in straight lines, normal to parallel
isothermal planes.
2. Based on the assumption of a reaular or random distribution
of spherical particles in such small concentrations that there is no
field interaction, the temperature distribution in the system is
determined. Subsequently, the effective thermal conductivity of
the system is evaluated from the Fourier-Biot law.
In this study both methods have been analyzed and refined, so
that they can be applied to many classes of heterogeneous mixtures, over
a wide range of pressures and temperatures. In the proposed developments,
consideration will be primarily directed to two-phase granular systems
and powders for which the following assumptions are valid.
I. The thermal properties of the constituents are both homogeneous
and isotropic;
2. All samples are large in comparison with individual particle
size;
3. All samples contain a sufficient number of particles so that
they can be considered typical of the selected packing;
4. The convective component of heat transfer is sufficiently
small to be neglected.
The first three assumptions are consistent with the concept of the
effective thermal conductivity of granular materials, and permit one
to extend the results obtained from the analysis of a unit cube of the
material to the packing as a whole. The fourth assumption is based on
the studies of Waddams [6] and Wilhelm et al [37] who concluded that
natural convection is negligible for pressures below 10 atmospheres, and
5particle diameters less than 3 to 6 mm. Consequently for most granular
materials and powders the transfer of heat by natural convection is
negligibly small.
In Chapter 2 of this report the background information, consisting
of prominent models proposed in the literature, is presented. The
available heat transfer models for heterogeneous systems are classified
as being either flux law models or Ohm's law models. The Ohm's law
models are further classified according to the heat flow assumptions
as being either uniform heat flux models or parallel isotherms models.
In Chapter 3 several representative models have been applied to
172 granular materials, and the calculated values have been compared
to experimental results. The comparisons are presented in a graphical
form. A careful analysis of Figures 3-1 through 3-17 indicates that
the discrepancy between the analytical models and the physical granular
systems can be attributed to one of the following causes.
1. Failure to account for finite particle contact area;
2. Failure to utilize a realistic geometry, or a realistic
distribution of the two phases;
3. Idealized heat flow assumptions.
As a result of this analysis, the aim of this study has been focused
on an attempt to develop models in which the above three sources of
error are partially or totally eliminated.
The effect of the uniform heat flux and parallel isotherms assump-
tions on the predicted thermal conductivity of randomly packed granular
systems has been investigated in Chapter 4. Special attention has been
directed to the idealized heat flow assumptions, because the possibility
of utilizing either one simplifies considerably the problem. However,
application of the uniform heat flux assumption to a physically realistic
probabilistic model results in calculated effective conductivities
that are too low, whereas application of the parallel isotherms assumption
results in calculated effective conductivities that are too high. The
reason for such behavior is that infinite and zero conductivities in
the normal to the heat flow direction are associated with the parallel
isotherms and uniform heat flux assumptions respectively.
In Chapter 5 a parallel isotherms probabilistic model has been
developed. This model is based upon an extension of concepts originally
proposed by Tsao [8], on the basis of which the effective thermal con-
ductivity can be expressed in terms of the mode, p, and the standard
deviation, a, of the one dimensional porosity as introduced by Tsao.
The mode, P, has been approximated by the bulk porosity of the granular
system, and the standard deviation, a, has been correlated to the solid
volume fraction only, on the basis of experimental evidence. The
resulting equation has been used to determine the effective thermal
conductivity of packed beds with solid fractions between 0.30 and 0.70.
The same basic concepts have been applied in the development of
the stochastic model of Chapter 6. Noting that the effective conductivity
tends to reach a fixed value for a sufficiently large, limiting ex-
pressions have been developed for the effective thermal conductivity
utilizing both the parallel isotherms and the uniform heat flux assumptions.
7Then, rather than assuming both an unrealistic heat flow model and a
distorted distribution, an experimentally derived correlation factor
has been obtained for each of the limiting expressions. In addition,
an experimentally derived weighting factor has been obtained relating
both limiting expressions to experimental data.
In Chapter 7, the packing characteristics of random heterogeneous
mixtures have been utilized to define the phase distribution in a unit
cube of a granular material, by extending the digital simulation technique
originally proposed by Baxley and Couper [20]. The temperature dis-
tribution in the unit cube was then determined assuming both three-
dimensional heat transfer, potential field interaction, and contact
resistance between particles. Finally, the effective thermal conductivity
of the material was determined by summing heat flows in the direction
of the mean heat flow only.
All models discussed up to this point are generally applicable
to granular materials at interstitial gas pressures ranging from
atmospheric to vacuum. In particular, for a vacuum environment, the
basic modes of heat transfer are conduction through the granules and
contact areas, and radiation. This situation is analyzed in Chapter 8
on the basis of a parallel isotherms model consisting of an array of
spheres. The effect of changes in bulk density and mechanical loading
with depth are included, and compared to experimental data on lunar fines.
In Chapters 9 and 10 the results obtained by all models are com-
pared and evaluated with respect to the simplifying assumptions in-
troduced in each model. Moreover, recommendations are made concerning
8the extent of the applicability of each model and the areas where
more work is required in order to improve the dependability of the
predicted effective thermal conductivity values.
The dependence of the effective thermal conductivity on pressure
and temperature, at reduced interstitial gas pressures, has been
generally recognized and treated extensively in the literature. Re-
duction of pressure to extremely low values decreases the effective
thermal conductivity of the system by one or more orders of magnitude
[62]. This has been attributed to the decrease of the apparent gas
conductivity when the mean free path of the gas molecules is of the
same order of magnitude or larger than the effective pore size, as
indicated in Appendix A. Also, at very low pressures, experimental
evidence shows that the effective thermal conductivity of the system
is very sensitive to temperature changes [3], indicating that radiative
heat transfer between particle surfaces is a controlling factor. The
aspects of radiation heat transfer are treated in Appendix B.
In the case of heat flow in granular systems "in vacuo", the con-
vergence of the heat flux lines to the contact areas between particles
is characterized by the contact resistance, as indicated in Appendix C.
It is evident that for the development of an accurate model for
the prediction of the conductivity of granular systems, the geometry
of the model should rely heavily on the characteristics of packed beds.
A short review of the advances in packing theory is presented in
.~-nr . -. . of - W chract. I ,,L. u, ~u beduus dre of parcar
9importance to the heat transfer problem. These are the effective pore
size and the coordination number, and are treated separately in
Appendices D and E respectively.
In summary, the content and results of this report are as fo1lows:
1. A critical review and classification of previously published
models is presented together with a review of the parameters associated
with the flow of heat through granular systems;
2. Previously published models have been compared to a large
number of experimental data, the results have been evaluated with respect
to the basic assumptions introduced in the development of each model,
and the causes of failure have been summarized;
3. A theoretical development is presented about the effect that
the assumptions of uniform heat flux and parallel isotherms have on
the calculated effective thermal conductivity, and the theory has been
substantiated by experimental evidence;
4. Four new models based on recent results of packing theory
have been developed, and have been successfully applied to granular
materials for a pressure range from atmospheric to vacuum;
5. The sources of error for all models have been analyzed and
related to the geometry and modes of heat transfer;
6. Detailed recommendations with respect to the geometric parameters
required for the description of a generalized physically realistic
model have been presented;
7. The results of all models have been utilized in the construction
of a recommended physically realistic model, which cannot be analyzed
10
at present due to lack of experimental data required for the determination
of a number of the parameters.
II. BACKGROUND
Because of the broad occurence of systems involving heat transfer
in granular materials, considerable attention has been given to the
formulation of a model to allow the prediction of the effective
thermal conductivity. Unfortunately, the complexity of the mechanisms
contributing toward heat flow is such that no truly satisfactory model
has been obtained. The continued proliferation of alternate models
attests to these difficulties. Nevertheless progress has been made
in developing a representative model and it is now possible to deter-
mine the effective thermal conductivity of systems whose constituent
conductivities are of similar magnitudes.
Available heat transfer models for heterogeneous systems are
generally classified as being either flux-law models or Ohm's law
models. The flux law model appears to have received the earliest
attention and will be discussed first here.
Flux Law Models
Flux-law models are characterized by their general approach to
the determination of the effective thermal conductivity. First a
solution is found to the equation describing the temperature field.
The heat flow and temperature gradient are also sought. The Fourier-
Biot law of heat conduction is then applied to determine the effective
11
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thermal conductivity. The principal advantage of this approach lies
in the fact that the actual curvature of heat flux lines and isotherms
may be taken into account. Most of the methods applicable to heat
transfer in heterogeneous materials were originally developed for use
in electrical theory, magnetism or hydrodynamics. However each case
is applicable to heat transfer in heterogeneous systems in that the
same mathematical equations apply.
In considering a cube of heterogeneous material containing a
single particle, the fundamental heat conduction equation may be written
separately in each of the two phases. It is stipulated that the boundary
conditions require a continuous temperature distribution and a
continuous heat flux within the field. If each phase is itself
isotropic and homogeneous the equations reduce to the form of Laplace's
equation. Solutions of this equation are well known.
Maxwell [9] used this technique in finding an expression for the
effective conductivity of a suspension of spheres
ke kd+ 2k c-2(kc-kd)
k (2-1)
c kd+ 2k c+ (kc-kd)
In the derivation of this equation, it was assumed that the spheres
were at sufficient distances from one another that the disturbance of the
flux lines around each particle did not extend to neighboring particles.
It follows that the geometry of the array of particles does not influence
the effective thermal conductivity wherever Fquation (2-1) applies.
Several authors have worked to extend the model for dilute
suspensions to include solids of alternate geometries. Burgers [10]
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and Fricke [11] developed equations for disperse suspensions with
ellipsoidal solid particles. Many particle shapes, including flakes,
spheres and needles, may be approximated by ellipsoids by properly
selecting the relative size of the semi-principal axes. Burgers'
equation was
(l--)k + -Fk
ke = c + kd (2-2)
(1-e) + EF
In this relation F represents the ratio of the overall average
temperature gradient in the discontinuous phase to that in the continuous
phase. This ratio was found to be given by
3 -l
F= + 1 fi
The factor, fi, referred to as the depolarization factor, depends on
the length of the semi-principal axes of the ellipsoid. These factors
3
have been normalized such that ~ fi = 1. If the three semi-
i=i
principal axes are equal the particles become spheres and Equation (2-2)
reduces to Equation (2-1).
DeVries [12] applied Equation (2-2) to granular materials in
calculating the thermal conductivity of soils. He found that if
0 < kd/kc < 10 then the error obtained from Burgers' equation would be
less than 10%. Obviously if the conductivities of the constituent
phases are sufficiently close there will be very little disturbance in
the flux lines around the particles. Thus the restriction stated by
Maxwell is satisfied even though the particles are in close proximity.
14
Hamilton and Crosser [13] extended Burgers' development to include
particles of arbitrary shape. The particle shape was defined in terms of
sphericitity, 9, that is in terms of the ratio of the surface area
of a sphere compared to that of a particle having the same volume [66].
An empirical relation was developed giving the ratio of the average
temperature gradients, F, as a function of the sphericity and the
constituent conductivities. The modified Maxwell equation used by
Hamilton and Crosser is
k e  kd + (m-l)k c - (m-l) T (kc - kd)k (2-3)
c kd + (m-l)kc + E (k - kd
where m = 3/9. It was found that whenever 0 < kd/k c < 100 the shape
of the solid particles had little influence on the overall conductivity
of disperse systems. For spherical particles ( = 1) Equation (2-3)
reduces to Maxwell's equation.
Lord Rayleigh [14] considered the case in which the interaction
between particles could no longer be neglected. In essence Laplace's
equation was solved to find the potential field in and about a single
spherical particle. Noting that the Laplace equation is linear it
was then possible to utilize the principle of superposition to determine
the equivalent field for a given particle distribution. Using a cubic
array Lord Rayleigh, with a slight correction given by Runge [15],
obtained
15
(2kc+kd _ 3kc- 3kd 10/3
k -- - 2e - 0.525 \4k +3kd) E (2-4)
k
c 2k +k d3 A3k d) -10/3
( k+kd) + E - 0.525 4k+3k 10/3
It should be noted that this equation reduces to Maxwell's equation
whenever E is sufficiently small that the last term in the numerator
and denominator may be neglected. Meredith and Tobias [16] have followed
Lord Rayleigh's development including a larger number of terms from
the infinite series defining the temperature field. The equation
is
kckd- 2E + 0.409 - 2.133
k k -k 4k +3k 3k +3k)
e _ c d c d) c (2-5)
c 2k +kd 6k+3kd 3 kc- 3 kd
k + + 0.409 4k- +3k 0.9063
cd cd c d
Both equations compare closely with available experimental results
obtained for spheres packed in a cubic geometry. However these
equations do not appear applicable to systems with widely differing
constituent conductivities [16]. Moreover, results do not compare
favorably with those obtained for random packing of spheres. The
explanation for this descrepancy is offered by Laubitz [17] that
although the mathematics is exact the model is so artificial that
it radically departs from real powders.
Bruggeman [18] allowed both for particle size variation and
arbitrary particle orientation, by assuming that various elements
of the same type have in their neighborhood all possible distributions
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of elements of all possible types, in the same frequency in which
the different types are encountered in the two-phase mixture. He
applied Maxwell's equation to find the effective conductivity of an
arbitrary two-phase system, and then using this value as the con-
ductivity of the continuous phase he applied Maxwell's equation again
to find the effective conductivity when one more particle is added
to the system. If this process is repeated indefinitely, for an
infinite particle size range, the effective conductivity approaches
a limit given by
1/3
S e kd c / (2-6)k 
- k k
Using the same basic approach but accounting for only two additions
of the solid particles, Meredith and Tobias [19] obtained a second
relation
ke 4k + 2kd - 2E(k c-kd) 4kc + 2kd - E(4kc-kd)
k (2-7)
c 4k + 2kd + c(k c-k ) 4k + 2kd - (kc - 2kd)
Baxley and Cooper [20] utilized a digital simulation technique
to describe heat transfer in heterogeneous materials. The model
incorporated a random placement technique to arrange solid cubes in
a square array. The Laplace equation was then written for the entire
two phase region and was solved utilizing a numerical relaxation
technique. Once having obtained the proper temperature distribution
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for the system, the effective conductivity was obtained by applying
the Fourier-Biot law. The resulting equations were given in terms
of a computer code. Calculational results obtained from the model
appear to correlate data for suspensions with good accuracy. The
authors note that solid particles of any shape could be considered
by constructing such particles from sufficiently small cubes. The
success of this technique has motivated the construction and analysis
of a similar model for powders and granular materials, which is one
of the subjects of this study.
Summarizing the flux law models it is found that they may be
generally categorized as extensions of the Maxwell model or as finite
difference models. The models derived from Maxwell's formulation may
suffer from one or more of a series of shortcomings as applied to
granular systems. Maxwell's original equation failed to account for
the interaction of the flux lines around particles. Other equations
are restricted to a regular and quite unrealistic array. Each
breaks down when applied to systems in which the conductivity of the
discontinuous phase is several orders of magnitude larger than that of
the continuous phase. Ideally, for systems in which the solid particles
touch, ke/k c should approach infinity as kd/kc approaches infinity;
however, this condition is not met in these equations [16]. The
reason for this discrepancy appears to be explained by Meredith and
Tobias. They suggest that it is due to the neglection of higher order
terms in the equation defining the temperature distribution. Thus,
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these equations do not appear applicable to the case of granular
systems in a medium of extremely low conductivity.
Ohm's Law Models
The mathematical complexity of the formulation and solution of
the flux law model has precluded consideration of anything but the
simplest shaped particles and arrangements. Since these formulations
have not proved satisfactory in describing most physical systems of
randomly packed powders, attention has more recently centered around
alternate approaches. Here the Ohm's law model has been used extensively.
This model bypasses the determination of the temperature field and seeks
instead to evaluate the equivalent thermal resistance for a given array.
Wiener [7] was among the first to apply the electrical analogy
to the problem of heat transfer in heterogeneous systems. While he did
not obtain an expression for the effective thermal conductivity, it
was shown that the value would lie between those predicted by the following
formulas:
kdk
kes =- (2-8)
Ek + (l-T)kd
kep = £kd + (l-T)kc  (2-9)
These two equations, referred to as Wiener's bounding formulas
(Wiernerschen Grenzformeln), represent the cases in which the component
resistances are arranged respectively in series, Fiqure (2-2a). and
in parallel, Figure (2-la) while Equations (7-8) and (2-9) establish
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upper and lower bounds on the effective conductivity they are not
intended to be used to calculate the actual value. This is because
the effective conductivity of the system is strongly influenced by
the constituent's arrangement [21]. Since neither case corresponds
to the actual geometrical arrangement neither formula is satisfactory
for such cases.
Several applications have been made of Wiener's results. Note
that Equation (2-9) represents the effective thermal conductivity as the
weighted arithmetic mean of the constituent conductivities; Equation
(2-8) represents the thermal conductivity as the weighted harmonic
mean. Lichteneker [22] proposed an equation in which the effective
conductivity corresponded to the weighted geometric mean
ke = k (l-)kd (2-10)
Woodside and Messmer [23] report that this equation is generally valid
for the range 0 < kd/kc < 20. Whenever kd/kc exceeds 20 the Lichteneker
equation overestimates the effective conductivity.
Bruggeman [181 states that Equation (2-10) allows for random
orientation of particles in two directions only. For a truly three-
dimensional random dispersion he generalized the Lichteneker equation
to obtain
ke = k [(l-) (1-kE)] k d[l+k(l-)] (2-11)
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where
3 kd - kc
2 (2 V' d + )(2Ic+ id)
Another method of generalizing Wiener's results involves geometrically
rearranging the physical system. It would seem reasonable that, since
the parallel and series arrangements represent the limiting cases, an
equivalent system composed of elements acting partly in parallel and
partly in series could be used to represent the physical system.
Several authors have approximated a granular system by representing
the solid particles as cubes arranged in a cubic lattice. The uniform
spacing between particles is maintained such that the idealized system
retains the proper volume fractions. A typical unit cell of this model
is represented in Figure (2-3a). It is assumed that the effective thermal
conductivity may be determined by considerinq the equivalent electrical
resistances in parallel and in series and by applying Ohm's law.
In taking such an approach, certain additional simplifying assumptions
are generally required. The assumption of straight and parallel heat
flux lines yields the equivalent electrical network for the cubic
array shown in Fioure (2-3b). An alternate assumption of straight and
parallel isotherms leads to a different equivalent network as shown in
Figure (2-3c).
The two networks result in different effective conductivities both
of which are approximations to the exact solution. In fact, these two
cases represent two bounding solutions to the simplified model. The
exact solution will yield an effective conductivity between those given
22
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FIGURE 2-3. CUBIC LATTICE REPRESENTATION OF GRANULAR
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by the two electrical networks. This is more clearly seen when one
considers a nodal point representation of the temperature field in
the proposed system. If the resistances normal to the direction of heat
flow are assumed to be very large, the heat flow will remain uniform in
the direction of the temperature gradient. Conversely, if the lateral
resistances are taken as zero the potential will be equal in each lateral
plane. Therefore, the assumption of linear and parallel heat flux lines
is equivalent to the assumption of infinite lateral resistance; the
assumption of parallel isotherms is equivalent to that of zero lateral
resistance. The actual laterial resistance will, of course, fall some-
where between zero and infinity so that these two cases form the
bounding conditions. Whether the two solutions represent the bounding
conditions for the physical system depends upon the suitability of
the proposed model.
It is generally assumed that either one or the other bounding
condition represents a close approximation to the flow of energy in the
proposed model. The suitability of this assumption will be discussed
after the respective models have been considered. In compensation for
this approximation it has been found possible to consider much more
complex geometries than those which are possible using the flux-law model.
Uniform Heat Flux
Lichteneker [24] and son Frey [25] developed the uniform heat-
flux model shown in Figure (2-3b). The effective thermal conductivity is
then given as
24
i k
k (1 - 3 + C + c
e d (2-12)k - + k 1c c -_
It should be noted that this geometry results in a definite gap between
particles and a complete absence of solid to solid contact. While such
a model is suitable for dilute suspensions it is doubtful if it could
adequately represent granular materials. In cases where the gas
conductivity is much less than the solid conductivity, solid to solid
heat conduction may, in fact, be the major mode of heat transfer. In
such cases it might be anticipated that the proposed model would yield
consistently low results, especially in light of the fact that the
assumption of linear heat flux lines should lead to low results.
A number of investigators have continued to develop a similar
model using various schemes to overcome the problem of the relatively
large gap between particles. One such technique is to distort the solid
cube, elongating it in the direction of heat flow. Woodside and Messmer
[23], Schotte [26], Smith [27] and Willhite, Kunii and Smith [31] developed
models assuming such an arrangement. Woodside and Messmer obtained
k ( + 0.03) 2k
k 0.03k + -k + 0.97 - E (2-13)
c . 3 d c
The equation of Willhite, Kunii and Smith is
k / \ /
k 1 +\ -i- + k)  -  (2-14)
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where 2
(kdkc) sin
sin2 kd
2 in - - 1)cos kdc (1-cose)
o = sin -l
In this relation n is the average number of contact points on the particle.
The experimentally derived parameter,y , represents the ratio of the
effective length of the solid particle to the diameter of the physical
particle. The authors state that a value y =2/3 correlates a wide
range of data.
A number of investigators have continued to develop similar
models using various schemes to overcome the problem of the relatively
large gap between particles. Bernstein [44] effectively utilized this
approach in arranging rectangular particles in a staggered two dimensional
array. For high porosity (c > 0.5) systems the solid cube was distorted
by lengthening its dimension in the direction of heat flux while
decreasing its lateral dimensions to maintain the proper volume fractions.
For low porosity systems (c < 0.5) Bernstein interchanged the solid and
void regions of the unit cube so that the effective thermal conductivity
is given by the equations.
k ek
ke _ 4 + - (1 - 2E) (2-i5a)k
E< .50
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ke 4( -E) + 2E - 1 (I25b)
E > .50
A second scheme of reducing the gap between particles considers a portion
of the solid phase to pass entirely through the unit cube. This accounts
for, the residual conductivity of the system in a pure vacuum. A typical
element of this type is shown in Figure (2-4). Several authors (28-341 have
used this technique to include contact between particles. However, most
of these developments have required the inclusion of one or more
parameters which must be experimentally obtained for each sample. Gen-
erally this information is not available.
Using the same basic assumption of linear heat flux lines Schumann
and Voss [35] developed a model using a somewhat different geometry. It
was assumed that a unit cell of the material could be replaced by an
equivalent geometry in which the two phases are divided by a rectangular
hyperbola. Thus the solid phase appears as a somewhat distorted
"cylinder" arranged in a square array oriented normal to the direction
of heat flux. The varying fraction of the solid phase seems much more
representative of the physical system. The effective thermal conductivity
obtained by Schumann and Voss is:
ke - + l 11 + P(l+p)(kc-kd) kln c (+p)
c k(- 3   - c ) kc+P(kkd) P 
d (2-16)
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where p is implicitly defined by the relation:
1 - E = p(p+l) ln P
The inclusion of an implicit relation makes the equation somewhat
difficult to solve analytically although a graphical tabulation has
been given.
In comparison to the Lichteneker and son Frey model, the model
of Schumann and Voss is much more realistic in representing granular
systems in that the finite gap between particles has been eliminated.
Nevertheless the effective thermal conductivity obtained from this
equation still tends to fall below experimentally obtained values. This
tendency was noted separately by Preston [36] and Wilhelm [37]. Both
authors presented correction terms to the Schumann and Voss equation
to bring the calculated value closer to the experimental data. Wilhelm's
correlation has been widely used, and its predictions are in good agree-
ment with many experimental data for granular materials since it was con-
structed from these data. This equation is
log(A x 105) = m + n (d 2-17)l-)
where A in cal/cm-sec-oK is an error term to be added to calculated con-
ductivities according to Schumann and Voss, and the "least squares"
values of the constants are
m = 0.859 t 0.051
n = 3!2 t n 9o tc ..isec o.,-1
Gorring and Churchill [4] used a development somewhat analogous
to Schumann and Voss' for three dimensional particles. In this case,
an equivalent geometry was assumed in which the two phases were separated
by a parabola of revolution. The solid particles then appear as distorted
"spheres" arranged in a square array. For this geometry the effective
conductivity is given by
k B-x o + ij tan-1 / 2x.-
c 6 kd  CB 3B
- tan-1 1 - (2-18)
where: B =
for E < T, X = 1.0
C - 10
for E > x0 1.0 C =
C 3
Systems of spherical particles arranged in a square array were
studied by Hengst [38] and later by Lyalikov [39] and Kaganer [40].
Kaganer's expression for the effective conductivity of granular systems
assumes the form
ke  nk d  kd  • d C2r
c kdkc dk c n )
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In this expression n is taken as the average number of contacts for
each particle. Note that the geometry utilized in this model is pre-
cisely the same as that assumed by Lord Rayleigh in the case of touching
spheres (7 = 0.524). Equation (2-18) is suggested for use with packing
fractions greater than 0.524. Physically this is difficult to visualize
as denser packings are not possible with the prescribed geometry.
Deissler and Eian [41] accounted for variations in packing frac-
tions in a different manner. Two separate models were developed to
account for such variations. One model considered spheres in a cubic
array with point contact; the second used cylinders in a square array
with line contact. Including the cases in which the material is com-
posed of all solid or all gas, the relation between ke/kc and kd/kc
is then known for four values of T. For any other packing fraction
the effective conductivity could be found by interpolation. Krupiczka
[42] used the same approach but introduced solutions for the spherical
and cylindrical arrays based on flux-law models. Krupiczka then curve
fitted his solutions together with certain experimental data to obtain
ke (kd [0.280 
- 0.757 ln (1-c) - 0.057 ln (kd/kc)]
Loeb [69] was one of the first to deviate from an assumed rigid
geometry and account for the distribution of the two phases. His
basic assumption is that if a unit cube of the two-phase material is
subdivided into parallel to the heat flow tubes, the dispersed phase
may be arranged to lie completely within a set of tubes (Figure 2-1b).
An electrical analogy is then written for each tube, and the conduc-
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tance of the unit cube is expressed as the sum of the tube conductances.
The final expression for the effective thermal conductivity is
ke = k (l-Pc) + kc
PL d + (1-PL)I
where: Pc = fraction of cross-sectional area occupied by the
tubes
PL = fraction of tube length occupied by discontinuousphase.
Parallel Isotherms
As previously noted, the development of an Ohm's law model requires
first the selection of an equivalent geometry. Then either the assump-
tion of uniform heat flux or parallel isotherms may be used. It is
not surprising, then, that frequently models of each type have been
developed starting from the same basic configuration.
Russell [43] selected the same cubic array of cubical particles
as Lichteneker and son Frey. Assuming parallel isotherms, Russell
obtained
2 k
ke  +-d (1- )
k 2 k 2 C2-22)
c - + C + )
Here again, the model does not consider solid to solid contact so
that it might be anticipated that results would tend to fall below
experimental values. Laubitz [17] reported that Russell's equation
typically gave results which were low by about a factor of two.
Jefferson [78] derived an expression for spherical particles,
each enclosed in a unit cube of the continuous phase. His derivation
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is based on one-half such unit (Figure 2-2b), and the resulting
equations are
r (0.5+n) k k 1
k kc 1 2 ] + 7 2 0.5 k + n k.
ke c 4(1+2n) 4(1+2n) c  a
(2-23)
[ 2kd  kd 2
ka= kc  kd (kdn (- 2  k kda c (kd - kc d c
n = 0.403 ( E )'" /3 0.5
Baxley and Couper [20] report that for suspensions and emulsions
the average error of Equation (2-22) is 21%.
Godbee and Ziegler [45] developed a parallel isotherm model
analogous to that proposed by Woodside and Messmer. The solid
particles in a heterogeneous system were replaced by a pore free
parallelopiped within the representative material cube. The authors
have obtained an expression relating the dimensions of the solid
region to the material volume fractions and the particle size distribution
so that the effective thermal conductivity is given by the relation
e 1
k =1 (2-24)
S +D/x
C __________________
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where
2 b 2
S _D2 b e-U2/2 du
2 D
a
x SD 1/3
Topper [46], Webb [47] and Woodside [48] proposed models incorporating
spherical particles arranged in a cubic lattice similar to that of Hengst.
The introduction of spherical particles will tend to reduce the gap
between particles. Unfortunately the method is restricted by the
requirement that the spheres do not overlap, i.e. the solid fraction
must be less than 0.524. Most granular materials tend to pack to a
higher density so that this model is of restricted application. The
formula developed by Woodside is
k
e 1
k _ 2(2-25)
c [6F a a-1 1 a+1
n a-1
where:
0 < 0.524
0 < F < 0.524
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Tsao [8] was able to overcome the problem of introducing solid
to solid contact while simultaneously introducing a truly randomly
packed array. The development of the stochastic model is indicated in
Figure (2-5a). Considering a typical unit cube, the heterogeneous material
was divided into a large number of laminae oriented normal to the
direction of heat flow. By taking the laminae sufficiently thin the area
of each phase will remain essentially constant across the element. Thus
the two phases may be viewed as acting in parallel across the laminae.
The arrangement of the parallel resistances do not affect the overall
resistance so that the element may be replaced by one in which the two
phases have been segregated as shown in Figure (2-5b). Similarly since
each of the laminae may be viewed as a resistance acting in series the
order of the laminae may be arbitrarily changed. For simplicity Tsao
arranged the elements in order of decreasing solid fraction. This final
arrangement is shown in Figure (3c). Probability theory was then used
to develop an expression for the shape of the distribution curve. The
final expression is given in terms of the experimentally obtained solid
distribution parameters pl and a1
ke 1 dP1  (2-26)
1 2
f k + d(kd-k ) 1 dx
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FIGURE 2-5. EQUIVALENT GEOMETRIES FOR LINEAR ISOTHERMS
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Here p, represents the mean solid fraction and o represents the standard
deviation of the solid fraction in the horizontal laminae of the re-
distributed element shown in Figure (2-5d); these laminae are chosen
parallel to the direction of heat flow as opposed to the vertical
laminae used in the redistribution. A considerable amount of theore-
tical and experimental work has been done on material distributions in
packed beds [49-51]. These studies show that the mean solid-area
fraction is equal to the bulk solid fraction but thus far no data is
given to evaluate the standard deviation in solid area fraction of
these redistributed elements. Furthermore, it does not appear possible
to evaluate this parameter directly.
Warren and Messmer [52] noted that Tsao failed to normalize the
frequency distribution used in Equation (2-26). This is not a serious
fault provided that A1 is sufficiently small. Under the conditions
30 1 < E and 301 < (l-E) the normalized distribution reduces to that
used in Tsao's correlation.
One important contribution by Tsao was to show how random distri-
butions could be analyzed without resorting to the regular arrays assumed
by each of the previous investigations. Furthermore, this correlation
is applicable to granules of any shape and size distribution. Thus
Tsao's correlation is one of the most general equations presented thus
far.
Summarizing the Ohm's law models, it is found that they are
characterized by unrealistic assumptions regarding the lateral con-
ductivity of the mixture. Frequently these models retain the same
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unrealistic geometries common to the flux law models. However, more
realistic geometries can and have been used with this type of analysis.
Equations have been developed to predict the thermal conductivity
for special cases. Very dilute suspensions and emulsions are represented
quite adequately by the Maxwell equation. However, each of the
proposed models retains one or more approximations which greatly limits
their utility and accuracy when applied to granular materials. The
purpose of this study is to derive a general set of equations which will
predict the effective thermal conductivity of a two phase granular
system while overcoming these specific objections.
III. COMPARISON OF PUBLISHED MODELS AND CRITIQUE
Before an attempt can be made to develop models that improve the
predicted effective thermal conductivity values, an investigation of
when and why already published models fail should be made. To accomplish
this, a number of the models presented in Chapter 2 have been applied
to the granular systems listed in Table 6-I. The models chosen are
those which are most widely used in the current literature and in
present engineering practice. In cases where the development of two
models is only slightly different, one of the two is chosen.
The results are presented in Figures (3-1) through (3-18) and
summarized in Table 3-I. The figures are classified according to the
categories mentioned in Chapter 2 as follows:
1. Figures (3-1) through (3-4) present flux law models;
2. Figures (3-5) through (3-13) present Ohm's Law, uniform
heat flux models;
3. Figures (3-13) through (3-16) present Ohm's Law, parallel
isotherms models;
4. Figures (3-17) and (3-18) present Lichtenecker's weighted
equations.
Figures 3-1 through 3-4 indicate that the flux law models are
in good agreement with experimental measurements at low constituent
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conductivity ratios, but predict considerably lower values at high
constituent conductivity ratios. There is a number of reasons to
explain this behavior. First, the heat flow path from particle to
particle is neglected due to the absence of a finite particle contact
area. Thus an important mode of heat transfer at high conductivity
ratios is not taken into account. Second, the idealized particle
shape and geometry utilized in the models do not provide a sufficiently
close approximation to the geometry of most granular materials. Finally,
with the exception of Bruggeman's equation, the flux law models have
been extrapolated beyond the porosity range for which they are theore-
tically applicable ( - < P < 1).6-
It should be noted that whereas the conductivities predicted by
Lord Rayleigh's and Meredith and Tobias' equations are comparable,
Bruggeman's equation represents a considerable improvement of the
calculated values. This is probably an indication that the geometry
of any future flux law model should not radically depart from the
geometry of real granular systems.
Figures 3-5 through 3-13 indicate that in general uniform heat
flux models predict low effective thermal conductivities and the
discrepancy increases with the ratio of constituent conductivities.
As it will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4, the uniform heat flux
assumption necessitates that the conductivity of the constituents in
the normal to the heat flow direction be zero. Consequently, the low
predicted thermal conductivities are an expected result of the linear
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heat flow assumption. However, the equation of Woodside and Messmer
predicts high values at low constituent conductivity ratios, but when
kd/kc increases beyond a certain limit the calculated values become
low. The explanation of this behavior lies on the geometry assumptions
introduced in the model. In the Woodside and Messmer model the solid
phase is elongated in the direction of heat flow, thus rendering the
calculated effective conductivity high at low values of kd/kc* However,
when kd/kc increases, the absence of finite contact areas between
particles and the linear heat flow assumption come into effect, and
as a result the calculated effective conductivities are low.
It is seen that the equations of Prestonj Wilhelm et al, and
Krupiczka, which include correlation terms, are in very good agreement
with the experimental data for granular materials and powders at
atmospheric pressures.
Figures 3-14 through 3-16 indicate that parallel isotherms
models generally predict high values for the effective thermal con-
ductivity. Again, this is due to the introduction of infinite con-
ductivity in the normal to the heat flow direction, necessitated by
the heat flow assumption. Russell's model is an exception to this
conclusion, since it predicts low values at high ratios of constituent
conductivities. This is probably due to the simplified geometry of
the model, and to the relatively large gaps between particles. It
appears that the influence of the simplified geometry and the absence
of contact areas between particles dominate over the influence of the
heat flow assumption.
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In Figures (3-17) and (3-18) Lichtenecker's weighted equations
are compared to experimental data. Evidently the values predicted
by these equations are in error, indicating that any such future
attempt should rely heavily on experimental evidence.
Summarizing the comparison of published models, it is found
that the major sources of error can be attributed to the following
causes.
1. Distorted or idealized geometry;
2. Idealized heat flow;
3. Absence of finite particle contact area.
Not all sources of error are applicable to each one of the models
discussed. Typically, one or more are applicable in each case. How-
ever, it is difficult to isolate a prior source of error for a par-
ticular model. It appears that the discrepancy between calculated
and experimental values is due to an interaction of all sources, each
source dominating over a particular range of kd/kc depending on the
geometry and heat flow assumptions. Consequently, in any more refined
model the influence of each of the above sources of error should be
minimized, especially if it is expected that the model should be
applicable to granular materials having large ratios of constituent
conductivities. Such an attempt has been undertaken in the models that
will be described in the rest of this study. First, however, the
effects of the uniform heat flux and parallel isotherms assumptions will
be investigated, because if it were possible to utilize either
42
assumption, the problem of finding the effective thermal conductivity
of granular materials would be simplified considerably.
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TABLE 3-I. AVERAGE ERROR, AVERAGE BIAS AND
ERROR VARIANCE OF CALCULATED THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
BASED ON SELECTED MODELS
Av. Bias % Av. Error % Error Var.
A. Flux Law Models
1. Maxwell -37.9 40.2 0.0606
2. Lord Rayleigh -24.8 33.7 0.0594
3. Meredith and Tobias -18.7 34.4 0.0416
4. Bruggeman 23.8 32.9 0.1540
B. Uniform Heat Flux Models
1. son Frey -43.8 45.1 0.0599
2. Woodside and Messmer 20.9 34.8 0.0992
3. Kanager -6.7 18.9 0.0286
4. Gorring and Churchill -10.7 20.0 0.0192
5. Willhite, Kunii and Smith -3.6 17.8 0.0268
6. Schumann and Voss -21.1 25.8 0.0260
7. Preston 26.6 30.5 0.0875
8. Wilhelm et al -2.1 19.7 0.0373
9. Krupiczka 13.2 21.2 0.0693
C. Parallel Isotherm Models
1. Russell -30.3 35.0 0.0566
2. Bernstein 677.9 686.1 85.05
3. Woodside 670.3 670.4 55.16
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TABLE 3-I. Continued
D. Weighted Ohm's Law Models
1. Lichtenecker 3-D 701.1 701.2 48.70
2. Lichtenecker 2-D 194.5 195.0 2.98
IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF PROBABILISTIC MODELS
As indicated in Chapter 2, almost all methods proposed to
determine the thermal conductivities of two-phase systems may be
grouped into two general classes. The first classification con-
sists of the Ohm's law model equations derived from some special
geometries, usually some orderly array of spheres or cubes distributed
in a continuous medium.
The second classification consists of the flux law model equations
which account for non-linear heat flow. However, most of these
equations are based on the assumption that the concentration of
particles is small enough so that the field surrounding one particle
is not affected by the presence of other particles.
As indicated in [68], published correlations for the thermal
conductivity of granular materials, are not applicable to systems com-
posed of different materials for which the thermal conductivities are
highly different. This is the case, because the approximations inherent
to the assumptions of both classifications mentioned above are no
longer valid when the ratio of the component conductivities becomes
exceedingly high. The object of this study is the development of a
model that will account for non-linear heat flow, that can be
extended to a large range of the ratio of thermal conductivities,
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and will include the following parameters:
1. Volume fraction of one phase;
2. Particle shape;
3. Particle size distribution;
4. Contact resistance.
The description and analysis of such models is preceded
by the development of two Ohm's law models based on the assumption
of parallel isotherms and uniform heat flux respectively. Both
these models are an outgrowth of Tsao's [8] and Loeb's [69] models
supplemented by recent results on the structural properties of
packed beds [49, 51]. It should be noted that apart from the heat
flow assumptions, the basic proposition utilized in the development
of the models is that a granular material can be considered as a
random mixture of two phases, in which all particles of the same
size and shape have the same probability to occupy each unit volume
of the mixture. The validity of this proposition together with its
limitations have been discussed extensively by Debbas and Rumpf
[51], and it has been utilized in Tsao's [8] model.
The purpose of these preliminary developments is two-fold.
First, to indicate that Ohm's law models with realistic geometries
provide an upper and lower bound to the effective conductivity of
granular materials. Second, to illustrate the need for a probabi-
listic flux law model that includes particle interaction, so that the
unrealistic assumptions concerninq the value of the thermal con-
ductivity in the direction perpendicular to the heat flow can be
overcome.
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Ohm's Law Model - Parallel Isotherms
Consider a unit cube of a granular material subdivided into
N3 cubicles by a three-dimensional grid. Assume that the grid is
fine enough, and the two phases are arranged in such a manner that
each cubicle is occupied either by the continuous or the discon-
tinuous phase. It has been shown [51] that most granular materials
can be thought of as a random mixture of the two phases. Accordingly,
the probability that a cubicle is occupied by the continuous phase
is P, the volume fraction of the continuous phase. It has been
also shown [8, 53] that due to the parallel isotherms assumption,
the conductivity of each lamina perpendicular to the heat flow
direction depends on the volume fraction of the continuous phase
present in the lamina, but is independent of the manner in which the
two phases are arranged. Consequently, the effective thermal
conductivity of each lamina does not change if the continuous phase
is arranged as indicated in Figure (4-1b). Also, since the laminae can
be thought of as series resistances to the flow of heat, the
effective conductivity of the unit cube does not chanqe if the
laminae are rearranged according to decreasing height of the
continuous phase as indicated in Figure (4-1c), approximated by a
continuous distribution curve indicated in Figure (4-1d). Summation
of the series resistances yields the following expression for ke,
the effective conductivity of the unit cube
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FIGURE 4-1. OHM'S MODEL -LINEAR ISOTHERMS
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k1 (4-1)
dz
Skd + (kc - kd) Y
0
A number of attempts have been made to determine a functional
relationship between y and z by either expressing y as a function of
z, p, and a, where j is the mean value of z and a is the standard devi-
ation of z [8, 53], or by approximating the phase distribution curve by a
curve by a parabolic function [70]. The method proposed in this
study is based oo thp initial assumption of randomness.
Consider one of the laminae that is perpendicular to the mean heat flow.
The probability that exactly rN cubicles, out of the N2 cubicles
present in the lamina, are occupied by the continuous phase is given
by the binomial distribution:
FI(rN) (N2) prN QN2 - rN P (4-2)
(N2)!(N - rN)'
where
Q = 1 - P (4-3)
Suppose that the height of the continuous phase in the mth lamina is
r/N after the laminae have been rearranoed accordinq to decreasing
heinht of the continuous phase, as indicated in Fiqure 4-1c. It
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follows that there are m laminae in which the height of the contin-
uous phase is equal to or greater than r/N, and consequently
N2
m = N nI(rN) (4-4)
rN
If N2 is large enough, H(rn) can be approximated by the normal
distribution [71],
f(r)1- (rN-PN 2 ) 2
f(rN) , e 2(N 2 pQ) (4-5)
Substitution of Equation (4-5) into Equation (4-4), and noting that
and r/N = y, it follows that
z = (1 - erft) , t N (Y - (4-6)
V2N2 PQ
Equation (4-6) is an expression for z as a function of y in terms
of the parameters P and N. The continuous phase volume fraction
P is assumed to be known since it is reported in all experimental
investigations of granular materials. N is a measure of the fineness
of the three-dimensional grid. In other words, it is a measure of
the sample size. Although, there is no analytical method to determine
N if the size of the cubicles is not selected, a lower bound for N
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can be found by the constraint that the total number of cubicles in
the unit cube occupied by the continuous phase must be equal to
PN3 . In other words
z dy = P (4-7)
0
Equation (4-7) is satisfied when N2 is larger than 8/P and 8/Q. It
can be also shown that under this condition, the approximation of
the binomial distribution by the normal distribution is also valid.
In view of the discussion above, Equations (4-1) and (4-6) con-
stitute a solution for the effective thermal conductivity of granular
materials, provided the model and the assumptions associated with it
constitute a realistic approximation of the system. However, it
should be noted that the additional resistance to the heat flow from
one particle to the other, introduced due to the contact surface
of two particles, has not been taken into account in the development.
This assumption is certainly justified for unconsolidated porous
media, but induces large errors in the case of granular materials
[34]. To overcome this discrepancy, an additional term will be
introduced in Equation (4-1) to account for contact resistance.
Let Nc be the total number of contact areas in a unit cube.
Assuming that these contact areas are randomly distributed and
oriented, the number of contact areas in the z-direction, Ncz
is Nc/ 3. These contact resistances can be distributed over the
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laminae shown in Figure (4-Ic) in such a manner that the number of
contact resistances in a lamina n is proportional to the dis-
continuous phase present in the lamina. That is:
(1- ) ( 1/N) ncz (4-8)
I P- Ncz
Now, taking into account that each lamina is composed of
continuous phase cubicles, discontinuous phase cubicles, and cubicles
containing contact areas as given by Equation (4-8), summation over
the thermal resistances present in each lamina, and integration over
all laminae, yields a modified form of Equation (4-1).
ke= 1 (4-9)dz
kd + (k - kd)y (kd - kcr)
0
In Equation (4-9), kcr is the contact thermal conductivity associated
with a contact area. In the calculations, an expression for kcr
is taken from Luikov [34].
It is still necessary to find an expression for the total number
of contact areas per unit cube, in order to determine Ncz. This
can be accomplished by assigning a characteristic volume to each
particle and considering the coordination number n which is the aver-
ane numer of co rntacrt oints ner articrlep As indicated in [G6] fhe
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characteristic volume of each particle is Evd 3, where cv is an
experimentally determined volumetric parameter that depends on the
particle shape, and d is a characteristic particle size obtained
from the sieve data. It follows then that the number of particles
per unit volume is ---. The coordination number is given in
evd
[49] as
n = 39.39 (0.571 - P) (4-10)
For spherical particles Sv is equal to 7/6. Combination of these
expressions yields, for spherical particles
N 12.54 (0.571 - P) ( P) (4-11)
cz d3
Combination of Equations (4-1), (4-9), (4-11) constitute a
solution for the effective thermal conductivity of granular materials
in terms of the conductivities of the components, the porosity, and
the parameters mentioned. The equations have been solved and com-
pared to a number of experimentally determined values. It should
be noted that the value of N chosen for each case satisfied the lower
bounds mentioned, and was such that the cubicles were smaller than
the particles and the voids.
Ohm's Law Model - Uniform Heat Flux
Again, consider a unit cube of a granular material subdivided
into N3 cubicles by a three-dimensional grid. Looking at the parallel-
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to-the-heat-flow rectangular tubes, it can be seen that they include
continuous phase and discontinuous phase cubicles. Under the
assumption of uniform heat flux, the effective thermal conductivity
of the rectangular tubes does not change if the cubicles are
rearranged in such a manner that the continuous phase is pushed
forward [69, as indicated in Figure (4-2b).
The effective thermal resistance of each tube is due to the
thermal resistance of the continuous phase and the thermal resistance
of the discontinuous phase present in the tube, acting in series.
Moreover, since the effective thermal resistances of all tubes are
in parallel, summation of all the thermal conductances of the tubes
gives the effective thermal conductance of the unit cube. Assumina
that the summation can be approximated by integration, the effective
thermal conductivity of the unit cube is
ke = dx dy (4-12)
S1 - z z (4-12)oo 0 k + 
-d c
where z is the height of the discontinuous phase at (x,y). To
integrate Equation (4-12), it is necessary to know z as a function of
x and y. This can be accomplished by a rearrangement of the rectangular
tubes that are parallel to the heat flow as follows:
1. In each parallel to the heat flow x-z lamina, the tubes are
rearranged according to decreasing height of the continuous
phase in the x-direction (Figure 4-2c).
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2. The x-z laminae are rearranged according to the total amount of
continuous phase present in each lamina. Further, the rearrange-
ment is such that the continuous phase void fraction of each
lamina decreases with y (Figure 4-2d).
This rearrangement of the rectangular tubes does not affect
the effective thermal conductivity of the unit cube, since the height
of the continuous phase in each tube remains the same, but permits one
to express the distribution of the phases in the unit cube by con-
tinuous functions. The arguments leading to these distribution
functions are the same as the ones presented for the development
of Equation (4-6), and will not be repeated here. The results are
the following. For each lamina at y, and having thickness dy,
x= ( -erft), t N(z - P) (4-13)
-
2 N Py Qy
where Py is the ratio of the volume of the continuous phase present
in the lamina to the total volume of the lamina, and Qy = 1 - Py.
Analysis of Figure (4-2d) gives,
N2 (P - P)
y = (l - erfu), u = (4-14)
Again, the constraint that the total number of cubicles in the unit
cube, occupied by the continuous phase, must be equal to PN3 is
satisfied when N is larger than 8/P and 8/Q. Under these conditions
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FIGURE 4-?. EQUIVALENT GEOMETRIES FOR UNIFORM HEAT FLUX.
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the approximation of the binomial distribution by the normal dis-
tribution is also valid.
Combination of Equations (4-12), (4-13) and (4-14) constitutes a
solution for the effective thermal conductivity of granular materials
in terms of the conductivities of the components and the porosity.
The equations have been solved and compared to a number of experi-
mentally determined values. Again, the value of N chosen for each
case satisfied the lower bounds mentioned, and was such that the
cubicles were smaller than the particles and the voids. It should
be noted that in this model the thermal contact resistance, due to
the contact areas between particles, has not been introduced. The
reason is that the uniform heat flux assumption renders the cal-
culated effective conductivity smaller than the experimental one,
and introduction of the contact thermal resistance will increase
the discrepancy between calculated and experimental values.
Comparison of the Ohm's Law Models
Equations (4-9) and (4-12) have been obtained to predict the
effective thermal conductivity of granular materials as a function
of the constituent conductivities, porosity, and the parameters
indicated. In both models, a representative unit cube of the
granular material has been considered. The basic assumption utilized
in order to obtain the distribution of the two phases in the
unit cube is that a granular material can be considered a
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random mixture of two phases. In view of the evidence given by
Debbas and Rumpf [51] and Baxley and Cooper [20], this assumption
is in good agreement with experimental results, and consequently it
can be concluded that the assumed geometry of the unit cube is
quite accurate for most granular materials.
Equations (4-9) and (4-12) have been solved for a number of cases,
and some of the results are presented in Figures (4-3) and (4-4), repre-
senting granular systems with porosities 0.42 and 0.38, respectively.
Wiener's upper and lower bounds are also indicated. The experimentally
determined values have been obtained from references [6, 21, 23,
36]. It can be seen that the parallel isotherms model grossly
overpredicts the effective thermal conductivity of granular materials,
while the uniform heat flux model predicts lower values. The
discrepancy increases with the ratio of the constituent conductivi-
ties. Although, the region between the upper and lower bounds thus
defined is smaller than the region defined by Wiener's bounds, the
specific values obtained from Equations (4-9) and (4-12) leave much to
be desired.
This difference between calculated and true effective thermal
conductivity values can be explained by Laubitz's [17] observation
that in the uniform heat flux model it is effectively assumed that
the thermal conductivity of the medium in the normal to the heat flow
directions is infinite, while in the parallel isotherms model it is
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vanishingly small. It also provides an explanation as to why previous
Ohm's Law models, based upon an assumed regular array, have generally
not been successful at higher constituent conductivity ratios. Some
of the discrepancy due to the heat flow assumptions has been countered
in previous Ohm's law models by assuming a somewhat distorted array.
However, at high constituent conductivity ratios, the effect of the
heat flow assumptions prevails, and the calculated values continually
deviate from the true effective thermal conductivity values.
Since the lateral conductivity of granular materials falls be-
tween the limits of zero and infinite lateral conductivity, it can
be concluded that Equations (4-9) and (4-12) constitute an upper and
lower bound to the true effective thermal conductivity. Numerous
correlation forms have been developed in the literature [18] asso-
ciating the true conductivity of the granular material to the
bounding values. However, it does not appear possible to select the
correlation which is more consistent with the physical system. Con-
sequently, an alternate approach is suggested, where the geometry of
the granular system is the same, while no assumption is made with
respect to the heat flow. This constitutes the basic model of this
study, and it differs from the Ohm's law models presented in that
both the geometry and the heat flow assumptions are realistic. The
Ohm's law models will be utilized in the discussion that follows as
a criterion for the selection of a number of parameters such as
contact resistance, coordination number, etc.
V PARALLEL ISOTHERMS MODEL
The approach specified in this chapter is based upon an extension
of the approach originally proposed by Wiener [7] and later extended,
first by Russell [43], and later by Tsao [8]. The effective thermal
conductivity of the heterogeneous system is determined using the
electrical analogy. Probability techniques are used to describe the
random distribution of the particles within the system as introduced
in Tsao's model. Two statistical parameters are introduced and are
determined based upon bulk physical properties.
Consider a unit cube of the heterogeneous system shown in
Figure (2-5a). The system is to be divided into a series of fine
laminae oriented normal to the direction of heat flux. These elements
are sufficiently thin that the cross-sectional area of the solid
particles are essentially constant throughout its width. Assuming
parallel isotherms within the unit cube, the discontinuous (solid) and
continuous phases will act as resistances in parallel within each
lamina. The order of the parallel resistances may be changed arbitrarily
without affecting the overall resistance of the parallel circuit. Thus
the resistances of the solid elements may be combined into a single
solid resistance at the bottom of the laminae as shown in Figure (2-5b).
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A simple calculation then shows that the equivalent resistance is given
by the equation
1 = (5-1)e h
kc + (kd - kc)m
In this equation the fraction of solid in the mth lamina is given by
:m and the width of each lamina is Ax.
Note that the laminae act as resistances in series. Again the
order of the resistances does not affect the overall thermal resistance
so that the elements may be rearranged in order of decreasing solid
fraction as shown in Figure (2-5c). If the width of the laminae is
allowed to approach zero then the effective thermal conductivity for
Figure (2-5d) becomes
ke = 1 (5-2)
f dx
o kc + (kd - kc) c
The solution of this equation requires the knowledge of a relationship
between the solid area fraction E and the position x. Such a relation-
ship is given in the form
1 -1/2( P-" 
)2
x e oa dp
Jo dp
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In this expression p and a represent the mode and the standard
deviation of the one dimensional porosity as introduced by Tsao. For
the case at hand the mode, p, will be very close to the bulk solid
fraction. The standard deviation, a, is unknown. In general, it
will be a function of the particle shape, size distribution and volume
fraction. By restricting consideration to uniform sized particles
which are either spherical or semi-spherical the standard deviation
becomes a function of the volume fractions only. Or
a = f( ) (5-4)
Using the experimental data available from the literature, Equations
(5-2) and (5-3) may be solved to determine a for each case. These
data have been curve fitted using a least squares technique to obtain
the relation
a = 0.32248 (1 - E) - 0.092543 (1 - )2 (5-5)
The resulting equations may be used to determine the effective
thermal conductivity of packed beds with solid fractions between 0.3
to 0.7. Beyond these limits the assumption of random packing of
semi-spherical particles no longer holds.
Results
Data describing the effective thermal conductivity of packed beds
have been compiled from the literature. Generally, results obtained
from Equation (5-2) fall within ± 20% of the reported values, provided
that radiation may be neglected. A representative sample of data
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taken from several sources [6, 35, 37, 58] is shown in Figure (5-1).
A more extensive comparison between predicted and experimentally
determined values for granular materials at atmospheric pressure is
included in Chapter 6.
The model has also been extended to the case of particulate
basalt in a simulated lunar environment, and the results are shown
in Figure (5-2). It is noted that the model predicts a slightly
greater dependence of the effective conductivity on packing fraction
than is indicated by the experimental data. This could be off-set
to some extent by modifying the empirical distribution function used
in the correlation; such a modification would be difficult to justify
on theoretical grounds and therefore has not been undertaken.
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VI. STOCHASTIC MODEL
Over the past sixty years [7] numerous Ohm's law models have
been introduced. Most of these models are based upon a rough approxi-
mation of granular materials in terms of solid parallelopipeds or
cubically arrayed spheres. Neither geometry bears a close relation to
the random dispersions commonly found in nature. The approach described
herein avoids these unnatural arrays and unrealistic geometries by
assuming a random distribution of arbitrarily shaped solid particles.
As noted in the literature survey, those models incorporating
Ohm's law almost universally utilize assumptions of zero or infinite
lateral conductivity. In any real substance the lateral conductivity
will fall between these two extremes. Consequently these two assumptions
lead toward a set of bounding equations for the effective thermal con-
ductivity of the model. These bounding equations set much narrower limits
than those originally proposed by Wiener [7]. A comparison of the two
sets of equations is shown in Figure (6-1). The effective conductivity of
a square array of uniform spheres (T = 0.5236) is represented. Note that
at a constituent conductivity ratio of 106, these new bounding conditions
are approximately one order of magnitude above the lower bound and a
factor of five below the upper bound established by Wiener. Therefore,
a set of such equations, applicable to any packing geometry would
represent a considerable improvement over Wiener's formulation.
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Herein will be developed a set of such equations, generally applicable
to any shape particle.
Consider a typical unit cell of the heterogeneous system shown
in Figure (6-2a). Divide the unit cell into uniform sized channels by
passing both vertical and horizontal planes through the element. These
planes are to be oriented parallel to the direction of heat flux and are
to be equispaced. If the channels are sufficiently small compared to
the dimensions of the solid particles, they will appear as consisting
of sections of the continuous and discontinuous phases placed in series.
Assuming a uniform heat flux in each channel, the order of the series
resistances does not influence the overall resistance. Consequently,
the two components may be separated as shown in Figure (6-2b). The
resistance of the channel is then given by
E. (1-E.)
R. - + (6-1)i kdAA --k AA
The channels behave as resistances in parallel. The overall resistance
is then given as:
R 1 + (6-2)
e R1  2  n
The order of these channels and their shape may be altered so long
as the individual channel resistances remain unchanged. They may then
be distorted to a unit width by changing the vertical dimension while
retaining the unit length. They are then arranged in order of decreasing
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solid fraction. This geometry is shown in Figure (6-2c). The effective
thermal conductivity for the specified element is
k = kckdAA (6-3)
kkc Ci + kd(1-E:i )
i=l
If the area of the channels is allowed to approach zero as the number
of channels approaches infinity the summation in Equation (26) may be
replaced by an integral.
k k Ga
ke k c kd _) (6-4)
e 0k c + kd(-E)
or,
Skck dk =k (k -k dxdy
kd + E (kck) dx (6-5)
kd +E (k-kd
since the integrand is constant in the horizontal direction. The
corresponding geometry is shown in Figure (6-2d).
in a similar manner the effective conductivity has been found
assuming infinite lateral conductivity [8, 53]:
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FIGURE 6-2. EQUIVALENT GEOMETRIES FOR UNIFORM HEAT FLUX
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1 dx
k k + (k -k )(6-6)Jec dc
o
Both equations for zero and infinite lateral conductivity require
a knowledge of the functional relation between the solid area fraction,
E, and the position, x, to solve the integral. Consider the arbitrary
material distribution shown in Figure (6-2c). The verticle position of
each lamina is determined by its solid fraction. The portion of the
elements below a particular element is then equal to the portion of
elements having larger solid fractions.
x = P (E.> E )
= f(4)d@ (6-7)
Differentiating this equation,
dx =-f(c )dE (6-8)
This relationship may be substituted into Equations (6-5) and (6-6) for the
thermal conductivity with uniform heat flux and parallel isotherms. The
limits of integration must be changed accordingly
k "c"d ' (6-9)
ke kd + E(k-kd)(6-9)
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1 f(E) de (6-10)
k kc + (kd - kc)
Equations (6-9) and (6-10) are entirely general in that no
assumptions have yet been made regarding the particle shape or
size distribution. The effects of these parameters on the solid
area fraction were studied by Debbas and Rumph [51] and Haughey
and Beveridge [49]. These sources found experimentally that the
distribution of the solid area fraction is Gaussian for most packings.
A notable exception occurs after prolonged vibration of a sample.
This packing produces large regions of ordered distribution and
strong anisotropic effects. Similarly large particle size variations
tend to allow sifting of smaller particles into the lower regions
of a given sample. This produces a definite bulk porosity gradient
in the vertical direction. In such cases the radial distribution
remains normal. Neglecting all such non-normal distributions the
frequency distribution may be taken as Gaussian.
-t 2
f(t) = e (6-11)
e- dt
The integral in the denominator serves to normalize the truncated
Gaussian distribution. By replacing the standardized random variable
Equation (6-11) may be written in the form:
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2
f() = +e (6-12)
1-F [erf Y -V; erf 2)]
The mode of the distribution, p, and the standard deviation of the
solid area fraction, a, remain to be evaluated. The mode may be
defined implicitly in terms of the standard deviation from the basic
geometry of the mixture. The total solid volume is equal to the sum
of the elemental solid volumes.
E = E dx (6-13)
Using the results of Equation (6-8) this expression may be written:
e -c f(E) de (6-14)
Determination of an exact expression for the standard deviation
is difficult. Stange [50] reports that the standard deviation is
given by the relation,
constant (6-15)
where M is a measure of the sample size.
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The exact value of the standard deviation is difficult to
evaluate. However, it may be noted from Figure (6-3) that the
effective conductivity tends to reach a fixed value for a sufficiently
large. Consequently a sufficiently large value of a may be selected
for analysis.
Development of an Effective Conductivity Correlation
Equations (6-9) and (6-10) have been obtained to predict the effective
thermal conductivity of a two phase mixture as a function of the constituent
conductivities and the volume fractions. These expressions are based
upon the assumptions of zero and infinite lateral conductivity, respec-
tively. Since the lateral conductivity of the mixture falls between
these limits the two equations form a set of bounding limits for the
physical case. As noted in the review of literature, numerous authors
have proposed correlations which effectively imply that one of these
two assumptions is sufficiently close to the physical system that it
may be used in obtaining an effective conductivity expression. In spite
of arguments presented for proponents of both methods, it does not
appear possible to selecta priori, the correlation which is more consistant
with physical system. Results from both correlations are then to be
compared with experimental results.
Such a comparison has been made and the results are shown graphically
in Figures (6-4),(6-5) and (6-6). These figures represent granular systems with
porosities of 0.31, 0.43 and n.58 respectively. The selected values renrsPnt a
range of packing fractions so that they may be considered as representative
of all random packings. The non-dimensionalized effective conductivity
is given as a function of the constituent conductivity ratios. The
experimental values are taken from a number of independent sources and
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are listed in Table '6-I. Note that the bulk of these data fall between
the two bounding curves as would be anticipated. For.a constituent
conductivity ratio, kd/kc < 10 either bounding equation gives reasonably
accurate results. For kd/kc > 100 both bounding equations deviate
significantly from the experimental data. This indicates the reason
why previous Ohm's law models, based upon an assumed regular array,
have generally not been successful at higher constituent conductivity
ratios. No doubt, some of the discrepancy has been countered by
assuming a somewhat distorted array. Uniform heat flux models have been
developed such that an inordinate amount of the higher conductivity
material is arranged in series with itself. Thus the calculated con-
ductivities have been raised above the lower bounding curve. Similarly
for parallel isotherm models an excessive amount of the higher conductivity
material is placed in parallel with itself and in series with the low
conductivity phase. This distortion tends to result in a lower calculated
conductivity than that of the upper bound.
Rather than assuming both an unrealistic heat flow model and a
distorted distribution, three alternate approaches are suggested here.
A uniform heat flux model and a parallel isotherm model
were developed based upon a theoretical distribution of the granular
material which has been experimentally verified. Since only the heat flow
model is simplified, an experimentally derived correction factor for the
heat flow shall be obtained for each correlation. In addition, an experi-
mentally derived weighting factor shall be obtained for the two correlations.
The effective thermal conductivity will then by given by:
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k eff= F k (6-16)
keff = F0 k0  (6-17)
kef f  k- Fw (k - k ) (6-18)
where:
FO = Correction factor for nonparallel isotherms
Fo = Correction factor for nonuniform heat flux
Fw = Weighting factor for bounding equations
These correction factors are considered to be, in general, functions of
the material solid fraction, constituent conductivity ratio, particle
shape and particle size distribution. Unfortonately, previous attempts
to describe arbitrary particle shapes with a single parameter have been
largely unsuccessful [13]. Various statistical techniques have been
proposed for accounting for particle size distribution [45, 54] but
sufficient experimental data are not yet available to consider this
parameter at this time. For this reason the correction factors are
treated as functions of the conductivity ratios and the solid fractions
only.
Equations (6-16) through 18) may be solved together with available
experimental data to obtain the empirical values of the correction factors. This
has been done for a wide range of data from the several sources as listed
in Table 6-I. The correction factors listed do, of course, include both
experimental error and data scatter. To obtain an easily usuable correlation
these factors have been correlated into a polynomial function using a least-
squares technique [55]. The fitted correction factors have
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been found to be represented by the functional relations:
In (Fm) = 6.038 + 0.28697 In(kd/k ) - 0.079693 [ln(kc/kd)] 2
2 -
- 42.035(1-c) + 94.701(1-c) - 0.91135(1-e) ln(kd/kC)
+ 0.0029629 [ln(kd/kc)]'+ 0.0040281(1--) [ln(kd/kc)]2
+ 0180897(l-c) In(kd/dc) - 69.049(1-) (6-19)
In (Fo) = -2.4006 + 0.83611 In(kd/k c
) - 0.0036959 [In(kd/kc)]
2
+ 12.426(1-c) - 16.278(1-c)2 - 3.0926(1-c) In(kd/kc)
+ 0.0019151 [ln(kd/kc)]- 0.034069(1-E) [In(kd/kc)] 2
+ 3.3197(1- c) n(kd/kc) + 2.5768(1- )' (6-20)
Fw = 1.5287 + 0.064259 ln(kdkc) - 0.0064623 
[ln(kd/kc)] 2
- 6.1759E + 11.059C2 + 0.22176 Iln(kd/kc)
+ 0.00015041 [In(kd/kc)] - 0.0042453 E [ln(kd/kc)]2
- 0.10921 2E n(kd/kc ) - 7.2252 E' (6-21)
In conclusion, three correlations have been proposed for evaluating
the effective thermal conductivity of granular systems. There appears
to be no theoretical basis for selecting one solution in preference to
the others. Thus, selection of the best correlation must be made solely
on the basis of a comparison with experimental results.
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Comparison of Available Heat Transfer Models
A number of proposed heat transfer models have been presented in
the literature survey. No doubt a number of other correlations may be
found through a more exhaustive search of the literature. Nevertheless,
the equations which have been presented represent those models which are
most prominently used in the current literature and in present engineer-
ing practice. Moreover, many of the models are somewhat redundant in
that they represent only slight variations of the same basic geometrical
assumptions.
The approach to be used in making a comparison of these correlations
is to select models representing varying basic geometries and varying heat
flow assumptions. Where two models of the same type are particularly
well known both are included. Certain prominent models require the
input of parameters which are generally unknown; these are, of necessity,
excluded from the comparison.
Table 6-II includes a representative sample of correlations based on
flux law models. Tables 6-III and 6-IV present Ohm's law models utilizin
the assumption of uniform heat flux. Table 6-V presents those Ohm's law
models based upon an assumption of parallel isotherms. Table 6-VI
includes those Ohm's law models which include a weighting factor or a
correction factor to circumvent the simplifying heat flow assumptions.
Figure (6-7) presents the results of Equation (5-2) in a graphical form.
Figures (6-8) through (6-10) present the results of Equations (6-16) through
(6-18)
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It should be noted that several of these equations have been
extrapolated or extended beyond the range for which they are
theoretically applicable. The correlations by Lord Rayleigh, Hengst,
and Woodside were derived based on the assumption of a cubical array
of uniform sized spheres. The geometrical limits on the solid fraction
are then such that 0 < :- < /6. Similarly the equation presented by
Schumann and Voss and by Preston are limited to solid fractions of
0.5 < E < 1. In order to compare these correlations with the remaining
correlations over the same number of cases it was necessary to
extrapolate the: derived equation beyond its theoretical limits; where
extrapolation was not possible, the closest possible value of the
solid fraction was taken.
Initial results indicated that the correlation by Gorring and
Churchill [4] was in considerable error. It was suspected that a
typographical error may have existed in the correlation as published.
Following the approach described by the authors Equation (2-17) was
rederived and the corrected form of the equation was found to be:
k k VB -X +X -
6 (1 k- d) CB
-/3- tan-' + (2-17a
This equation was found to fit the experimental data much more
closely.
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In summarizing the results obtained from each correlation, it is
found that the major sources of error can be attributed to the following
causes:
1. Distorted particle geometry
2. Idealized heat flow
3. Absence of a finite particle contact area.
Not every source of error applies to each correlation. Typically one
source will dominate depending upon the ratio of the constituent
conductivities, kd/k c. It is difficult to define an exact range of
kd/kc over which one source will dominate as the range will vary between
models. However, it is possible to discuss relative ranges.
A system composed of materials of equal conductivities will itself
have a conductivity equal to that of the constituents. This is true
regardless of the distribution or contact areas. Moreover the assumptions
of uniform heat flux and parallel isotherms are both valid for such a
system. Consequently each model should be equally valid for kd/kc = 1.
If the ratio kd/kc is increased beyond 1.0 the effects of a distorted
particle geometry appear as the dominant source of error. At still
higher values of kd/kc the effects of the heat flow assumption become
dominant. At yet higher values of kd/kc the effects of the particle
contact area predominate.
The tendency of the particle contact area to predominate as a
source of error at high constituent conductivity ratios is clearly
demonstrated. In granular systems with extremely low gaseous conductivities
direct particle to particle conductions will be a major mode of heat
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transfer. The effective conductivity of any idealized system having no
finite particle contact will approach zero as the conductivity of the
gaseous phase approaches zero. An example of such action is shown in the
results for a simulated lunar soil. These data are listed in the Tables
as cases 159 to 164. The bulk of the correlations yield results far below
the experimental values. Those correlations based upon an assumed
Gaussian distribution of the two phases are the exception. The reason
for this action is attributed to the fact that, while the normalized
Gaussian distribution allows only point contact, the granules are in
close proximity over a larger area.
The assumption of a uniform heat flux tends to yield results
somewhat smaller than the experimental value 'hile the assumption of.
parallel isotherms tends to yield values which are overly large. This
tendency can be offset by a distortion of the material distribution so
that the effects are somewhat self compensating. However, the effects
of these two factors are not the same overall ranges of kd/kc. Therefore,
calculational results tend to be high or low depending on which factor
predominates.
The results of the comparison between the models is summarized
in Table 6-VII. Here a nondimensionalized variance is listed for the
results of each model calculated over all 172 cases of Table 6-1. The
formula used in determining the variance is:
Variance = (k eff khe
n=1
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where kh is equal to either keff or kexp , whichever is greater. This
method of comparing the variance ensures that calculational results
which are either high or low by the same factor are penalized equally
for the difference.
It should be noted from Table 6-VII that Equation (5-2)
equation together with the Equations (6-16), (6-17) and (6-18) result in
the least variance. It is therefore concluded that these equations
represent the closest estimation of the experimentally derived
effective thermal conductivity.
The major source of error in these formulations is expected
to be the failure to account for particle size distribution and
shape. Additional experimental work in these areas would provide
data from which Equations (6-19), (6-20) and (6-21) could be rederived to
more closely fit the actual effect of bending of the heat flux lines.
Failure to account for the contact resistance between particles
may or may not be an important source of error. If contact resistance
were an important parameter it would be anticipated that the effective
thermal conductivity of a system would be a definite function of
particle size. Systems of small particles would then have a lower
conductivity than systems of large particles, all other parameters being
equal. While sufficient data of the necessary kind is not available to
draw a definite conclusion, comparisons can be made. Waddams [6] lists
the thermal conductivity of 1/8 inch steel spheres in air (Case 84,
Table 6-I) as 0.517 kcal/m-hr-K while that of 7/32 inch steel spheres
(Case 107, Table 6-I) is given as only 0.403 kcal/m-hr K; the smaller
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diameter, lower density particles are reported to have the larger
conductivity in this case. Other data may show similar or opposite
trends. Further experimental work will be required before a definite
conclusion may be drawn.
The results of Table 6-VI and Table 6-VII indicate that the proposed
models each perform well over the range of constituent conductivity
ratios of O kd /kc < 10. Further, it is seen that most previous
models fail at much lower conductivity ratios. Thus the correlations
described herein represent a significant extrapolation of previous
models.
TABLE 6-I. COMPARISON OF BOUNDING CONDUCTIVITIES TO EXPERIMENTAL CONDUCTIVITIES
Conductivity, (k al/m-hr-k) x 100
Fluid Solid Experiniform Parallel (k/k) -
Phase Phase Heat Flux Isotherms/k )  Ref.
1 Air Calcite
2.41 310 21.4 12.1 64.8 128.63 .493 6
2 Air Steel2.41 1650 22.4 16.1 261.1 684.647 .489 362.41 1650
3 Helium Steel 75.5 60.48 341.2 138.075 .489 3611.95 1650
4 Glycerin Steel45.4 1650 246 170.6 456.4 36.343 .489 36
5 Water Steel
.272 187.4 471.9 31.976 .489 3651.6 1650
6 COL Basalt
6 08016 10.7Basal6t 1.015 .0047 2.259 134.177 .470 3
7 EOH Calcite 63.6 49.9 101 19.745 .465 5615.7 310
8 Air Calcite2.41 310 25 11.9 65.7 1 i28.63 .458 6
9 Air Calcitei 17.5 10.6 65.7 145.54 .454 562.13 310
TABLE 5-I. Continued
10 EtOH Calcite 63.5 48.7 10.3 19.7452 .454 5615.7 310.
11 Water Calcite
50..5 310 127 103.8 154.3 6.1386 .453 42
12 Air Calcite
12 Air Calcite 19 10.7 64.7 146.2264 .451 422.12 310
13 Air Calcite
2.13 310 17.2 10.6 65.6 145.54 .451 42
14 Air Lead 30.4 16.1 455 1260.6841 .450 62.34 2950
15 Water Calcite 118 104.4 154.3 6.1024 .447 4250.8 310
16 Air Quartz 36.5 14.0 170.1 398.7498 .440 56
2.38 950.1
17 Air Lead 23.85 15.4 475.7 1260.6841' .439 62.34 2950
18 Water Silica 216.0 154.3 356.0 17.8689 .439 3654.5 973.9
19 Air Quartz 26.8 12.7 176.3 420 .438 35
2.25 945
20 Air Coal 11.8 6.2 13.6 16 .437 352.25 36
21 Hydrogen Coal 25.3 21.8 27.7 2.1687 i 437 35
16.6 36
TABLE 6-1. Continued
22 Air Silica2.322 Air Silica 21.89 13.0 181.7 421.9353 .437 362.308 973.9
23 Air Steel
2.34 3850 34.1 15.8 604.7 1645.2996 .435 6
24 EtOH Silica
29.34 973.9 144.7 98.4 302.0 33.198 1 .434 36
25 Air Lead
2.34 2950 34.4 15.4 475.7 1260.6841 .433 6
26 Water Silica54.5 973.9 244.9 154.3 356.1 17.8689 .431 36
27 IC8 Glass12.29 93.96 35.14 26.5 44.6 7.6485 .431 36
28 Oil Lead
15.4 2410 81.5 73.1 533.3 156.4935 .430 42
29 Water Silica54.5 973.9 224.9 154.3 356.1 17.8689 .430 36
30 Water Silica
54.5 973.9 217.4 154.3 356.1 17.8689 .430 36
31 Water Silica
54.5 973.9 218.9 154.3 356.1 17.8689 .430 36
32 Water Silica
54.5 973.9 218.9 154.3 356.1 17.8689 .430 36
TABLE 6-I. Continued
33 H, SiC 91 65 371.3 104.3771 .429 3714.85 1550
34 Air SiC
Ssi 20 12.8 266.2 745.1921 .429 372.08 1550
35 CO,. SiC
1.26 1550 15.6 8.3 250.6 1230.1594 .429 37
36 1C8 Silica
.2.29 973.9 94.4 50.6 247.0 79.2727 .428 36
37 IC8 Silica
2.29 973.9 94.0 50.7 247 79.2727 .428 3612.29 973.9
38 Glycerin Glass 73.3 29.1 73.3 2.0289 .428 3646.3 94
39 Water Silica 207.0 156.7 350.5 17.8689 .426 3654.5 973.9
40 Wlater Silica 3654.5 973.9 212.9 153.4 358.0 17.8689 .426 3654.5 973.9
41 Air Silica41 Air i  22.3 13 182.6 421.9353 .426 362.31 973.9
42 IC8 Silica42 C8 Silica 70.9 50.4 248.4 79.2727 .426 3612.29 973.9
43 Air Glass43 Air Glass 18.5 8.1 27.9 40.7097 : .426 362.31 94.0
TABLE 6-I. Continued
44 1 Helium SiC11.95 1550 61.5 54.4 357.5 129.7071 .425 3
45 Hydrogen SiC
14.85 1550 85 64.7 373.3 104.3771 .425 37
46 Air SiC
2.08 1550 22.6 12.7 267.7 745.1921 .425 37
47 CO, SiC
1.26 1550 14.7 8.2 252 1230.1594 .425 37
48 Air Silica
2.31 973.9 22.6 13 182.6 421.9353 .424 36
49 CO Sio i
1.2 700 16.3 7.1 125 583.3333 .424 36
50 Air SiO
2.41 700 23.8 12.8 139.5 290.4563 .424 36
51 Air SiO
2.41 700 23.4 12.8 139.5 290.4563 .424 36
52 Air SiO
2.41 700 25.2 12.8 139.5 290.4563 .424 36
53 Glycerin Silica
26.3 973.9 205.5 136.6 342.2 21.0289 .424 36
54 Air Steel
2.34 3te 44.6 15.7 608 1645.2996 .423 6
TABLE 6-I. Continued
55 EtOH Silica 1
29.3 973.9 163.8 97.9 303.6 33.1980 .423 36
56 EtOH Glass29.3 94.0 55.4 45.3 61.7 3.2030 .423 36
57 Air Lead
2.34 2950 36 15.3 478.3 1260.68411 .420 6
58 Air i Glass2.41 93.5 17.1 8.4 28.1 38.7967 .420 36
59 Helium Glass
11.95 93.5 34.2 25.9 44.3 7.8243 .420 36
60 Helium Glass11.95 93.5 35.6 25.9 44.3 7.8243 .420 36
61 EtOH Glass
29.6 93.5 53.3 45.5 61.8 3.1588 .420 36
62 EtOH Glass
29.6 93.5 55 45.5 61.8 3.1588 .420 36
63 Glycerol Glass45.4 93.5 71.4 58.1 73.8 2.0595 .420 36
64 Water Glass
31.6 I 93.5 71.6 62.3 78.1 1.8120 .428 36
65 Water Glass
51.6 93.5 71.4 62.3 78.1 1.8120 .420 36
TABLE 6-I. Continued
66 Water Lead 358 196.1 816.9 58.7084 .420 4251.1 3000
67 IC8 Silica67 8 Silica 70.7 50.4 248.4 79.2727 .420 3612:3 973.9
68 IC8 Silica1268 .3C8 Silica 71.3 50.4 248.4 79.2727 .419 3612.3 973.9
69 EtOH Silica 144.4 97.9 303.6 33.198 .418 3629.3 973.9
70 Air Steel70 Air Steel 37.8 15.7 608 1645.2996 .417 6S 2.34 3850
71 Air Lead2.48 2950 42.5 16.1 481.4 1189.5161 .417 57
72 1 Air Quartz72 Air Quartz 29.7 12.7 177.3 420 .416 352.25 945
73 Air Lead73Ai Lead 36.4 15.3 478.3 1260.6841 .416 62.34 2950
74 Air Glass 17.1 8.1 27.9 40.7097 .414 36'2.308 94.0
75 Water Silica
230.8 153.4 358.0 17.8689 .414 3654.5 973.9
Air Stee 35.1 15.7 608 1645.2996 .413 I 61
2.34 3850
TABLE 6-I. Continued
77 Hydrogen SiC 100.7 64.7 373.3 104.3771 .410 3714.85 1550
78 Air Si c 22.4 12.7 267.7 745.1921 .410 372.08 1550
7917.8 82.1 252 1230.1594 .410 37
1.26 1550
80 Air Sand 20.7 11.3 49.9 65.6250 .410 292.86 187.5
81 EtOH Silica 154.9 97.9 303.6 33.1980 .410 3629.3 973.9
82 Wlater Glass -,82 ater Glass 73.1 64.3 80.2 1.7240 .408 3654.5 94
83 Air Silica 24.6 13 182.6 421.9353 .408 362.31 973.9
84 Air Steel84 Air Steel 51.7 15.7 608 1645.2996 .406 62.34 3850
85 Air Lead2.1485 Air Lead 32.3 14.1 481.1 1401.8694 .406 422.14 3000
86 Air Copper 78.6 18.4 4700 13313.2539 .403 56
2.48 32950
87 Air Steel 36.8 15.7 608 1645.2996. .402 62.34 3850
TABLE 6-I. Continued
88 Air Steel
2.34 3850. 47.5 15.7 608.0 1645.3 .401 6
89 Air Lead
2.14 3000. 32.5 14.1 481.1 1401.9 .401 42
90 Air Lead
2.25 3030. 37.0 14.8 487.9 1346.7 .400 35
91 Hydrogen Lead
16.6 3030. 120.6 80.8 655.2 182.5 .400 35
92 Water Lead
54.5 3030. 298.0 206.5 835.3 55.6 .400 35
93 Glycerin Lead
24.4 3030. 176.0 110.1 704.9 124.2 .400 35
94 Hydrogen Glass
12.6 93.5 39.6 26.7 45.1 7.42 .400 57
95 Air Glass
2.48 93.5 15.5 8.6 28.3 37.7 .400 57
96 Air Steel
2.91 4500. 53.2 19.4 714.8 1546.4 .400 29
97 Air Steel
2.91 4500. 55.4 19.4 714.8 1546.4 .400 29
98 Air Steel
2.91 4500. 58.5 19.4 714.8 1546.4 .400 29
TABLE 6-I. Continued
99 Air Steel
2.91 4500. 59.5 19.4 714.8 1546.4 .400 29
100 Air Steel
2.91 4500. 61.1 19.4 714.8 1546.4 .400 29
101 Air Cellite
2.34 92.0 23.4 8.2 27.5 39.3 .400 42
102 Air Coal
2.41 36.0 10.2 6.4 13.9 14.9 .400 42
103 EtOH Lead
15.7 3000. 126.0 77.0 643.3 191.1 .397 36
104 Air Steel
2.34 3850. 43.5 15.7 608.0 1645.3 .394 6
105 Air Steel
2.34 3850. 51.7 15.7 608.0 1645.3 .394 6
106 EtOH Copper
29.3 33163. 327.6 198.4 5197.1 1130.5 .392 36
107 Air Steel
2.34 3850. 40.3 16.0 597.1 1645.3 .391 6
108 Water Lead
50.9 3000. 327.0 193.5 824.8 58.9 .391 42
109 Air Steel
2.34 3850. 44.6 15.6 614.4 1645.3 .390 6
TABLE 6-I.Continued
110 Air Sand
2.85 187.6 26.3 11.1 50.4 65.6 .390 29
111 Air Quartz
2.38 950.1 41.8 13.2 181.7 398.7 .390 56
112 EtOH Copper
29.8 11500. 318.0 163.7 2210.0 385.9 .388 36
113 EtOH Copper
29.8 11500. 342.0 163.7 2210.0 385.9 .388 36
114 Glycerin Copper
45.4 11500. 580.0 232.2 2370.0 253.3 .388 36
115 Glycerin Copper
45.4 11500. 595.0 232.2 2370.0 253.3 .388 36
116 Water Copper
51.6 11500. 550.0 257.8 2424.0 222.9 .388 36
117 Water Copper
51.6 11500. 615.0 257.8 2424.0 222.9 .388 36
118 Water Copper
51.6 11500. 630.0 257.8 2424.0 222.9 .388 36
119 Water Copper
54.5 33163. 629.9 321.2 5950.6 608.5 .387 36
120 Water Copper
54.5 33163. 597.1 321.2 5950.6 608.5 .387 36
TABLE 6-I. Continued
121 EtOH Copper
29.33 33163. 323.1 321.2 5950.6 1130.5 .386 36
122 Glycerin Copper
46.3 33163. 607.6 321.2 5950.6 716.1 .386 36
123 Glycerin Copper
46.3 33163. 549.5 187.5 5499.4 716.1 .385 36
124 Water Copper
54.5 33163. 634.4 279.4 5818.1 608.5 .384 36
125 Air Steel
2.43 3030. 45.0 15.7 497.1 1246.9 .380 58
126 Methane Steel
3.0 3300. 55.8 19.1 548.9 1100.0 .380 58
127 Propane Steel
1.6 3300. 35.0 10.9 516.5 2062.5 .380 58
128 C02 Steel
1.35 3300. 32.4 9.3 509.8 2444.4 .380 58
129 Hydrogen Steel
16.4 3300. 188.0 80.4 708.4 201.2 .380 58
130 Air Steel
2.34 2850. 45.7 15.1 468.7 1217.9 .380 6
131 Oil Lead
15.4 2410. 101.0 72.0 541.9 156.5 .380 57
TABLE 6-I. Continued
132 Air Sand
2.86 187.6 26.4 11.1 50.4 65.6 .370 29
133 Air Steel
2.25 2250. 35.6 14.2 378.4 1000.0 .365 35
134 Hydrogen Steel
16.6 2250. 110.0 75.5 520.0 135.5 .365 35
135 Helium Glass
11.95 93.5 31.1 25.6 44.8 7.8 .350 37
136 Air Glass
2.12 93.5 13.8 7.5 27.5 44.1 .350 37
137 Air Glass
2.08 59.1 13.8 6.61 19.4 28.3 .349 59
138 Air Lead
2.23 3030. 34.2 14.5 492.6 1358.7 .346 12
139 Hydrogen SiC
14.9 1548.7 95.4 64.1 377.2 104.0 .328 59
140 Air SiC
2.08 1548.7 27.3 12.6 270.4 742.8 .328 59
141 CO2  SiC
1.27 1548.7 26.2 8.2 254.6 1223.5 .328 59
142 Hydrogen SiC
14.9 1548.7 61.7 64.1 377.2 104.0 .325 59
TABLE 6-I. Continued
143 Air SiC
2.08 1548.7 27.0 12.6 270.4 742.9 .325 59
144 CO, SiC
1.27 1548.7 25.2 8.2 254.6 1223.5 .325 59
145 Air Quartz
2.38 950.1 49.0 13.4 178.1 398.7 .310 56
146 Hydrogen SiC
14.9 1548.7 110.8 62.5 386.4 104.0 .308 59
147 Air SiC
2.08 1548.7 27.5 12.3 277.0 742.9 .308 59
148 CO2  SiC
1.27 1548.7 26.4 7.97 260.7 1223.5 .308 59
149 Helium SiC
12.0 1548.7 85.2 52.7 260.7 129.2 .308 59
150 Air Lead
2.25 3030. 58.4 14.3 - 505.1 1346.7 .310 35
151 Air Quartz
2.25 945.0 70.0 12.2 183.5 420.0 .276 37
152 Air Quartz
2.25 945.0 76.0 12.2 183.5 420.0 .241 37
153 Water S.S.
54.5 1795.9 272.5 195.8 496.8 33.0 .501 36
TABLE 6-I. Continued
154 Glycerin S.S.
46.3 1795.9 248.7 172.9 475.5 38.8 .502 36
155 EtOH S.S.
29.3 1795.9 172.7 120.7 422.3 61.2 .505 36
156 Hydrogen (C H, )NH
14.85 18.9 16.5 16.7 16.7 1.3 .513 37
157 Air (C6 H5 )2 NH
2.08 18.9 6.9 5.1 7.5 9.1 .513 37
158 Hydrogen SiC
14.85 1550. 46. 68.3 322.1 104.4 .518 37
159 C02 Basalt
.1578x10-7 90.7 .1061 .1280x10 10.53 5.75x10 .540 3
160 CO2  Basalt
.1856x10" 7 90.7 .08183 .1760x10 9.0 4.89x10 .600 3
161 CO2  Basalt
.2373x10 90.7 .05598 .1933x10 10.47 3.82x10 .654 3
162 C02 Basalt
.2967x10-7 90.7 .0511 .2747x10 8.90 3.16x10 .683 3
163 CO2  Basalt
.4764x10 90.7 .0414 .181x10 19.15 2.23x10 .721 3
164 CO2  Basalt
.1464x10 90.7 .1404 .652x10 19.15 6.19x10 .470 37
TABLE 6-IContinued
165 Air SiC
2.08 1550. 15.6 12.7 218.9 745.2 .518 37
166 r02 SiC
1.26 1550. 11.85 8.1 205.6 1230.2 .518 37
167 Air Iron
2.47 5628.9 39.9 13.2 584.0 2277.1 .575 
56
168 Oil Copper
15.4 32000. 130. 80.6 3365. 2077.9 .580 57
169 Oil Steel
15.4 3500. 81.5 62.2 512.8 227.3 .580 42
170 Oil Glass
15.4 61.2 29.8 25.2 31.2 3.974 .580 42
171 Oil Lead
15.4 2410. 60. 58.7 381.7 156.5 .580 42
172 C02 Basalt 480.7 .720 3
.2013 96.8 1.024 .602 18.28 480.7 .720 3
TABLE ,-II COMPARISON OF SELECTED FLUX LAW MODELS
t EFFC TIVE Ti.Q'AL CF1NDJCTIVITY (KCAL/"-HR-K) X 1
CAI XP 2 TicXTAL MA LL F AYLFIGfH EREDITH BP UGGEM 4N
& TOrIAS
S..,?. 99 9.5 694 1.0. 2S32 11..9257: 17.31 554
2 ~.: . 7 10 .P5322 12.47') 4 19.95781.
5.5 4R7.:798 52.14: '9 6".15923 88.5.4 8
2(-, ! h. 67621 173.8 9758 2'. .6e194 254. 9" 24
5 272.' 1 :~6. 622 83 199.79781 233.31593 278.58374
1. 15 .338-; 4 '.37632 .4 272 '.654 5
7 03.59~ 9 50. 1492 6 .14163 7.; 1235 77.23344
25. 1 .54 35 11.8223 13.5Q271 2 .33421
9 17.5 9.--702 1 .723'3 12.25495 10.18465
1 63.5 :' 57, 556 62.29413 73.55556 8"i. 1877
11 127. ' 130).42 72 134.33577 158.94153 143.49553
S 19. 9, 522" 1 .,1323 12.341 7 19. 422 .4
1: 17.2 9 .56?8 1 .862' 1 12.39723 19.57473
S.;39 7 10.8 4 2 12.47522 14.11478 25. 7587
TABLE 6-11 CONTINUED
;Fi, FCTI VE TiEAL CCNDUJCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1-*
CA.. XP ,EP TAL MA XW-LL RAYLFIGH MERFDITH RRUG GEMAN
& TOBIAS
i1 . 2.2 3 5 136.36444 161,78436 145.45194
Ic 3.5 : .3142 13.1294 14.7932 25." 9' 9- 7
:.7 3 1 5 24 13. 12744 14,7441.2 26. 96O' 9
IE 21c. . 2 .3.2 45 221.369 6 2 6 2 *35938 27P.5"'317
c 726 qq 1 .771.5 12.53937 14.11174 24.,9319
8 .. .2:65 .,91648 1' .59934 1' .98189
252c 99 25, 933 ' 26.*1422 28.591 3 26.13719
11. 2 C1 . .$8524 12.92428 14.53338 25.7 222
34 , zL ; 1i.41 4 13.39, 2 14.99745 27, 84776
.4 144.7 6 . 123.~436 139. 13, 161.94485 198 329f*6
2q q3< 11.48218 I3, 5 1 :'5 9  15.1; 1 28'5673
;e - C .cS 2 7,3' 269 227232355 2695i'5652 285,.592r4
; 7 35j.14 ' 36. o357 37 77673 45,36514 41,25337
. ci5. 74 . 1193 86.59778 97,54688 16%52133
TABLE 6-11 CONTINUED
^ . EFFFCTIVE THERMIL CC.DUCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K ) X 1"
CS" X AS XR I?'F TAL A XWE LL FYLE I GH M41P ED IT F BRPUGGEMN
& TOBIAS
2'; 224.~0' 2 7. R2314 228. 4282 27" 416Q9 286. 4""747
217. T 2, 7. 82 14 22". 4282 27".41690 286 .352"5
31 2I1 8 9 2 7.823.4 228.'4282 27'.41609 286.36499
-"1 g9 2'7. 82314 228.-4282 27:::.41699 286.36499
S 1. 7 -38913 82a. 1788 92,81613 144,3775r,
S. 1 o3 913 12.196556 3.6"'151 25.16855
5 15. . 5.26272 7.41785 8.26378 15.52164
3 95.3cG. 57. 51353 66. 76 5' 3 75.87" 54 112,.611 5
?7 94.3 ; 9  t7.51353 66.765"3 75,7;'54 112.611'5
T2 73.2c9 7'. * 7; 8 7 .2t729 76.85 "7 7.o51149
3 7. 2;. G.2138 231.12563 274,1035? 2.89,7666"
4: ;2.~S 9 2 9 92138 23! . 12-563. 274. a1352 289.P4961
41 2.2' L.49383 . 13.64' 46 15,2 ' 18 27,59543
7,. E ; 57.86711 67.37192 76,46379 113.7663(
TABLE 6-11. CONTINUED
\T , EFFCTIVE THER AL CC NDUCTIVITY (KCAL/ M-HR-K) X "'
CrSE EXL S T, L ,.AXw E LL RAYLE'IG MEREDITH 
R .UJ C ;F-M AN
& TOBIAS
_"1 .24 "56 11. 6c46 13.51178 
17.37811
, . 57. 93112 6.1 516 76.65494 124.E 1643
" . 7!.27< J4 3.55272 94.28864 147,4
9 8 3?
S;2. c 1 .443 *2 1?.441"9 13.82354 25. 86356
7 15.7 h. 34491 7.56726 8.39q93 15. 94P31
.
2 .5cce i1. 56i5 13,77651 15.32526 27.95589
4 cl. c 6. 3 1.5 7.192 3 7 .99" 74 14.83859
" 2 . 7'; c q 1 1 ,99753 14. 25591 15.89292 2R.22928
1 23.3 l99 11. 753 14.25591 15.89282 28. 2726
25 .2 11.99753 14.25591 15.89282 28. 233'
"
2 5.5 1 85.746b 4  2 6.64229 243.69996 267. 73511
1 .44.5 c9 1. 87461 14 19:3 15.74392 3". 4588
5 16'?7c '27. 5' 6" 145o15649 168.41991 2" 7.'" 2396
t ,33, 3 57,76314 53o+43582 67o42899 59o36821
TABLE 6-II. CONTINUED
TFFECTIVE THE! 'AL CONDUCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HER-K) X l:
: CS LXPEfR I'ENTi% L AXW L L R4YLEIGH MEREDITH 8P JGGEMAN
& TOBIAS
57 3., 1. 762 14*417! 15,9213' 3":. 6744e
.. 17... .- 1 .b 734 12.42 18 14.318.4 18.34139
S :_ 4, 3 "V.133 3. 73 5 45.94 64 41. 5
6 35.5 30 343 3b. 7352 45.94 -64 41.591.45
.i 5?.2cs$9 5 .. 6" 36 58.721'7 67.75734 59.6 "811
S5. ' 5. 6"36 58.721 7 67.75734 59,6"846
C 71 3% 6 4'+ 7 69. ~946 76.79613 7. 1371 i
.4 71. 9 ; 73.42126 73.538 9 79.4515 73.66144
' 7!. -c 9 73. 4212c 73.5 3?9 79.45815 73.69327
23 35E. 4z76 27i.155.'3 317.83447 447,21973
, 7 .7 LoC. c, 11 5 69.3'759 7R.34'~39 117,33720
LE. 7 1.:cc 5C.17 92 69.63153 78.64911 117.93312
c0 ..3.. .. 120, 4. 21 14 . 14'" 171.56953 21'.,78?99
7. 37,7%9> 12.11177 14.66577 16.1357' 31. 52.58
14 6 LP oV9 ;
L9~5~ I 1 L6b'L LLLLU
EZZd9E *LIZt~ z T
L Z 9ZLL9I 81 
-LL 9
6E'+x9i 64 47 ()'~ 9 lJ~ 1l 9AIJl( 1 lk Irh L z IiJ.V IJ
Gcn1O3i- 3~V
TABLE 6-11. CONTINUED
ATA E-FECTIVE TiERM AL CC DUCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1.'
CASE XPE' ,I T' T A, IM L X; LL QAYLIGHE EDj ITH RP U GGFMAAN
F TOBIAS
b 32, .A-351 14.21559 15.43543 31."2811
Ec 7c, 5c- 13.49535 16. 459 3 18.1 A15 37.7692
t7 3 6.7c c9 1237355 -  15. 3$ 17.174' 35, 5396
HB 47.5 12.77873 15.99943 17.24638 35.24.$92
S 325 1i.67 3 14.61 17 15.76233 32. 19775
37.' 12.31887 15.45297 16.63954 34.- 5927 o
Si li .Scc. 38.336.'7 1 9.3679 119.3456 212. 82"3
Si 2 27 .12842 ?24.582' 3 364.7 '" 2t 514. 5"122
3. 17c.' . 27. 821 157.29483 172.79655 289.11646
4 .5c 9 ?P. 751 41. 5339 49.93776 44. 2Q5 1.
S 15.5 11.74639 13.87323 15.8 37'2 2:. 21i43
1, 3.2 5. 94177 2 .i " 313 21.5329: 44.2"'741
,7 55.3-1S9 15.94177 2' <313 21.5329, 44. 18'83
1 5, . 94177 2:.' 313 ?1.53290 44. 7; 1
TABLE 6-H.. CONTNUED
.T, E FFECTIVE THEPR-L C NrDUCTIVITY (KCAL/MHP-K) 
X ]-"-
S'. ,,T AL X,.&-, LL YLFIGH 
MER ECIT H BRUGG M AN
S EXPER I L, TAL .... ,.,-:LL T nBIAS
C7 5! 77 *g:2'. 313 
21. 5320,  4.4,' 7"76
5 619 cqq 1 9477 "313 
21,532" 44,2261"
,, 321_cS 1.14626 13019173 
150 3V6 19,4"'2' 5
S- . e I 544  5 1 2 ,59q12 
12,64756
126, 4. 5.,43 F 1:5.37512 
114,45631 2 5.92126
.5 13. "874- 16.651' 
17.76472 37.21918
S 51,7 , 13, .8748 16.65 
17076472 37,226?5
1 327 ;5", 5 16. 718'3 21. 
52751 223.961 3 466.13599
4,: -1.227 16.9522 
17 99 33 3 7. qP!53
S27 0  26 o24 7 31C)54712 
355 1133 511,55884
'1 ' 4o5Gc' 
173',,26 8 o &7 3 q 8. 34334
ii 24 
1. 24736 2" 16972 290 R664
a. " 3>3 ;7 7,-,- 33 18 o 3658 
3 35099596
.9, 17S .. 454 32' 3
TABLE 6-II. CONTINUED
T- EFFECTIVF TIE-R~iAL COA\)UCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1<
3 I P! TAL EAxW LL PR YL F IGH MER n IT H BR LIGGE AN
& TOBIAS
51 b. 354 2 15,74771 229.27646 454,94434
"4 5. " 25. .42 B5 324.5' S  346.4 . 38 658, P94'4
11 55. 5. 5,5 324.5' 3 46.4'3;3 6589,<126r
1 ' 5 . 2 7.54614 3 6 6. 58:; 1 392,414" 6 733.746"'9
17 5 : 2;7. 54614 366,95 1 392,43 4"6 734,41235
1( >3, ., 23754614 366. 95 1 392,414'6 734,46753 '
1ic t Q C C 31 .217-4 t:)"S 423,5835" 87 .687' 1
12 537. 0 C,5 1 .217 4 4_ .58; 
" 8  423.5835" 869.529 5
c21 ?3. SC 65 1 .33691 21. 8,5.'CQ2 23:"' 214? 4P9,.'35P9
.75c85 265,. 393. 343.4? 22 362.1555 754.6227
2: f.45 " 265.5e25 345.518. 9 363.74438 7599r3125
1 4 A34,3cc. 313. 4. 4 4r7.9S4P6 429." 7178 8804'552
12 45.14* 249 ,3' I.881113 19.56R'4 42.45663
17, c 7 47 2 3.19 9 24,14169 52, 1 484
TABLE 6-11. CONTINUED
EFF -ICTIVE THER 4AL C ONDUCT VITY (KC L/ -I-HR-K X 1 ''
X IPTL AX ELL RAYLFIGH M RED ITH BRUGGEMAN
? TOBIAS
127 35. 9.4 3]66 12.42641 12.91 25 2A.4316';
l - 9 7, c36 D .4 92 6 1'2 ... 3 9?7 24. '-1172
.2 F, 9 3 624 141. 7 38 128.6332 241.3
7 25 3
: 45.7 13.71 95 P. 11 89 I .841 :2 4".93221
1 7 o . 8 1306 1 112.76949 119,75' 14 ? 215.7996
2 ,- 26 .9 9S 15. 8399: 2 .411769 21.97133 33."451
~- S cI } 13. 9732 19.2 ;' 98 1 19.328 :' 6 43. 73,P42
13 o 9.25 15 13?.1279 1.36.8172 246.3, 835
S0F , i0 '9 41.6I -4 45.4. 475 5 6 177e 48,.'766
11f 13. 1. 97224 15o84P73 16b92' 73 22o8 5 46
177 13o? 1 4.~,9 13093198 15 0 45854 18o13, 5P
, 3 2 7 5 22. ' 165 2 9 0 12?2: 51.26267
2 :5o3 . Cc,," 7: .O 151o' 2R3 142o61764 253 0 6 451
27 : c : 7 . - 4 23 555 21.1 596 53.2673'
TABLE 6-11. CONTINUED
CATA . FFCTIVE THER.MtL CCNDUCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1>
C S . XPEF. i/ hi T L MA XW. LL RAYLLIGH MEREDITH BRUtGGEMAN
& TOBIAS
1L 20.; ' . '769 14.66218 12.94q13 ?3.74352
2 b 1'7..*: c,95S 154.81 66- 144.67:79 2 58. 38135
13 0 17: 14. -.7 24.5 314 21.42986 54.6-3 '" 4
L 2..2 9 .12357 15. ;'942 13.13482 34.52 '
7. 49. !7 95"17 32.: 5437 2b.13341 64. 99879
lq.7 1 6'. 7 9 Ir .6415 1:",6 23 156.AS' 53 284.81616
2.47 . . 1 8 "3:' ' 2 23.27403 63."'2964
1 26.3 .7,224 I)3. 7634 14.26836 4'.26196
iL4 5.2 q7.165q S 15 .16927 127.94313 248°f4' 5
SE 5i. C.- 17. 1 6c. 31.34285 25.'"4462 7" . 51279
151 7. .. ...5- 8 7. 44.68428 29.4"662 82. '6227
15 76. 22, 493 13'.57375 35.69996 110.92848
- , 27.5 1 9i. 6454 2 '3.74246 237.47173 281.5166n
15 2 7 : i h. 27722 176. 318 2" 4.93 839 251.63412
TABLE 6-11. CONTINUED
ST.' -:F-FCT!VE T -H'!M AL CCN ,:U! CTIVITY (KCAL/,.-HR-K) X 1 "
CASc E X2L i -' T L . X V LL R AYL I GH ER FD IT H BP UGGEM AN
S TIOBTAS
i. . 17 ,7. 1 7 1. 57 115, 4449 133.64227 175.5?4'2
i5 i6-, 1 7 ,5 1 7352'3 17. '769 16.7366e
157 6C .. 5.5177. 5.66798 6.58252 6.36967
t . -, .5- ,6 57.6299 66.59724 91.57744
15 C  o 6i* , *
" 7' .. 81, * "
--
5 1e' , *
16* - 1 , aI6 : .o "a ' 4 , o a ' "  '
'55 15 o 70 8419 P 839758 9 0 67"69 140 6 451
!. . 1o-5 4075- P 5%: 28 5o37268 8o9 11
7167 30 -: To :'444 8 23735 9 '89 
:  9L o 1767
" :3772 5 . 52 3 ;7 .c,36 '78o55597
TABLE 6-11. CONTINUED
SETA FR-ECTIVE THER&AL CCNDUCtTIVITY (KCAL/M - HPR - K  X 1':?
S;- XP , I'i TA L VA K iW LL R AYLE I GH .M:cEDITH 
PRUGGFMAN
& TOB IAS
S5. . 4 .i" 74 . 49.77L2'
-  56.79507 74.95 '3
17 c.7c9-G 2 7. t64 ' 27.74'2R 3.3 
795 2. 56239
471 
-, .77E 9.,4'1659 56.37567 73.31424
172 24 .43413 :.43656 1.47197 
C 53364
-J
TABLE 3-111. COMPAR SON OF SELECTED UNIFORMI HEAT FLUX MODELS
rFFCr T VT THIE.. L CrL UiCTIVITY (KCAL/'4-Hq-K) X 1..
C t '7,S F F- Y C -c SIC)E 
HFNGST G Rl RINGj F,
...... . .' ',-Pr SHOP.CHILL
,2 5 ? .
5 l
'. 27,P1955 9.68224
co i5 7- 7 24..4747 39.61765 
17.8637
7. 3 -" 38 q S 5 -141.4i'97 49.7861.2
4 24-. 1.46.78 39 3 ? .491-9 
372.94497 1.4.44376
27. . i64. 66,A6 1 2. 13&6 
4'6., '713 1?3.79'3"
r
c3 2,.47 .77575 
.7724 .3-656 -
7 C3.cc 5 *474- al! a 
, 9.921''7 32.43243
c.536 ?4. 7S25 ?2.74- 4 
1'".55" 74
17. .?2&423 21 .84"9 
? 2726 q9 4  9,6445
52. 3 7 '682 2lo1.8112 
33,"' 687
i:7. 7.. !22, - 162 F51  
I 22' 49751 63 22" 73
12 ! 0 %3 ,.-3 2] 147a13 
27,32-34 9
" 5 5 2
13 17, 22 
'4! 25 27 .-!18 9,93447
"I ,5 ,*. -)94,:,, ,: .~ ' '5783
TABLE 5-111. CONTINUED
rAT1 F F-C TIV _ THE A4:L C TNI.CTIVI TY (KCAL/',-HPt-K) X 1 '
,'.S: "X-Ihj T.L SCN Ffr<Y 'cnSI E HENGST GoD ING &
& S ,P CHU'CHILL
i. .. 15. 67777 A'.?c= 726.6629" 63.642 3
15(7 . $I " 6O ?7.35 :6 38.78313 16.592 6
7 23 3 ' .7967 3 27 P 27 5 46 .25 4 2 4 77'I
7 14. 1 Z.,9 -43 333 2.35 5 385.P3325 112.7579
2,. 7c$ . ,. 3 , 26. ' ',6 37.15994 16. 6" 7R
7, 5 7q3 1.3. 5321 1.5.34 2 4,4349-
2c 25 qc 2 5, 7e 7 26.91245 43.9. 6 5 1. 63655
S2 ,, . 3 5 ?6. 4 3 38. ?2 . 16.54 85
ScC , 242 28.2 4C11 49.19425 27.51242
14 ,7 -,. .733 ? 3. 3 ' 6 2?50.31."55 70.22112
'.? c£ 53 1 ." " .? 8.3322 47.32585 25.1.5863
:r 2, 1 . 3 . '50 1 301.33496 113.71.243
.7 L1- - 34. * I o' 47.1 (,l3 62.5 3662 17. 3. 63?
1,5 .. 2 17 .?389 2 'q*34'6 77.48956
TABLE 5-1ll. CONTINUED
ST C TT V- THT- I TL rKCUCTI\VITY (KCAL/ Y-HR-KK )X
CrF - P: !- 'T;L SD ~ W S I ,, H N GS,T GnOR RING &
"& ..'-S Si CHURCHILL
,c ., - C.; 19 -91 5 35.7751 5 192. 2271 13.8Y70 51
3991 4o '' '.775 15 -)?. 22 7 113.7953
i : , LO' .r; 33P.7751 392.'2271 113,R7953
4 7 1 o,. 18;.4-1 5 33P,77515 39?* 2271 113.'8753
l. 41.0 431 157.14453 1 3.37791 64,'"7443
;o . ? e: , ..1 25,.24947 38.783'4 18. 7
' 6 6 '" q
5;  " 47 c)2 i , 41 -?' 3 25.561.57 13,56719
5 '. 77?.6 12 4.o5 232 1.41 5739 47,7' 506
7 7 oge 5 o? 74 1.2 Lr?32 141 5730Q 47,7'596
73 . ?- 0C 5? 7 72. 25192 119.72414 27. 9932
c .7 7,- iq91 .. 4 4. 64' 9(.7 , 7393 114,547P84
01 4 1 i 341.64 3R 394.77393 114.54784
1 & 2 . 1 o 9 7o7A 390a
0 4" 6 17. '264
7 -C ;, 5 . - 37 .. 2 i9 o, A 47o 
4 i 7
TABLE 6-111. CONTINUED
Ir-C TI/L TH. L:  CI,"JUCTIVITY IKCAL/M -HP-K) X
LC L S: Fr Y WL(Cin HFNGST r,ne Q TC r,
VCSS 1EF CH JRC HILL
'1P 5 .! 4 37 2' . 2* 67 22."7112 6. PR60'
S.5 5 .?~926 3i .7455 956.7 96 56.577"9
S7 6;77~ 1i 58.93035 134.56?57 64.,62605
L 2. 5cc 9, 239! 2 5. S-296 3C).", 5473 19. 3927'
S~ .  2 5. 7 4  63 13. 7532
- 22, '.  - - .1 1 257. .3 39 . 12 ' 1 1-. I F,44.
S 3.27 1- ! .69 15 2 1.6 397 o 6"
2/.; !I , 7 '0 29.6215! 37.39958 5.$24 6
S. 5 7 ?. " . 37.8 C5 15.5?456
t_ . ' . - 775 ?..q261 37.Qc 5P 15.52456
7- ? 51, 1  $14,,5460n 56.98N"4 "'4.8- 246
.;-, qqc >. .3723 ?9. 32655 5 .?25 28.3745 "
S..- 4W 623.52 2. 5R ?a.1 522 P .719P44
L. :g 56 27 62.9F551 9R8?178 25.57965
TABLE 6-III. CONTINUED
f. TTA ErFECTIVE THE AL CNC.:O)UCTIVITY (KC L/M'-HR-K) X 1
:
'
,A- ' P I TTA L S DN F2Y WCOqSI!DE HENGST GORRING &
& .ESSt'EP CHURCHILL
7 36, 1 t74 29.49P.. 4P4 1 9"' 26.
r ''*
5- 1 7. P c .672 2 .. 9 2 2 2.9 738 7.11912
s 34. 4. 12347 47.36348 2.62257 17.25'84
3 5.h ,C 4.12 347 47.36343 62.6 ?57 17.25584
S ? C-,a 5:-:. R24 6 . ':475 99.5 375 25.53238
r2 ,55. 5- I 2-3 6.1 475 99.51'975 25.53238
S 71 6.12z?39 71. 624 12'. 4 74 26.61925
, 7!, 5C -  73.' .4 ? 74.96P53 126.46695 25. '4327
71.?-e' 73. 146,2 74.96 63 126.46695 25."4327
A 758," 212.72653 .06,72485 549.67188 
178.,3778
7. 7 .7 5 . 01. 127.4174' 143.63956 48. 5?155
SE 71. 2C99 52.3673 ]1 27.765R8 143.q9718 4P 621.6
C1 14 . ! 16.256 3 242,3562' 266,3938~ 81*4279'
7:. 37.7 c q- c 1. 5-711 2o". 7313 5% ,75116 28."8' 548
TABLE 6-111. CONTINUED
r T. FFC TIV' THERM AL C JCNDUCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1"
C SE :Xp; - IP1 LNTA L S Ci F E. Y WOODSIDF HENGST GnRP TG &
& I.CSSM. E CHURCHILL
71 5 11.218 7Q 3.5239 51. 3q989 27. 19r " 3
7 27 1.341 797 731.6145' 16.93538
7- 36..3;c 99 1 . t259 29.86176 48.74478 26.2594 ^
74 .7. Sc ; (.4?87 2' .6639 .519" 4 7.' 3 76
S 2 5 .7"csG 1 .' 43 35 .27 .;2 413.'271f 116.55283
- C5 2c79 1 .75 3' .24:95 51. 994' 29.' 9288
77 1. 7 ' .1 3 165.75314 199.4787 66.69872
7, 2. .. 9.62" ? -. 75;34 4 ' 7353 10.99?47
S 17o7 c- 9 5.84 2 6 16.36054 26.41212 14.?2331
.7 12. - 59 29.276 Y 32.277r 1".672 11
S5 r .::c c:; . 1 96 247°.' 516 27". 5542 82.56298
73. cec. 75, 4,'~ 5 77,. 041 , 132.3439' 2?.^3883
.3 2. . ?9.33125 4.21684 17.73951
4 51o7 1. "27-5 ' -.9' : 51.7"874 29.59578
TABLE 6-111. CONTINUED
TA ;FFECTIV- THPFPtMAL CONDUCTIVITY (KCAL/'4-HR-K) Y 1-f'
C^SL XzixE I T :TAL SG N. FRFY w'onrSInE HENGST ORP ING &
MESSMFR CH U(JCHILL
1 732o 
-
8 28 . 1c, ? P46,1178' 2,5.561?9
7 i ,5: 39 11.84763 33.375' 9 72.95583 65.64183
P7 6,7.c cq 11. . 31,26418 52. 5698 29.883'"9
S 47.F 11.2312 31.358 9 52.144 
'  29,95494
3 2,: 1 2.2c5a  .6' " " 46.5 
:
-6" 25.87-f:7
c 37, 1 .3176 3' .16437 49,6662
'  26.87482
1 -2... 5c 2 74, 7 3 4. ?42 246. ;298' 94*633'.-9
2  ^.. 241.4;159 55 ,44*43 597.11.328 193.8rq8p
c7 17.,. 1!3.2666 237. 6-7 33",49585 119.78264
c . 35.5 91? 36. 6 2 4 ,77415 66,7126" 1 ,." 235
c5 .1.5... 57 13 22.35555 24.19 51 7.49979
t 532 . 14. " 585 39.o' 841 64.33"81 36.52295
c7 55. 3 ; 14. 1535 39. '441 44.33f'81 36.52295
.5 .4.i. 9 l- 3 .:a4 1L 64,3 3'4 81 36.52295
TABLE 5-111. CONTINUED
EFI' CTIT V TH7TR L rC., -T)ITIVTTY (KCAL/.-HQ-K) X 1 '
C . XP-' T'-T L S FN Rl f Y WO 'S IDE H F N;ST GORR ING
, V-SS P CHUJPCHILL
9 i, 14. 1 4-5 . " q44 1 64.33 ' 8] 36. 5295
S. rcca , r 64.33 81 36.52205
S 2".3"' 2616 21.3P562 23.1241.1 7.229
S. 1 .2 .743~6 14. 5 R?5 17.'52"' 4.834294
' 2 . 74o 71.269 195.4C9753 236.26627 01.6773?
/; 43!. ' 11.52577 32. 1976 52.75337 3'.457; e .
" .7 1.52577 32.- I'76 52.75337 3.45782
27. ( .CMV- 4 .15 42 624.3)941 334.9P853
17 4' .2'" - 1.6537 32.3 559 53. 1453 3'.67331
S? 7 ?53.633 533.677 '  575,53516 188,549q7
1 - .5 9 11.6 99 3 32.4 115 53.1e 158 3".74 16
1> 2 .> % c 13.23942 3 .75471 33.29242 11."6783
S. .7C 9 11. 78 31.77673 12. 24565 9.65'44
. 4R. 55 2 30.5 9 8 527.19432 231.6"'94
TABLE 6-III. CONTINUED
ScFECTIV TH- R: AL CO UCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HP-K) X 1'
r
C.S .p 1. eN TAL SON FFEY w0OODSIE H NGST GOiR!NG E
& SS ME R CHURCHILL
44?. " Is* 2: ?39.52Y," 527.19L82 231. 604
.'. 22s4.72 33 5c3.5 517 737.2"
' 19 "  3"1.'343
15.4 ?24. 7.2 3P 5c3,5 537 737.2"1Mq 3 r'1.'1343
. 5" , 2= -. 6"-52 (,6.7.945" 15.225 1 325. P82"
7 5 ..... 254. 69652 667,.949 9 15.2269! 325. 9'2rn
i - ., 25..6 52 6 6 7. 045p, 815.22681 325.8'" 2'1P
-
]C, 62,,l. z 27L.t 5371 746.15283 1'"52,25757 5'2.66479
1? 5c7, . C5 274"- 5371 7, . 1583 1752.25757 5. 2.66479
1 ?5.. '' *4.637L-5 4 E. 7*'557 631.1' 1 56 330.873' 5
122 6 7."5585 234.!.5. 19 630,.17944 Q22.36353 454*59473
3 .25 ? 5" ' 3 641. ': 4 9 3.86597 455.61694
S z cc 277 ] 5? c 752?.,63. I 57.4.7674 5' 6.. 357.
S /,' 5 o 12.6 ' 34.51b 1 53.64485 29.57?69
S5,7 9 1 5.5 ?0 42,52: 4 64,98973 34.80153
TABLE 6-111. CONTINUED
.EFFCCTIVc :Th, AL CF.DUCTIV TY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1"
( SF !i~EXP! TIENTAL SICN FPEY WvCSIOF HFNGST GWRRING &
& NeSSTR CHURCHILL
1"7 35, " 3 -12 53 2?.9677 38.19576 23.32364
P 23 Ge., 7.- 3 .F1 19.32559 33 .. 4791 ?". 91 578
i .a ,t2, 215.1944 256.6R7r! 101.2?4121
1, 4, 7 ' 2.13477 33.?22?12 51.462" 5 28.23676
- i 1,'i 77. 5 c2? 1 6.97273 227.7;387 86,2?366
,: 2. aa 14.U !247 32c,42883 34.47119 1.' 709 M
:w 315.,5 9 17.34?481 32.23314 4Q.r6239 26.,3159
1 l1 .P 7. G66~, 217. ?74 ':  243. 267 C'.4P"93
P . • cc 3 '. 171 52.69141 7 .18 48 18.272 2 9
136  1 .c926 22. 5 16 23.5n623 7.4619
"7 i' 1 . ' 54 7. .R94"3 ? .9761 6."3471
31.2 .21836 ?4.93286 52.64954 3?. 15294
13 9f . cq ?9. 72 :2 2"5. : 71 216.31229 78.15236
S2 7 2?cSS ! B.2??77 3.7854 45.63637 23,41"51
TABLE 5-111. CONTINUED
,AT; E FFJCTIVE THEr ML CnF; UCTIV!TY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1
'
.
R. EXi ' NTAL .sN. FQFY WcrlSIfD HF.NGST G nG &
& .ESS ER CHURCH ILL
S
,... '... .%5414 3'.27881 17.13559
Z c01.7 .  9 ' '5i 2-7.32312 217.277c5 78.56728
1' 3 27. 13,.3 6 4. 631 3 45.84 1 23.55"45
ii 25.2 *?~-.48? 21.. 3415 3-.413
q 7 17.23967
6*5 4. 1 .19675 3C.55229 47.73639 21.94421
146 1. ' .7'' 07. 2 ' 7c ?16.' 243' 222.75' 18 8',93' 69 "
1-7 l7. >1.39";;4 35.63449 46.99L61 24.34775
i5 2? c. 8 25 7 22. 11"-2 31.17998 17.33273
149 35.2 79.34776 7 .23277 18.21664 71.22829
, 5o7.3 9 ' 95 15.5 932 3?P.857 55.96614 32.62816
151 7 ,  "  .7. -'63 4 .. 87521 47.87i44 22.66267
21 76. 21.18156 44,51111 5; .1856P 24.55772
S 272.5 163.7 651 363.51343 423.66528 129.13)16
414 .~ .7 1 .44.91 . 72 323.16113 378 17311' 116.45776
TABLE 5-111. CONTINUED
., :fFECTIVF T H 4A L CC''Nf)UCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K I X 
'"
C .y -, LT T., Y -y WC)lSC IDE HFNGST GOR IR !G F
. S "., p CHURCHILL
-7.7 C 5 7
1
, 226, i59 ?72.27515 86. 446
.6,C 1..7! ,'
- L 6.74 : 24.5 5': 5 3.55139
:7 5. .67 7.',553 9.76947 2.93787
4 46. 6,. 5745 . 1 9.69844 154.79541 51 . 782-6
- ., P.: : . . !, "' 2
..
3
,- 0 6. 9 t. 675 32.738 7 1.4.55421.
'
•  
. 4, (1S. 11.43297 21.57736 
1 493 8 ?
7 ?, 7Eqo .. 6492 8 ! S.2589 41 ". 2341 2
'  5 5 72
41,. 1. .. 7242 24e .3 32;' 14 121.63942
TABLE 6-Ill. CONTINUED
T E:FFECTIVF THiF MA L CO r 
D U CTIVITY (KCAL/ M-HR-K) X 1"'
T XPP .NTAL SUN FY-Y DllSI E HENGST Gn RR ING LL
& V'SSVEP CHURCHILL
S1. .7 P3 82
'
- 167.63166 58. "75"1
17 7.7qUcq 2.41? 3 31. 45314 42?.294- 
15.4132q
1.71 4 . 5!41 1 3. 88419 154.25
" 9 6  51.28328
17 . 36333 .77145 1.6997" ".44762
TABLE 6-IV. COMPARISON OF SELECTED UNIFORM HEAT FLUX MODELS
CATA EFF ICTIVE THERVAL CON CUCTIVITY (KCAL/ -HR-K) X ICO
CASE EXPLR IYcNTAL V I LLHITE, SCHUPANN PRESTCN KRUPICZKA
K II 8 SV!TH 8 VCSS
1 21.39999 30.58623 10.94355 18.7C827 16.19852
2 22.39999 47.55049 14.85457 25.07813 24.24138
3 75.5C009 163.22572 55.93527 89.43590 82.96129
4 246.CCOC0 400.29590 1.58.42358 242.72166 209.98410
5 272.C0000 432.23389 174.36879 266.10303 228.48177
6 1.0150 1.37111 0.40426 0.79117 0.58865 C
7 63.59999 133.91194 50.24249 80.68788 61.53C03
8 25.CCOCO 46.32814 12.68302 21.55121 18.21974
9 17.5CC00 44.25276 11.69747 19.94258 16.93826
10 63.5C,(00 146.902C2 51.99330 83.38252 62.99168
11 127.CC000 224.19444 112.45572 174.73199 124.08296
12 19.00000 45.44478 11.P0254 20.11433 17.06645
13 17.2C000 45.59529 11.84647 20.18613 17.12315
14 30.33999 83.85548 19.15024 31.99532 31.86885
TABLE 6-IV. CONTINUED
CTA EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONCUCTIVITY (KCAL/V-HR-K) X 1CC
C SE LXPE RI E TAL WILLHITE, SCHUAhNN PRESTCN KRUPICZKA
KUi\II & S ITrH & VCSS
15 118.CO00 232.31764 114.24954 177.40428 125.47821
16 36.50000 74.129C3 16.92627 28.42311 26.38243
17 23.884999 93.82394 20.22913 33.72197 33.77486
18 216. CCOY 541.22119 183.03313 278.77075 217.02795
19 26.79999 72.2814 1 6.30099 27.41541 25.49240
20 11.30000 21.24499 7.33154 12.74100 8.59804
21 25.2999 31.74640 24.32825 40.24960 25.07823
22 21.8900D 74.93779 16.81395 28.24219 26.29956
23 34. C9999 102.45132 21.47824 35.71642 36.33392
24 144.7C000 418.10156 120.99857 187.44221 150.96895
25 34.39999 99.4C47i 20.8466( 34.70860 34.88362
26 244.8999 572.65503 187.48227 285.26611 220.84439
27 35.14000 73.13052 31.21465 51.11766 34.42345
26 81.50000 4C8.71387 95.18149 148.90633 136.89030
TABLE 6-IV. CONTINUED
CATA EFFLCTIV: TiKERWNAL CC5CCTIVITY (vCAL/P-HR-K) X 1CO
CASE XPER I P T1L WILLHI TE, SCHU AN PRESTCN KRUPICLZK
KU JII Z SPITH & VCSS
29 224.85999 576.60229 1883.C4678 286.C8984 221.33124
30 217.39I99 576.60229 188.04678 286.08984 221.33124
31 218.s$99) 576.60229 188.04678 286.C8984 221.33124
32 218.8999) 576.60229 183.04678 286.08984 221.33124
33 91.COGOO 349.10938 84.12898 132.28313 116.4958C
34 20.CCCO0 82.54218 17.37775 29.14975 28.26201 r
35 15.60000 55.29848 11.40983 19.47205 19.1C077
36 94.39999 264.32520 65.42412 103.93791 88.21062
37 94.39999 264.32520 65.42412 103.93791 88.21062
38 73.29999 84.76138 66.28185 105.24437 67.93713
39 207.0C000 592.43018 190.32243 289.40918 223.30064
40 212.89F99 592.43018 190.32243 289.40918 223.30064
41 22.29999 82.85297 17.72032 29.70062 27.68407
42 70.89990 268.62280 65.94923 104.73782 88.80655
TABLE 6-IV. CONTINUED
DATA E f-ECTTVE THER'UAL CCNDLtCTIVITY (I<CAL/V,-HR-K) X 100
CASE EXPERItLNTAL WILLHITLt SCHUWANN PRESTCN KRUPICZKA
KU II S,'IrH & VCSS
43 18.5C000 38.45332 10.38729 17.79535 13.12635
44 61.500CC 311.97437 72.38222 114.51656 1C2.07315
45 85.CCO00 360.78979 85.53532 134.40306 118.1753E
40 22.59 '99 85.55513 17.72148 29.70250 28.84357
47 15.70030 57.34253 11.64175 19.85146 19.52393
48 22.59999 84.3C673 17.88850 29.97090 27.94415 ,
49 16.2'99 47.21161 9.85118 16.91360 15.76856
50 23.79999 P0.12569 17.38402 29.15985 26.34326
51 23.39999 80.12569 17.38402 29.15985 26.34326
52 25.20000 80.12569 17.38402 29.15985 26.34326
53 205.5C0000 560.34937 171.63145 262.09570 203.90205
54 44.59999 114.48170 22.88257 37.95303 38.89476
55 163.7'9999 453.54956 125.76273 194.51445 155.36868
56 55.3G999 85.36807 52.36089 83.94774 54.60246
TABLE 6-IV. CONTINUED
AIA EFFCTIVL TIh-RAL CGNCLCTIVITY (iCAL/P-HR-K) X ICC
CASL ExPERIMENTAL WILLHIT", SCHU, AN.. PRESTCN KRUPICZKA
KUNII SYITH 6 VCSS
57 36.C0000 111.82214 22.29712 37.02130 37.47093
58 17.09999 41.02596 10.93644 18.6t962 13.68109
59 34.20000 76.67021 31.42694 51.45102 34.42252
60 35.59 99 76.87021 31.42694 51.4510C2 34.42252
61 53.29999 85.84062 52.72963 84.51462 54.8779C
62 55.CC,0 85.84662 52.72963 84.51462 54.8779C
63 71.39999 85.76227 65.91762 104.68968 67.41853
64 71.5999 85.66153 70.29794 111.35236 71.57538
65 71.39993 85.66153 70.29794 111.35236 71.57538
66 358.CC000 1041.73608 260.21729 39C.65063 338.67065
67 70.70030 281.75488 67.68922 107.3P646 90.68391
68 71.2999 283.934C8 67.95511 107.79092 90.99518
69 144.35997 469.97510 127.91452 197.70503 157.51135
70 37.79999 120.64456 23.57863 39.05948 140.27139
TABLE 6-IV. CONTINUED
DATA EFFECTIVE TIERRAL CONCLCTIVITY (WCAL/P-HR-K) X 1CO
CASE EXPERIENTAL WILLHITE, SCHU.ANN PRESTCN KRUPICZKA
KUNII & SVITH t VCSS
71 42.50000 120.25105 23.76529 39.35597 39.88403
72 29.7000C 87.76758 18.10641 30.32092 28.23933
73 36.39999 115.72844 22.74287 37.73077 38.32213
74 17.09999 41.93744 10.84972 18.55441 13.58416
75 230.79999 640.26025 197.46478 299.81689 229.43102
76 35.09999 124.80501 24.05841 39.82138 41.22763 0
77 1C0.70C00 405.39233 S1.10527 142.78535 124.84547
78 22.39999 97.12326 19.09396 31.90515 31.18739
79 17.74999 65.19725 12.56905 21.36546 21.23581
80 20.70000 65.61769 15.58228 26.25514 20.38972
81 154.80999 496.46704 131.46788 202.96892 161.05682
E2 73.09999 87.70724 73.14787 115.67809 74.00459
83 24.59999 96.18216 19.31223 32.25484 30.16379
84 51.70000 132.18263 24.92836 41.20128 42.97977
TABLE 6-IV CONTINUED
LATA EFFECTIVE THCRPVAL CCNCLCTIVITY (KCAL/V--i-K) X 100
CASE EXPLtKIML.T L WILLH ITE, SCh UAN N PRESTCN KRUPICZKA
KU!II G SIVITH E VCSS
85 32.2999i 117.29691 22.23698 36.92557 37.98433
E6 78.59999 199.33517 35.51990 57.86070 64.84431
27 36.79999 136.45222 25.44284 42.01639 44.02840
88 47.50000CCO 137.52550 25.57341 42.22316 44.29619
89 32.50C0) 122.02280 22.80809 37.83456 39.12225
90 37.CCOCO 128.29848 23.94914 39.64790 41.0CC87C
91 12C0.5 999 584.87109 121.11996 187.62265 174.92882
92 29.CCC000 1251.81348 294.91113 440.46875 377.66968
93 176.000 760.24341 162.7993 249.14752 226.25079
94 39.59999 85.96399 33.90945 55.34254 36.56947
95 15.5C000 47.73401 11.97573 20.39729 14.75896
96 53.20000 170.37206 31.65918 51.81555 54.68451
57 55.39999 170.37206 31.65918 51.81555 54.68451
-98 S •C000 170.37206 31.65918 51.81555 54.68451
TABLE 6-IV. CONTINUED
CATA EFFLCTIVE THtRVAL CONCUCTIVITY (ICAL/-I-R-K) X ICO
CaSt ExPERiI 'ENTrAL W!,ILLHITE, SCHUMANN PRESTCN KRUPICZKA
KU'JII & SVITH & VCSS
99 59.5C000 170.37206 31.65918 51.81555 54.68451
ICO 61.09999) 170.372C6 31.65918 51.81555 54.68451
101 23.39999 45.95647 11.44436 19.52858 14.16165
102 10.2COuO 27.48444 6.53562 14.74131 9.68186
1C3 126.00000 573.10449 117.28314 181.91917 170.16017
1C4 43.50000 145.10443 26.51057 43.705S2 46.23676
105 51.70000 145.10443 26.51057 43.70592 46.23676
106 327.59985 1715.02881 315.72998 470.24634 537.74292
107 40.29999 148.38657 26.92435 44.35989 47.10522
ICA3 327.CC000 1271.44189 289.85645 433.22607 371.82324
109 44.59999 149.48515 27.06407 44.58066 47.39987
110 26.29999 75.03748 16.80733 28.23152 21.79857
111. 41.79999 111.82056 21.44038 35.65605 33.45587
112 318.CC000 1407.88379 269.20239 403.57739 418.94873
TABLE 6-IV. CONTINUED
CATA EFFECTIVE THER VAL CCNCCCTIVITY (KCAL/V-R-K) X 1CO
CASE EXPEf<IE'NTAL WILLHIFE, SCrU A\N PRtSTCN KRUPICZKA
KU.' II & SVITHH , VCSS
113 342.CCOO0 14C7.88379 269.20239 403.57739 418.94873
11 580.CC)3 1916.31787 375.79136 555.72754 560.92163
115 5,5.CCOOO 1916.31787 375.79736 555.72754 560.92163
116 550.CCOC3 299.59497 415.35303 611.70728 611.90381
117 615.CCOOO 2099.59497 415.35303 611.7C728 611.90381
118 630.CC') 2099.594G7 415.35303 611.70728 611.90381 co
119 629. S990 2894.58716 540.02856 786.80811 877.19165
120 597.0985 29'4.58716 540.02856 786.80811 877.19165
121 323.09985 1792.875C0 325.79004 484.60596 557.69434
122 607.59985 257C.67017 475.26123 696.C8081 783.57446
123 543.5C0002 2583.F6743 477.62915 699.40625 787.97876
124 634.3990 2956.2C654 548.06128 798.C2905 891.6980C
125 45.C0000 198.02725 28.29333 46.52072 49.08374
126 55.7G9t9 190.22292 34.20032 55.79771 58.74028
TABLE o-IV. CONTINUED
UATA EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONCUCTIVITY (KCAL/V-bR-K) X 1CO
CASE EXPERIVLNTAL WILLITE, SCHUMANN PRESTCN KRUPICZKA
KUNII F SVITH C VCSS
127 35.CQ000 114.50127 20.19646 33.66980 36.33409
126 32.39399 99.59148 17.48831 29.32759 
31.80313
129 18c.CCoo0 683.11768 133.78758 206.4C227 
195.06731
130 45.70000 151.4t167 27.13866 44.69846 
46.99364
131 101.CCO00 593.08423 118.45277 183.65854 
168.C9543
132 26.39139 84.99678 18.23677 30.53023 23.48619 t
133 35.59999 154.58116 27.24794 44.87105 
47.1210C
134 110.C00o0 669.15698 131.65253 203.24222 
183.83636
135 31.04999 105.E8724 36.E88158 59.98622 
38.93994
136 13.8C000 58.70363 12.93406 21.96014 
15.8569C
137 13.8,C00 45.93121 10.94369 18.70853 
12.81330
138 34.20000 183.41197 31.51228 51.58502 
57.44498
139 95.3999' 668.09253 129.35771 199.84351 
175.85689
140 27.2YS99 166.5C456 28.89240 47.46490 50.64946
TABLE 6-IV. CONTINUED
CiAT EFFFCTIV ThR- ,AL CONCLCTIVITY (KCAL/t-PR-K) 
X 1CO
CASE EXPE *1  TArL ILLHI TE, SCHU.A N PRESTCN 
KRUPICZKA
KUtN11 E SVITH S VCSS
141 2j.2CCO 113.17993 19.36655 32.34183 35.q8036
142 61.73C00 67R.12842 131.C5650 202.35971 
178.34129
143 27.CCC00 169.20699 29.34781 48.18216 
51.67146
144 295.COO 115.C3691 19.68665 32.84468 
36.76106
145 4q.CCOCO 179.21666 31.78C62 52.CC621 
52.57718
146 110.7599 735.47B27 141.22476 217.39323 193.5858C 
C
147 27.5C00C0 184.6882 32.10506 52.51523 
58.0733C
148 26.3qq99 125.68794 21.58565 35.88768 
41.67722
149 85.2C000 642.298E3 121.19238 187.73024 
171.1864C
15C 5e.3,,99 224.99965 38.52536 62.547E4 
75.CC726
151 70.CCCCO 201.06511 36.36180 
59.17522 63.78119
152 76.CC')00 232.154t8 44.17183 71.31412 
83.49115
153 272.50C 3C3.6923R 175.60139 272.29443 
237.12428
154 248.7C 00 356.15112 157.72446 241.69421 
212.07919
TABLE 6-IV. CONTINUED
ChTA EFFECTIVE TFERIAL CONCLCTIVITY (KCAL/V-HR-K) X 100
CASt EXPL-RIVENTAL WILLHITE, SCHUvANN PRESTCN KRUPICZKA
KUNII L SVITe 8 VCSS
155 172.C0000 252.44057 110.58070 171.93726 153.71112
156 16.5C000 16.85527 16.46114 27.67363 16.72668
157 6.C0000 7.48778 4.74239 8.3C02 5.55099
158 46.CC003 121.25670 62.07175 98.82504 87.33781
159 0.1C610 O.CCCCO O.CCCCO C.CCCO0 O.CCCCC
160 0.08183 C.CCCCO O.COC0 C0.00000 0.CCCC A
161 0.05598 C.CCCCO O.COCo C.CCCCO O.CCCCC
162 0.05110 O.CCCO 0.CC0 0.CCC00000 0.CC00000
163 0.04140 C.CCCO .COC 0.00000CCCCO 0.0000CCC
164 0.14040 0.000CC C.CCCCO C.CCCOO 0.CCOCC
165 15.60000 25.685C3 12.15019 2C.68217 18.75803
166 11.85C00 16.91458 7.9CC69 13.68808 12.28974
167 39.89999 10.58609 15.94372 26.83890 20.C0317
168 130.CCOCO 64.8C984 97.74626 152.75218 121.11963
TABLE 6-IV. CONTINUED
C.PTA EFEC.TIVE TrIERNAL. CONCUCTIVITY (.i<CAL/-PR-K) X 1CO
CASE E X P v t A I L L H I -, SC-'PUNAiN PR E S fCN KRUPICZKA
KUNI I t; SPI TH8 VCSS
169 81.5C000 50.49634 70.56497 111.75790 89.70921
170 29.7S999 24.324 9 25.85866 42.67471 27.67903
171 60.CC000 48.082e7 66.04495 104.88356 83.26822
172 1.C2400 0.54938 0.85596 1.62444 0.85991
cn
TABLE 6-V. COMPARISON OF SELECTED PARALLEL ISOTHERMS MODELS
CAT4 EFFECTIVE THErMIAL CONDUCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X Ir'~
C ASE EYPER IE NJTA LLRUSSELL RFRNSTEIN WOODS IDE Equation 5-2
1 21.3'99 1*.35,"4 9. '5587 34.11279 1A. 31r4
; 22.3Gs 99 11.91 2 5 41. 717 1" 735464 23.42773
7 5 . 5 ; 57.*r 2879 5').5i623 185.24553 68., 7611
S 246. 193 6767" 122.72449 257.73462 173.96 r 13
5 272.i^ -. '' 215.93658 134. 169" 4 265.81763 19n.39352
1 . 15, 74. 4:i . 95519 1.3951" '.47514 W
7 63.5q999 63.-55 5 49.49434 58.13519 52.52979
e 25. : 12.4119; 3 ;.421 8 4%.47348 14.54256
; 17.5' "  11.149 3 32.36168 39.6680,6 13.51rT1
! 63.5 ' 64. 57 9" 9 55.65683 58.13519 53.69958
1. 127.' 137. 792:;8 1(7.82751 78.63356 115. 7i479
12 1. 11.18736 34.17848 39.63994 13.57578
1 17. 11.23781 34.1963 39.668 6 13.61926
I ,* 3.3 c 9 12. AR216 299.2 85' 279.9770 5 32.7r 16
TABLE 5-V. CONTINUED
AT,: EFEC.TITVE T;HERL CCNDUCTIVITY (KCAL/ -HR-K) X 1
S ' L USSE LL ERNSTFIN nGfCS I E Equation 5-2
' d, 3?, L-62 j.i. . 9.I: 5 7,.77' Q 117.15749
3.5 13.3256 11A. 19"25 1 '4.51558 22.1546
".7 1. * :'-3. 2 .7 ,3 364. ' iA ?7 .077""5 33.94025
.1... .. 22,. 70 c  7 ? ' 9.41,12 1 6.88.631 186. 5A7 ,
, ,7 L : , 2 6. ,5 72 .12 . 112 6 1 3.21 56 21.32'31
: 1 ' 9.' 701.P 8.23765 7.'9029 7.43614 r
2 25. 5,C? 2 6 3 2 %i~  a 30537 12.93435 24,85637
-"1 1>3. 251" 12 .73624 1 - 6.34 9" 21.97264
? ,.: 5cC 1.44579 5 406934 354.25203 38964723
2-, 144.7 4 .,56 15 1 77.99' 1.3.1 5637 123.339'4
2 34'.3 S9 3.5 8E 309.34q61 ?79.977' 5 34.65524
2w 4.. L ccqq 22.,76244 2?3.37694 186.3q631 189,11176
7 5. 14 38.1697 31 .7' 3' 22.33326 31,64061
... "8. 25 27 3 6 3.71C73 3' . 2275 136.79"P5
TABLE 5-V. CONTINUED
ETL, EFFECTIVE THERMAL CCP!DUCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1F
CASF XPER IMENj TAL RUSSELL 8FR.NSTEIN WOODS IDE Equation 5-2
29 .24. 99< 23' 26491 ?25.11P32 1R6.P9631 189.49945
217.3Sc 9 23"'. 249 225. 11932 186.88631. 189.490 4 5
31 
- 1F. 8c9 23 .2640l 225.11832 
.86.8R631. 189.49945
: 213.8999 23.'.26491 225.11832 186.89631 189.4(9.45
3? ' 1. 81.64751 245.34C85 2 9.56- P84 9r . 5 8 5 4 6
-I3" 2 .12.' 9319 223.66454 156.78442 25.147 8
35 15.6 7.35202 222. 26F 5 147.3336" 18, 72277
3t 94.3cce 66.42775 !.61.,1998 138.11543 68.8542n
37 4.3 SS7- 66.4775 161.'1918 138.11543 68.8542
38 73. 2c99 7"., 64775 66.64334 34.64285 67.55347
3 2 7. 232.2q 62 232.r,836 2  186.88631 191,,6364
2 12.9c;3 232. 29 62 232."8362 186.88631 191 .06364
41 22.29. 13.4473' 148. 64r' "  16.31741 22.733"5
L2 7:, E9sq9 66.78267 164,81833 138.11543 69.2.696
TABLE 5-V. CONTINUED
': TA 5FECTIVE THFI QML CONr, UCTIVITY (KCAL/M-H-K) X '1"
C4SE zXrr', I:IE TAiI. USSELL RBRNSTFIN WOnS IDE Equation 5-2
S. 5 11. A5616 17.75331 15.1 i" 1 1'. 54553
L 61.5 67. 5276 252.65945 2:,2.7339 79.46P9
45 . 9. . 53639 257.5 537 2 : 9.5F' 4 91. 57344
41 122°5cq ! .23,~ 236. 313 '  156.78442 25.479e3
"7 l5a7 7.4369 234.64 37 147.3336' 18.84 4
4& 2 .G~S C 13,52346 151.941.25 1'6.31741 22.87326 
.
L 6 . .' 3 7. "5777 1 8.4317 73.16948 1 3.44-7r 2
2 .7 4. 364 11 .47327 " .5 q9' 7 1  2 .91824
1 237 C,9 4 .. 364 11".47327 A .5-.71 2r.91824
S25.2 1 4." 364 !".47327 . 59'71 2 .91 19 24
: 2 5 26.76819 222.99376 1R .1 682 172.' .'56
e. 4 o cc9 13.91' 75 5h6.5693 354.25?93 4".33" 75
J.. -g 144. 229$6 19.122 1981.8? 163.1'674 126.37257
e 5.. "9 9C 59.< 15 6 52.?7201 29.3" 41 53.32962
TABLE 6-V. CONTINUED
CATA EFFECTIVE THFRMA L CONDUCTIVITY (KCALIM-HR-K) X 1.
C^SE XP R ! ENI TA L RUSSELL SFRNISTEIN w.0rS IOE Equation 5-2
57 36.i' . 14. "3 232 475.92822 279.977"5 36.25958
5F 17.: c c9 12.25793 , .97 "6 15.173q2 Irgq94C9
5C 34.2: . 3 . 4'248 32.7A'91 22.1'3 75 31.61661
. 3 5.5Cqc 38.4 248 32.76.91 22.1.3
! 75 31.61661
61 5??999 5q.26619 52.7A 62 299.3 29A 53.66516
c-2 55. 59.26619 52.73r62 29.3 '299 53.66516
6 71.' 3c 7.*25677 66.3"217 34.26784 67. 7533
f_4 71,590' 73, 8t1~ 7. .8222 36.4248 71.438"3
5 73.3;99Q9 73. 8. 48 7".82' 22 36."4248 7 1 .4 3 8r3
665 .'' 274,?6123 564.41'16 449.33862 265.7836S
67 7. 67.916'6 176.23,' 1389.1351.8 7r.36467
6 7 1 , 2 cq9 68.,' -29 178.12949 138.13518 
7' 55255
e .  4.3 999 1 6,6i. 61 2 :'7.27832 163.1674 127.853~1
7. 37, 75c 9 14. 1521 647. 9976 354.25293 41. 2ir 1
TABLE 6-V. CONTINUED
FCT r FFpCTIVE THE'icA.L CCN';DUCTIVITY (KCAL/M -Ho-K) X 1, r
CASE rXP[: I~ ENT\ L RUSSELL PESR TEIN WCfODS IE Equation 5-2
7. 2. 14. 7 .4 473. 331 23 .. 79614 37,q7573
72 2 c 7 13.47485 !62.4051 13.21].q56 22. '739
72 36 q. c~9 14. 74'7 499.49( 7 2  270.,77'5 36.77461
7 ?.7, cca 12. -731 g9o45 15.'. 771 1:'. P49-7
75 3..7. 23.. 524 252.9 796 196.R631 195.99224
7. 35. ', c 14. '313 673.776245 354.25?93 41.P122
7? 1 : 7 . . 3' 3.12256 2".5)l4 9 5.44L 77
7 :2.3CC  ~. 77. 6 282.4 649 156.78442 26.7P778
7 • 7.7S 9 c 7.76_ 67 21. 1 47;" 147.3336"' 2' . 1 43 9
2 7 5. 1 65c6 38.36?3 27.514' R 15.91591
14 1.. c.5732 2 2 1 05 5 163. 1'74 i'?". 2R
73 c. -3 76.11 24 7 3.9721 36.0653q 74.'" 164'
24 .5c9 4, 1. 534 i82,95847 1'6.31741 24.'" 4616
5 1. 7 !4. 614-5 727.59741. 354.952c3 42.99624
TABLE 6-V. CONTINUED
r'ATA FFECTIVF THER: 4L CONDUCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1i"
CAE XP ER I N'i'JTA L RUSSELL BERNSTFI N WOODS IDE Equation 5-2
E. 32,2999 13.35525 567.47256 28 ,96582 36,51816
78. cc99 1 5 .687 6  6396.20297 2443,18774 145.43269
-7 36.7 G 14.7,739 758,36;-11 354.25293 43,53212
47,5 14 !. -83294 766.!^5"29 354.25293 43,69395
P9 12.5 3  55441 597. .42969 2R~ .06582 37.189C3
S37. ' 14.29:: 47 6.9,59668 284.8916" 385=1i94
S 12. .599 1 . 812 632.415 t4 374e. 249" 132. 7474
62 ? . 3 .62 9'; 69. 65918 458.49316 293.43774
9? 17 - 146.91357 644.728"3 397,89697 17,.%77969
94 3~5. c c 4' ." 11 36.46587 22,462 28 33,77589
C.5 15.. 5. 13, 2 395 22.56546 15.26178 11.77r 22
5.2 .8.4957 , - 9 4. 65259 416,q978 53.'0323
97 55.3qcC9 18. 4957f 9'4.65259 416.99781 53.'3323
t4 52,5 18 4957 r 9'4.65259 416.9978 5 3 .* 3 3 2 3
TABLE 6-V. CONTINUED
F:TP F rCTIV THkMlfllL COrNDUJTIVITY (KCAL/M-H-K ) X 1 "
T. x V RV u S STL U SE LL F ST tN W0ODS IDF Equation 5-2
c0 :3C5 1 c, -57  '4.652 9 416,0978' 5 3 .,- 3
z c . ..57 9. c;' 4.65259 4 6. 978 1 53.^3323
1 3,c .2.5525 2. 5 512 14,8 9 95 11.2584
- 2 .2 .3"c0 ' .8'4: 6 7.28 8~8 .3e4P7
2 97. 3 67 F 64?. 176 367.7'7" 3 127."Q695
i L 3,5 15.14726 .810.R 951 354.25293 44, 463 0  O
S51.7 15.1 4726 .9 5; 1 354.25?93 44. 463r
2 , ".7.C55 1-.1 :'57 72 9.1"9 AS 3185,29442 478.9 33
1 7 .. 15.52 S42 ?.57?2 354.252q3 45,35347
3 E 127.. 295.49 97 732.27954 449, 2368 286 1 5'PS
1 c 4 5C9 i0. 31 8 A5 .6~ 722 354.25293 45. 52478
7 .?C . 1, 92P6 45.65143 27.51' 06 16.6592q
11 , 7 193 . , 36 2 12,7? 5442 1 4,51558 25,726 56
11 - . 3,468 P,: '2 2622.12915 127" .93921 32", 75"5
TABLE 6-V. CONTINUED
LaT- EFFFCTIVE THER'MAL C .NDUCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K)-X 1"
CASE EXPE T. "Ei TAL RUSSELL RERNSTFIN 
WOODS IOE Equation 5-2
313 2. . ~.-~1C3, 46P 2 2 6 22.12915 127
r
.93921 32'.17505
-, E .. 2 1.72 .? 2646.18384 135:7 *791'-2 
419.15674
IS 55,. 291.72 '3 26, 4.8384 135".791' 2 
419.15674
]!. 33.22461 2655.72559 1376.92456 
455.653 8
117 615. : 33" 22461 2655.72559 
1376.92456 455.653B: 8
13e 63" 33 .22461 2655.72559 1376,92456 
455.653,r
S 6 .C14 C 3 57.48779 7579r.3594 3446.13 
13 7(1 r93 8
12: 7.- CC95 357* 4779 7579.'8594 
3446.13313 7 1 938
1? 32.. C 85 394.11241 76 :66.2578 3188.54545 
489.9248V
122 6 7.5 c c. 5 3, 5.44- 5 7632.61719 3374.64258 6
3 7 .7832r
12" 4 .5 3 6.3374' 7L 98.75
7 1 3374.64258 64.  4639
124 t3 4 3c c 3 6 .792 9 7777.414"6 3446.13 
1.3 77.435r6
I2 45... .92?52 73 ".8899 
287.87524 43.33"41
12 5.7Ccg 2 .22 :55 796.55566 318.11571 
5n" 62471
TABLE 6-V. CONTINUED
_T CTIV '- TF r -AL CUnUCTIVITY (KCAL/ M-HP-K) X 1
C"a,: :X G I; N T- L RU'- S LL FP NSTFIN WqODS IOE Equation 5-2
127 1, - * ? '"- 7? . 4 '. 8 295,8747A 35.92"1P
S " .3C' .. 3573 794. 5 78 2S9.8321.'4 3?.87917
" .. : ' 7. [ P 7'. , ' 444 4'' 1. ?4 6 " ,9 1 "? 95 -
S- 7. 15.73 ;. 7. 52 S 271.42334 41.29378
q.:I,, 1 'p q. 49986 . 1.6519 34,2275 123. 51195
12 2 '? 7. 8276 p 52.(94521 27.52713 17.66586
1:: 3 .~~ 367 .7c149 21Q.3762e 38.53224
1 1 ' 11.3. i, -3.558 291. 23534 132.75174
1 4(.  ;c 43. C,33 42,9.4 8 22,.13'75 35. 75244
o 1F 15.271.7 .952' 14.79249 12.118"6
I7 1 " . . 4 1 .? 2, t.531.5 ir ?23 P 1''.22176
S342 1. 787 " 036. 32?73 ?84.83989 47.141 57
13c c; 5.ee i! .33 95 5C52.1C.49 2'9.51463 122.22Q45
Sc,; 16, 5 t j9 535,47754 156.78442 36.2137r
TABLE 6-V. CONTINUED
,EFFCTIVE TiHFRIAL CCI\DUCTIVTTY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 19't
C'. X L SSLL ERNTF! ' OOCS IDE Equation 5-2
141 26.2 1 .15738 534.41724 147.54761 27,48R63
!2 61 .7 4I11.4758 561.229r8 2'".51463 1 2 3.4 1 4 5
.3 27.' 0. 73 544*744A3 156.7q442 36.64189
!';4 25.2" 1 126433 543,69434 147,54761 27.82973
145 4S. 19, 197'25 363.99169 : 4,51558 34,28934
1. t !,i .7r9 9 117,.936. 8 612°. 82 8 " 9°.51463 13'.5"1 r"11
147 17, . 77635 597.25;52 1. 56.7844? 39.28493
2..cc0 !9 S 93 5qS.26392 147.54761 ?9.P84 8
i :532 : * 96.5c2 ? 6 9.37' 95 2 2.7497 113.45471
5 59.~cc 9 19.2 45 1 54.18774 284.8916. 54.95262
7 . 21.48741 425.83739 1' 3.21956 38.16?28
1 7. 24.8 .1. 44 491.67358 1"3.21q56 44.8,387
"7?5 r 22. 7977 : ' 5.6 69 274.77612 7 923 54
54 7 193.4 34j 9:.: 9 6 7 3 261.72681 175.95125
TABLE 6-V. CONTINUED
oAT .' FCT VE THE 'AL C 'NOU&STIV!TY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1'J
. E X; IE TAL FIJ S LL NSTEI N ,COOS IDE Equation 5-2
• 72. 7 1 27. 75::; 57. 3 76 226.^ ' 69 126.261"59
S15 10753 1 .5 53 8.4 312 16.65686
1L7 7. s. 42 3.7>421 4. '651 7 4. 99119
16 40. 55.1 677 28. 9 58 149.47769 72.52258
-5 .1 0 . . . . :.1 ^8R54
1:. . .5-- . . , .' 5266
. . .. . l -. ." '44] 1
.. 4 . ". r .3523
4 4. . :5.442 2 ' 6 ':. 17131
. F . .s . " 4. 7974 51 482 :  190.1 26
5.. 7 7 ,47 3 5 14.3751
.7 c. c. 9 4,575.. 34.11322. 29o 6441
S 23 . !.17 55 2R.32352 .181' 175. 598"1
TABLE 6-V. CONTINUED
AT EFFCTIVE TH ,4AL CtOhnUCTIVITY 
(KCAL/M-HR-K) X 1:;
A LXP':I .T:L PSUSE L LBFERNSTEIN 
WOCCSIDE Equation 5-2
t1 5 5 . 92, . 2R.2226 6 
14 .487'1 81*95348
1i7 c ,7' ; 2 -5757 23.134S7 
16.43518 25.94375
171 5, 32135 28.17171 
124.2811, 73.52748
172 1.i 24 ,570o : .31350 
" ,95476 . 0 3 8
TABLE 6-VI COMPARISON OF SELECTED WEIGHTED OHM'S LAW MODELS
CATA FFLCTIVE r FiERVAL CCNCLCTIVITY (KCAL/V-HR-K) X ICO
CASE EXPL.R I V ENTAL EQ!JATIO 1 6-16 EC,L ;T ICN 6-17 ECUATICN 6-18 LICHIENKER
1 21.4C000 18.26809 17.83623 2C.88347 59.C073C
2 22.40 00 23.24886 27.50689 30.67581 206.36506
3 75.5C000 93.65003 91.9905, 107.58758 314.2959C
4 246.00300 232.27410 241.86344 252.00923 448.36002
5 272.CCC00 252.41523 264.36643 272.00594 464.56322
6 1.1SCO 0.66111 0.67829 0.77075 2.26094
7 63.6CO000 67.37439 75.83169 72.35299 107.45101
a 25.CC03D 20.38193 21.50933 23.97093 69.58905
9 17.5C000 18.96,'25 20.11296 22.43993 68.91376
10 63.3C000 68.78856 79.14794 74.64435 110.9C501
11 127.C'r000 132.1)018T 158.07349 135.94636 155.1718C
12 19.CCO00 19.1C030 20.38149 22.64880 69.81630
13 17.2O3 3 1-.16223 20.45052 22.72027 69.89026
14 30.4C3000 39.26373 40.27656 33.26539 408.71057
TABLE 6-VI. CONTINUED
CATA EFFECTIVE T -ERPAL CONCUCTIVITY (KCAL/?-HR-K) X ICC
CASt tXPERI IENITAL E(ATIN 6-16 EQUATICN 6-17 ECUAIICK 6-18 LICHTENKER
15 118.CC000 133.97484 161.11842 137.83734 157.10994
16 36.5C000 30.15233 32.32900 35.23028 181.32992
17 23.85300 41.26558 43.65939 35.34461 439.4141C
18 216.CCO0O 235.94091 279.92522 258.C2148 372.71004
19 26.86300 29.16821 31.40180 33.97493 180.36430
20 11.8C000 9.33043 11.14216 10.15881 14.24098
21 25.3COd 25.78623 31.08171 25.81932 26.30080
22 21.89 00 30.10430 32.44405 35.05504 186.72458
23 34.1C000 45.507t02 48.14179 31.81032 554.84475
24 144.70C00 165.32420 192.19444 186.89323 326.60048
25 34.40000 42.165C4 45.30C69 36.36206 456.89CC7
26 244.C0000 238.63294 285.40920 261.98245 380.91525
27 35.14030 36.77445 44.65680 38.57387 45.87782
28 81.5C000 152.07631 166.76405 181.94245 589.76435
TABLE 6-VI. CONTINUED
i;GATA EFFE-CTIVt TH.-RVAL CCNCLCTIVITY (KCAL/M-f-R-K) X ICC
CASE EXPCRI iv tNFAL EC.UATICN 6-16 ECLATION 6-17 EQUATICN 6-18 LICHTENKER
29 224.90C)0 242.?4768 281.59641 262.72258 381.94926
30 2L7.46000 243.84827 280.68852 262.89725 381.94926
31 218.9C 246.64020 277.63526 263.15639 381.94926
32 218.C0000 242.37366 282.55591 262.87220 381.94926
33 91.C'-00 129.46813 141.89911 152.53862 414.18049
34 20.CO000 32.98888 35.18421 34.81148 275.61703
35 15.6C300 23.07759 24.45273 20.01663 247.6395C
36 94.4C000 97.42206 107.97547 113.73614 276.64474
37 '4.4 000 97.42206 107.97547 113.73614 276.64474
38 73.3C000 69.E88;1 82.74999 69.85542 70.P4719
39 207.CC0u) 257.25429 267.99600 265.11636 386.10388
40 212.cC000 257.25429 267.99600 265.11636 386.10388
41 22.3000 33.17131 31.66C56 36.50d08 198.39167
42 70.9000C 103.75744 102.17270 114.86331 278.8707C
TABLE 6-VI. CONTINUED
C A TA EFFECTiV- ThERPiAL CC,%CUCTIVITY ( CAL/P-R-K) X ICC
CASE EXFEl IN'LNTAL ECUA TICN 6-16 EQUATICN6-17 E UAT ICN 6-18 
LICHTENKER
43 18.5C000 15.25530 15.40108 16.37681 
30.95555
44 61.50000 114.81826 120.61396 133.78939 
403.13726
45 85.00000 135.23735 137.66891 154.C2988 
421.27522
46 22.6C0000 35.39034 33.52736 35.34213 
282.25755
47 15.70000 24.76877 23.33712 20.18501 
254.04953
48 22;.60_00 33.36160 31.75435 36.66610 2CC.56221 
-
49 16.3 00J 19.C3756 -18.10594 20.C6048 
134.8829C
50 23.,c -- LT 31.17224 . 29.72937 - 35.05696 
155.47725
51 23.4C000 31.17224 . 29.72937 35.05696 
155.47729
52 25.2C)00 . 31.17224 29.72937 35.05696 
155.47729
53 205.503 235.2522 -8 242.43308 243.88625 
373.68603
54 44.600- 50.1-4001 :47.2600 . 32.e697 601.03429
55 163.8,000 179.51593 182.11988 190.52539 
338.40064
56 55.4CG00 60.5C910 - 64.11924 58.35769 
60.60930
TABLE 6-VI. CONTINUED
CATA FFECTIVc T-ERNAL CCNCUCTIVITY 
(KCAL/V-PR-K) X 1CC
C.SF LXPE.-,I V e ;TAL ECUAT [Ci 6-16 EQLATICN 6-17 cCUATIC 
6-18 LICHITENKER
57 36. CCO0 46. 2386 44.45473 
37.69998 496.56298
51 17.1C 00 15.68087 15.89289 
16.80524 31.74458
59 34.2003 32.77132 41.26020 
38.53062 46.34372
60 35.6000 38.77132 41.26020 
38.53062 46.34372
61 53.3C000 60.48748 64.27804 
58.47467 60.80183
62 55. C000 60.48748 64.27804 58.47467 
60.80183 o
63 71.4LC '0 73.26926 76.86735 
70.64043 70.49702
C 71.6C:)C0 77.41596 80.76813 74.73293 
73.88966
65 71.4C0 :) 77.41595 80.76813 74.73293 
73.88966
66 358.CC00) 388.95095 388.27393 
425.23792 934.81427
67 70.7200 104.2863 103.0C6313 
115.53438 285.668EE8
63 71.3C000 IC4.28372 C13.25560 
115.60843 286.80489
69 144.4C0)0 179.31822 183.37059 
190.95476 343.90477
70 37.CC00 50.29769 48.41836 
33.46267 625.19866
TABLE !-VI. CONTINUED
A 4 EF-FECTTVE THERAL CONCLCTIVITY (ICAL/V-H~-K) X 
1CO
CASE EXPE-<IYL4TA ,L TCiATIC-. 6 16 t.CUATICN 6-17 ECLATICN 
6-18 LICHTENKER
71 42.5C000 48.44803 46.E8942 4C0.S7P17 
512.1383C
72 29.70000 32.53211 31.63679 36.C6CCO 
203.3550E
73 36.40000 46.52268 45.14170 3 . 15535 
509.27668
74 17.1CCCO 15.29368 15.61938 16.48975 
32.23886
75 z30.80000' 2?7.46974 270.49073 266.56968 
198.74598
76 35.1COC) 50.4316 49.22279 34.C6481 
641.71144
77 100.700CO 138.76442 138.65102 156.33456 
448.62784.
78 22.4C000 35.63231 35.29717 36.38001 
308.21786
79 17.C0000 24.72C00 24.71508 21.10048 
279.20431
80 20.7C000 22.67456 22.93893 25.06121 
59.335CC
81 154.9!000 179.21011 185.36218 191.69065 
352.83431
82 73.10000 78.77325 82.64781 76.E8286 
76.15786
83 24.6C0000 33.57004 33.32753 37.49713 
218.55021
84 51.7C000 50.72692 50.70768 35.26633 671.39497
TABLE 5-VI. CONTINUED
C'TA E rECTIVE TH~ERAL CUNCLCTIVITY ( CAL/M-HR-K) X 1CO
C S EXPERIPI:NTAL ECUATICN 6-16 ECLATICN 6-17 LCUATIC 6-18 LICHTENKER
85 32.3000 44.22812 44.29449 34.89893 539.9473C
P6 78.6 03U 101.09844 107.61176 25.89379 3839.37706
87 36.PCC 49.60456 53.10404 36.21983 688.81107
88 47.5C000 51.676 17 51.35218 36.27270 693.21712
89 32.5C00 47.99164 42.17589 35.85984 557.12542
90 37.C0000 56.05673 39.32221 39.14365 570.58757
91 120.6CCO 227.28975 157.62872 228.19567 825.91706
92 298.CC000' 4S3.66227 '349.73652 471.72746 1026.50052
93 176.CCCCO 294.26019 204.87509 292.15431 885.54253
94 39.6u£000 47.86938 35.6104C 41.92740 48.82971
95 15.5CCCO 19.33748 13.85331 18.10140 34.11394
96 53.2C0u0 75.55035 52.95738 47.29458 825.22139
97 55.40000 75.557C5 52.95738 47.29458 825.22139
8 58.5CJOO 15.557C5 52.95733 47.29458 825.22139
TABLE 6-VI. CONTINUED
IAFA EFFECTIVE THER YAL CCNDLCTIVITY (KCAL/V-HR-K) 
X 1CO
CASE L-XPtI E I TAL EQUATICN 6-16 EQLATICN 6-17 CL;AT ION 6-18 
LICHTENKER
g9 50.5C0CO 75.55705 52.95738 47.29458 
825.22139
100 61.1_."0 75.55705 52. 5738 47.29458 
825.22139
ICL 23.4C000 18.55058 13.27307 17.40321 
33.29460
102 10.20000 12.71516 9.34998 11.38894 
15.90991
1C3 126.CCOO0 19L.07769 172.08793 212.10419 
822.21901
104 43.50009 55.37533 50.30533 37.92990 724.64669S 0
105 51.70000 55.37 ?3 50.30533 37.$2990 724.64669
106 327.6C00 621.64499 568.03096 
542.55222 6773.54644
107 40.3C0000 55.6132 51.C0951 38.71766 
738.43325
108 327.CC00) 420.388CO 382.06988 440.48C26 
1038.46366
Ic9 44.60000 55.69790 51.24874 38.99COC 
743.C7128
110 26.3000- 24.54554 22.27846 25.864C2 
63.90143
111 41.80000 37.215g4 33.64014 40.32416 
236.51583
112 31.C0C00 462.40538 419.48245 502.89521 
2909.23C04
TABLE 6-VI. CONTINUED
D A EFFE CTIVE THE, ,AL COCLCTIVITY (KCAL/t-PR-K) X 1CO
CASL EXPt:RI ,,E'TAL LtuATIN> 6-16 LQILATICN 6-17 ECULATICN 6-18 LIChTENKER
113 342.CCo000 462.40538 419.48245 5C2.89521 2909.23004
114 580.C%-00 619.09245 558.39753 680.84295 3128.44173
115 595.CC00 619.G9245 558.39753 680.84295 3128.44173
116 550.00000 675.81458 608.94645 743.07338 3197.92937
117 615.CC000 675.81458 608.94645 743.07338 3197.92937
118 630.CC000 675.81458 6 0 8 . 9 4 6 't 5  743.07338 3197.92937
119 629.9C00 969.77173 889.60602 1011.09310 7789.99876
i20 597.1-000 969.77173 889.6C602 1011.09310 7789.99876
121 323.10000 627.66939 583.42334 558.45987 7C20.76531
122 607.6CC00 866.1CC24 799.05327 88C.C3270 7612.86973
123 549.5C0000 67.41892 C02.21736 882.93277 7655.19008
124 634.40000 974.09676 899.78815 1020.03510 7917.56551
125 45.COCCO 54.11049 51.20005 47.10982 653.27948
126 55.80000 64.34CC5 60.76265 58.97540 727.19873
TABLE 6-VI. CONTINUED
j TA EFECTIVE TH.;VAL rCCCNCLCTIVITY (KCAL/-PR--K 
) X ICC
CASE X =PEI ENITAL rIIUATICN 6-16 tLLUATICN 6-17 
ECUAT IC\ 6-18 LICHTEIKER
127 35. C 0 0 1. 546$5 39.44183 
24.9 846 651.C5339
12S 32.40G0 36.991t ' 35.08021 
17.48121 631.5769E
129 18E.CCC00 2L).0341 4  11.43568 231.29989 
968.3184C
130 4t.7C;00 51.7397
9  48.94C81 45.52054 616.99663
131 101.CCCo0 I31.624
4 9  I65.29476 198.75663 737.C9537
132 26.4CI00 25.17274 23.15149 
26.44550 68.74687 c
133 35.C000 48.45411 47.33CO2 47.83672 548.576C
134 l1l.CC00o 191.22090 176.21498 
207.79861 749.89525
135 31.05000 43.C0424 39.24361 
40.23275 52.9514C
136 13.8C00o 16. 63C20 15.22358 
16.81157 39.01617
137 13.8C000 13.63439 12.47190 
13.43961 26.49543
138 34.2C0000 55.90693 57.34914 
54.C8713 784.56546
139 95.4CCC0 173.82155 156.94868 
178.85411 618.86684
140 27.3CO0 46.56551 47.08640 
51.44201 480.59426
TABLE 5VI. CONTINUED
C.TA EFFiCTIVE TH-RVAL CCNCLCTIVITY (<CAL/V-HR-K) X 1CO
CASE EXPEIVENTAL ECUATICN 6-16 E LATICN 6-17 ECUATICIn 6-18 LICHTENKER
141 26.2CC00 33.16844 34.68392 35.04215 449.82873
142 61.7C0CO 175.90408 158.08702 179.92768 625.75569
143 27.CCC00 47.21751 47.79587 52.29997 487.91652
144 25.2C000 33.64918 35.27914 35.85971 457.15207
145 49.CCC00 47.89173 45.75384 52.19388 347.16633
146 0IC.8CcCO 190.25043 14.78573 186.60326 665.64385
147 27.5000 51.677C8 52.16730 57.69110 530.74884
148 26.40CO 36.93366 38.97973 41.C00819 5C00.1159C
149 85.2CC00 165.94268 145.43751 165.60189 649.41849
150 5P.4CC00 66.74942 71.02539 73.34132 956.51049
151 7C.CC00 58.07241 51.68107 59.01CC5 398.32499
152 76.CCOCO 81.74598 61.62668 70.87885 459.77048
153 272.5C000 262.0C1689 267.10996 28C.C1328 480.93223
154 248.70CC 234.70536 237.01759 252.82CC6 457.18135
TABLE 6-VI. CONTINUED
CATA EFtECTIVt TFERYAL CONCLCTIVITY (KCAL/V-HR-K) X ICC
CASE EXPLRIVENTAL ECUATICNr 6-16 ECLATICN 6-17 ECUATIC\ 6-18 LICHTENKER
155 172.7C000 171.02733 168.C8607 188.14054 396.68016
156 16.5COC l.09448 17.80534 16.71334 16.74108
157 6. 0-30 6.07512 6.30359 6. CC97 7.36559
158 46.CCCCC - 97.87946 91.63376 109.30790 277.44236
15% 0.10610 0.C8101 0.08228 C.03170 0.03203
160 0.08183 0.C6274 0.04555 C.04203 0.00773
161 0.051,98 C.C6051 0.03174 0.C8234 0.00207
162 0.05110 C.C2694 0.05470 C.04489 0.CC105
163 0.04140 0.C3160 C.02755 C.02220 0.CC046
164 0.14040 0.10830 0.13498 0.17819 0.1530C
165 15.60000 23.C9515 20.32662 23.63961 156.30005
166 11.05000 15.94027 13.75262 13.68524 134.58651
167 39.9C000 23.98027 22.82285 16.35257 253.52111
168 130.CC000k 181.943CL 137.55627 11C.98691 1428.90519
TABLE 6-VI. CONTINUED
DATA EFFECTIVE THLR'AL CCNCLCTIVITY (I<CAL/V'-IR-K) X 1CC
CASE EXPERI i ENTiAL ECUATION 6-16 ECATIC 6-17 ECUATIEN 6-18 LICHTENKER
169 81.5C000 103.96177 85.07619 116.02943 349.59322
17C 29.8C000 29.54646 25.51770 28.C3818 29.64116
1i1 60.CC000 ';4.51779 78.11311 104.96805 275.C8724
172 1.02400 1.C8128 C.97622 C.97847 2.61458
00
TABLE 6-VII. DIMENSIONLESS VARIANCE OF CALCULATED
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY BASED ON SELECTED
MODELS
A. Flux Law Models
1. Maxwell 42.9
2. Lord Rayleigh 32.1
3. Meredith and Tobias 29.8
4. Bruggemen 17.8
B. Uniform Heat Flux Models
1. son Frey 50.2
2. Woodside and Messmer 19.2
3. Kanager 13.1
4. Gorring and Churchill 14.8
5. Willhite, Kunii and Smith 13.3
6. Schumann and Voss 20.1
7. Preston 16.4
8. Wilhelm et al 13.8
9. Krupiczka 13.1
C. Parallel Isotherm Models
1. Russell 35.2
2. Bernstein 87.4
3. Woodside 70.7
4. Equation 5-2 7.0
D. Weighted Ohm's Law Models
1. Equation 6-16 10.6
2. Equation 6-17 9.7
3. Equation 6-18 13.0
4. Lichtenecker 3-D 98.4
5. Lichtenecker 2-D 56.8
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FIGURE 6-7. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH
CALCULATED CONDUCTIVITY FOR EQUATION 5-2.
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FIGURE6-9. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH
CALCULATED CONDUCTIVITY FOR EQUATION 6-17.
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VII. MODEL BASED ON NON-LINEAR HEAT FLOW
Consider a representative unit cube of the granular material,
subdivided by a three-dimensional grid into N3 cubicles, as indicated
in Figure (7-la). Assume that the two faces normal to the z-direction
are isothermal, and the other four faces are insulated, so that
application of a constant temperature potential gives rise to a net
conduction heat transfer in the z-direction. In order to determine
the effective thermal conductivity of such a system, without any
additional simplifying assumptions regarding the flow of heat, it
is first necessary to find the temperature distribution in the unit
cube. Once this has been accomplished, the heat flow rate in the
z-direction can be determined, and an effective thermal conductivity
can be assigned to the material by the Fourier-Biot law.
The solution proposed in this study consists of the following
steps:
1. System synthesis;
2. Determination of the average working thermal conductivities;
3. Computation of the actual temperature distribution;
4. Determination of the heat flows and the effective thermal
conductivity.
The above four steps will now be discussed in detail.
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System Synthesis
A representative unit cube of a granular material is shown in Fiaure
(7-la) and in Figure (7-1b). The distribution of the continuous and
discontinuous phases is modified is such a manner that each cubicle
is occupied either by the continuous or the discontinuous phase.
Effectively, any irregular shaped particle can be built to any degree
of approximation by arranging a number of cubicles according to a
predetermined format, as indicated in [20]. These particles can
then be placed in the unit cube according to a specified statistical
distribution. This way, the basic assumption of a regularly repeated
elementary cell of spatial configuration, common to most previous
models, is avoided.
The method of placing continuous phase cubicles in the unit
cube, is based on the assumption that the granular material can be
considered as a random mixture of the two phases. Then, in order to
place a continuous phase cubicle in the system, three random
numbers are generated by the 0-1.0 constant density function random
number generator, and these random numbers are associated with three
coordinates, defining the position of a cubicle in the system. If
the cubicle thus defined, is already occupied by the continuous
phase, another triplet of random numbers is generated. This process
continues until the total number of continuous phase cubicles is
equal to the continuous phase solid fraction of the granular system
times the total number of cubicles in the unit cube. The geometry
196
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FIGURE 7-1. EQUVALENT GEOMETRIES FOR UNIT CUBE.
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of the system thus defined, represents a random mixture of two phases,
and, effectively, in this system the probability that a particular
cubicle is occupied by the continuous phase is equal to the volume
fraction of the continuous phase.
Determination of the Average Uorking Thermal Conductivities
As illustrated by Trezek and Witwer [72], there are a number of
choices in selecting the average working conductivities between
adjacent cubicles, but the series model yields the most accurate
results on each side of the interface. According to [72] then,
k.i = k.k./(0.5 k. + 0.5 k.) (7-1)
where kij is the average working thermal conductivity between the
adjacent cubicles i and j. k. and k. are the conductivities of the
cubicles. A scanning process can now be defined such that looking at
a particular cubicle the composition of its neighbors can be deter-
mined, and consequently it is possible to assign an average working
thermal conductivity between any two adjacent cubicles.
At this point, it should be noted that the working thermal
conductivities thus defined, require that the adjacent cubicles are
in perfect contact with each other. However, physical granular systems
contain randomly distributed and oriented contact areas between
neighboring particles that provide additional resistance to the heat
flow from one particle to the other. Further, when the voids between
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of heat transfer, other than radiation heat transfer, from one parti-
cle to the other. Consequently, as indicated in [34], failure to
account for these contact areas induces large errors in the calcu-
lation of the effective thermal conductivity of granular materials,
especially when the ratio of the constituent conductivities is high.
In order to incorporate the effect that these contact areas have
on the flow of heat in the physical model presented, it is necessary
to associate a contact conductivity with each contact area, and to know
the number of contact points in the unit cube. As indicated in the
Literature Review, a number of expressions have been developed
relating the contact resistance to the contact area between two
particles. In the calculations, the expressions given in reference
[34] have been used because they are in good agreement with Kanager's
[73] analytical development. The number of contact points in the
cube, Nc,can be determined, as indicated in the Ohm's Law Models
section, as a function of the unit cube size, a characteristic par-
ticle size obtained from sieve analysis of the qranular material,
and the coordination number.
To complete the determination of the working thermal conducti-
vities, it is necessary to randomly distribute Nccontact conductivities
between adjacent cubicles occupied by the discontinuous phase.
Again a triplet of random numbers is generated, and is associated
with three coordinates, defining the position of a cubicle in the
system. If the cubicle is occupied by the discontinuous phase, the
composition of its neighbors is determined, and the working con-
ductivity between the first pair of solid cubicles is replaced by
kcr. The process is repeated until Nsuch replacements have been
executed. A point of importance is that since contact points at the
boundaries of the unit cube should also be included, it is necessary
to determine the composition of the cubicles surrounding the six
faces of the unit cube.
Determination of the Actual Temperature Distribution
When a steady-state temperature field is desired for a region
in which the thermal conductivity is dependent upon the spatial loca-
tion, a solution must be obtained for the following equation
v(kvT) = 0 (7-2)
When each cubicle is considered separately, the condition which must
be met is the Laplace equation
2 2 2
+ - T + a T = 0 (7-3)
_T -- I --- T -
ax ay az
Also, each temperature in the unit cube must be bounded by the
temperatures applied at the two opposite faces of the unit cube.
Laplace's equation requires that the temperature at every cubicle
remain constant. That is the net heat accumulation in each cubicle
should be equal to zero. In order to write a conduction heat
balance for each cubicle it S fr74 assumed that the cubic1l isC UYIILI I.JI JJrst U 611a L 1,11 U I lt
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isothermal and is lumped into a single node, and all the nodes are
connected by the average working thermal conductivities described in
the previous paragraph. The basic system unit around which each
heat balance is written is shown in Figure (7-2). Under the assumption
that heat flow to the center cube is positive, the resulting heat
balance is
6
ki7 (Ti - T7 ) A/L = R7  (7-4)
i=l
Application of Equation (7-4) to all cubicles results in N3  m
simlultaneous, linear equations. The coefficients of this system of
linear equations are functions of the average working conductivities,
and the unknowns are the node temperatures. As indicated in [74]
one of the most efficient methods of solving such a system of equations
is a successive overrelaxation technique in conjunction with an
iterative scheme. The steps involved in this method are the
following.
Consider the system of linear equations
bll x1 + b12 x2 + . . . . . . . . + blm xm = u1
b2 1 x + b2 2 x2 + . . . . . . ... + b2 m xm = u2
(7-5)
bml x + bm2 x2 + . . . . . . . . + bmm x = um
(i, j+1, k)1
,ji J, k +1)T5 7
, j-1, k)
T
2 (i+1,j,k)
FIGURE 7-2. HEAT BALANCE BASIC NODAL ORIENTATION
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or
[B] T = u (7-6)
First define the ith component of an auxilliary vector iterate
x ' n by
i-I m
bii x i = bij xjn+ l b.. xn + u (7-7)
ij= j=i+1
Then, the (n+l) approximation of the ith component of the solution
vector for the successive overrelaxation method is defined from
n+l x + w [x i  - xn] = (-w) xn + wxin+l (7-8)
The quantity w is called the overrelaxation factor, and 1 < w < 2.
It is seen from Equation (7-8) that xin+l is a weighted mean of xi
n+l
and x'in , the weights depending only on w. Combination of
Equations (7-7) and (7-8) into a single equation yields
n+l n n+bii x. = b x.n + w bij xj . xj
1 i 1
j=l j+l
+ u - bii xin (7-9)
Then, from Equation (7-9) the (n+l) approximation of the ith component
of the solution vector is
S i-i m
n+l n + b.. x.l - bij x n
j=lb j+l
+ Ui - bii x.nj (7-10)
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It is seen that in the iterations, the newly-computed components of
the x vector are always used in the righthand sides as soon as they
are obtained.
Comparison of Equation (7-10) with the heat balance equation for
each cubicle indicates that the term in brackets is equal to the
negative of the thermal residue. Also, bii is the negative of the
sum of the average working conductivities between the node at which
heat balance is executed and the surrounding nodes. As a result, for
the particular problem in question, Equation (7-10) takes the form
Tn+ = Tn + 6  ki7 (T~ - T7 ) (7-11)
i=l 7
Equation (7-11) gives a better estimate of the temperature at each
node in terms of previous estimates. It can be seen that a positive
thermal residue, resulting from T7 being too low, will increase the
new value of T7.
Exactly the same iterative scheme can be obtained by writing the
finite-difference representation of Equation (7-2), and treating the
conductivity variation according to Equation (7-1).
The steady-state temperature field in the unit cube can now be
obtained, provided that an initial temperature field is defined. A
reasonable selection for the initial temperature field is to assume
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that planes of nodes normal to the direction of the heat flow are
isothermal, and the temperature of each plane is proportional to its
distance from the surface of the cube. Also, the imposed boundary
conditions dictate that the temperatures of the nodes on the front
and back faces, which are normal to the direction of the heat flow,
remain constant, and the heat flow away from nodes associated with
the other four faces is zero. Application of Equation (7-11) coupled
with the assumed initial temperature distribution and the boundary
conditions, gives the actual temperature distribution in the unit
cube. In the calculations, the iteration process cut-off point is
when the sum of the absolute values of the thermal residues becomes
less than or equal to 1.0.
etermination of the Heat Flows and the Effective Thermal
Conductivity
After the steady-state temperature field has been determined,
three orthogonal heat flux vectors can be defined at each node.
However, since the net heat flow is in the z-direction only, this
is the rate of heat flow on which the effective thermal conductivity
should be based. To find the rate of heat flow 0 in the z-
direction, the heat flows in the z-direction between all nodes in
any two successive planes are summed. This process is repeated
for all successive planes, and Q is the average value of these
sums. The effective thermal conductivity of the granular material,
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as defined by the Fourier-Biot law, is given by:
k Q (7-12)
e NAT
where AT is the difference between the temperatures of the back and
front faces of the unit cube that are normal to the net heat flow
direction.
The method of solution described in the preceding paragraphs can
be applied to any granular system for which the fluid in the voids is
at atmospheric pressure. In this case, the solid particles and the
voids are approximated by the arrangement of a number of cubicles
according to the statistical distribution chosen; heat balances
at each node should give the temperature distribution since both
phases are in the domain of a continuum. However, when the medium
in the voids is a rarefied gas, which is the case for both lunar and
martian environments, a dominant mode of heat transfer in the voids
may be radiation between particle surfaces [1], as shown in Fig. (7-3).
Also, when the molecular mean free path is greater than the void
diameter, conduction in the voids takes place by direct exchange of
energy between particle surfaces. Consequently, for extremely rarefied
gases it is not possible to determine a working effective conductivity
between nodes that belong to gaseous cubicles located in the same void.
However, if the chosen grid size is coarse enough so that the volume
of each cubicle is equal to the mean void equivalent v te
each void is apximated by a cubicle and the workin effect Ive con-
each void is approximated by a cubicle and the working effective con-
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FIGURE 7-3. HEAT CONDUCTED THROUGH GRAINS AND TRANSFERRED
BY CONDUCTION AND RADIATION AT BOUNDRIES.
2Q17.
ductivity of each cubicle occupied by the continuous phase can be ap-
proximated by the effective radiative and gaseous conductivities dis-
cussed in the literature survey.
Comparison of Calculated Effective Conductivity to Experimental Data.
The effective thermal conductivity has been calculated and com-
pared to experimentally determined values for a number of granular
materials at atmospheric pressures, as indicated on Table 7-I. The
range of porosities and constituent conductivities is 0.31 - 0.59
and 1.67 - 2444.4 respectively. For all these cases the conductivi-
ties of the constituents were assumed to be constant, independent of
temperature distribution in the unit cube. The mechanical properties
of the solid phase, required for the calculation of the contact re-
sistance, are shown on Table 7-IX.
In addition to the model presented in this study, the effective
conductivity predicted by a number of selected models was also deter-
mined, and the calculated values are presented in Tables 7-II and 7-111.
The column "Case" in these Tables refers to the granular system de-
scribed in Table 7-I. It should be noted that a number of these models,
such as the Maxwell, Rayleigh and Jefferson models, have been ex-
tended to porosities beyond the range for which they are theoreti-
cally applicable.
The percentage error between experimental thermal conductivi-
ties and those predicted by all selected models is shown on Tables
7-IV and 7-V. Table 7-VI summarizes the mean error, mean bias and the
variance of percentage error between the experimental and model
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predicted thermal conductivities. From this Table it is seen that the
model of this study predicts the experimental thermal conductivities
with a mean of 15.8%, an error variance of 1.63, and is biased below
the experimental values by 5.8%. This is slightly better than the
Krupiczka model, for which a mean error of 17.5% has been calculated.
The mean error of all other models is in the range of 30.1% - 42.2%.
A graphical representation of the effective thermal conductivity pre-
dicted by the model described in this study is shown in Figure (7-4).
It is interesting to observe the performance of some of the
models as compared to the assumptions introduced in their develop-
ments. It would be expected that models utilizing the parallel iso-
therm assumotion would overpredict the effective thermal conductiv-
ity. Jefferson's model (6 in Table 7-VI) generally conforms to this
expectation. However Russel's model (5 in Table 7-VI) predicts lower con-
ductivities than the experimental ones, and the discrepancy increases
with the ratio of constituent conductivities. The most probably ex-
planation for this behavior is that the effects of the assumed simplified
geometry, and the absence of contact areas between particles, domi-
nate over the assumption of infinite conductivity in the lateral-to-
the-heat-flow direction, thus rendering the calculated conductivities
low.
On the other hand, it would be expected that models utilizing
the uniform heat flux assumption would predict low values for the
effective thermal conductivity. This is the case for Lichtenecker's
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model (8 in Table 7-VI) which, as expected, predicts lower values than
Russell's model. However, the Krupiczka and Woodside and Messmer mod-
els (7 and 9 in Table 7-VI) are generally biased above the experimental
effective thermal conductivity, thus strengthening the indication that
the effects of particle shape and spatial distribution, and the bend-
ing of the heat flow lines in granular materials are too complex to
be analyzed separately, and should be incorporated in a single unified
model. Therefore, an analysis of a simplified geometrical configura-
tion or an unrealistic heat flow assumption do not provide sufficient
information to deduce whether a particular model will predict high or
low conductivities for real granular materials.
Models based on non-linear heat flow are generally biased below
the experimental thermal conductivity, as seen from Tables 7-IV, 7-V and
7-VI. A surprising result is that the conductivities predicted by Max-
well's and Rayleigh's equations are very close for the total range of
porosities and ratios of constituent conductivities. This is probably
due to Rayleigh's failure to include a larger number of terms in his
solution, and for this reason Meredith and Tobias' equation provides
a marked improvement of the predicted values.
For the model described in this study, the effective conductiv-
ity in each case was determined by considering five or more random
placements of the continuous phase in a unit cube, and finding the
average of the calculated values. The variance of the calculated
values was less than 0.1 for 78 cases and its highest value vas 0.587.
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Whenever the variance was exceedingly high, more random placements
were considered, so that a more representative average could be ob-
tained for the effective thermal conductivity.
In Fiq.(7-5) the calculated effective thermal conductivity shown
in Table 7-VII, is compared to experimental data obtained by Fountain
and West [3] for particulate basalt in a simulated lunar environment.
The thermal conductivity of solid basalt was assumed to be a function
of temperature given by:
k(Basalt)=0.01091+9.09x1O-6T Watt/cm-K (7-13)
where T is in OK. Equation (7-13) is a least squares fit of the data
given in Reference [64]. The effective thermal conductivity of the
gaseous phase was calculated according to Equation (A-1), and the ef-
fective radiant conductivity for the transfer of heat between particle
surfaces was calculated according to Equation (B-13). In both cases the
effective pore size was assumed to be given by Equation (D-6). Then,
the effective conductivity of the continuous phase is the sum of the
gaseous conductivity and the radiant conductivity.
As indicated in Fig. (7-5), the calculated conductivities are lower
than the experimental. Probably the source of error is due to two
factors. First, the semi-empirical equation for the contact resistance
used in this study probably predicts low values for the contact conduc-
tivity. Evidence to this effect is that calculated conductivities at
low pressures, in which case heat transfer from particle to particle
is a dominant mode, are generally low. A second source of error is
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failure to include radiation heat transfer as a photon diffusion
process. Evidence to this effect is that the discrepancy between
calculated and experimental values generally increases with tempe-
rature. Nevertheless, it is seen that the model predicts fairly well
the increase in slope with decreasing porosity, and the increase in
slope with temperature, due to the increase of the relative influence
of radiant heat transfer with decreasing porosity and increasing tem-
perature. The maximum error of the calculated thermal conductivities
is 23.6% and the mean error is 15.9%.
In Fig.(7-6) the calculated effective thermal conductivity is com-
pared to experimental data obtained by Fountain and West [31 for par-
ticulate basalt in a simulated martian environment. In this case the
gaseous conductivity and the radiant conductivity are of the order of
magnitude 3x10-5 and 10-7 Watt/cmoK respectively. Consequently, radi-
ation can be neglected. Again the predicted values are lower than the
experimental, and the maximum error and mean error are 25.2% and 20.8%
respectively. The slight increase of the effective thermal conductiv-
ity with temperature is due to the simultaneous increase of the con-
ductivity of the solid and gaseous phases with temperature, and not
to radiation heat transfer.
A case in which the calculated values are not in good agreement
with experimental values is shown in Fig. (7-7). The experimental data
in this Figure were obtained from Reference [93]. Here, experimental
and calculated thermal conductivities are compared for glass spheres
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in a simulated lunar environment, and the maximum and mean errors are
48.3% and 39.4% respectively. The discrepancy increases with increasing
temperature. The most probable explanation for the low predicted ther-
mal conductivities is that this case does not satisfy the assumptions
stated in the development of the model. Radiation heat transfer has
been incorporated in the model through the effective radiant conductiv-
ity of the voids, which accounts for the radiation heat transfer between
particle surfaces. It has been necessary to make this assumption because
of the lack of information about the extinction coefficient of granular
materials and powders, which is required for the complete description
of the radiation heat transfer process. Consequently, it has been ef-
fectively assumed that the solid particles are opaque to thermal radia-
tion, and that the pure radiation heat transfer process can be neglected.
However, there exists evidence [2,85] that this is not always the case,
and for very small particles the pure radiation process is generally
more effective than the conduction-radiation process. It appears that
failure to account for the pure radiation process has rendered the
calculated values much lower than the experimental values is this case
of glass spheres.
The experimental and calculated thermal conductivities of partic-
ulate basalt in air, lead shot in air, and glass beads in air are com-
pared in Figures (7-8), (7-9) and (7-10) respectively, as a function of
pressure. It is observed that the model nredicted values are qeneralvy in
good agreement with the experimental values, although somewhat lower crn.
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ductivities are predicted at low pressures. This relatively good agree-
ment is attributed to the choice of Equation (D-6) for the effective
pore size associated with the conduction heat transfer in the voids.
The maximum and mean errors corresponding'to Figures (7-8),(7-9) and (7-10)
are 28.4 and 19.4, 37 and 18.5, 23 and 17.6 respectively.
Table 7-VIII summarizes the mean error and the variance of per-
centage error for all low pressure cases.
Summarizing the comparisons between calculated and experimental
thermal conductivities, it is seen that the performance of the model
described in this study is sufficiently good for granular materials
at atmospheric pressures. For granular materials at low pressures,
the predicted thermal conductivities are generally low, but the change
of the thermal conductivity with temperature and pressure is in good
agreement with the changes observed in the experimental values.
The major sources of error in the calculated effective thermal
conductivity values are as follows:
1. Low values for the contact conductivity predicted by Equation (C-7);
2. Failure to account for the pure'radiation process;
3. Incomplete description of the particle and pore size and shape
distribution by the random placement method.
The first factor is of particular importance in cases where the
ratio of the constituent conductivities is large, and could explain
the low calculated values at low pressures. The third factor is a mani-
festation of the lack of information associated with the generalized
geometry of granular materials.
TABLE 7-1 CO!PARFiSN OF CALCULATED CONDUCTIVITIES TO EXPERIIENTAL CONDUCTIVITIES
Conductivity, (k cal/-hr - Ok) x 100
Fluid Solid kd/kCase Phase Phase Experimental Calculated d c P Ref.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
1 h-Heptane Quartz1 etane  720 57.6 61.6 65.5 0.590 2311 720
2 Helium Quartz
11.5 720 63 61.7 62.6 0.590 23
3 Hydrogen Quartz
14.7 720 74 73.8 49 0.590 23
4 Water Quartz
54 720 180 152.6 13.3 0.590 23
5 EtOH S. Steel
29.3 1793 172.7 181.2 61.2 0.505 36
6 Air S. Steel2.36 Air  t  22 24.2 779.6 0.502 362.3 1793
7 Glycerine S. Steel46.37  248.3 211.9 38.7 0.502 3646.3 1793
8 Water S. Steel54.58 Water  272 228.3 32.9 0.501 3654.5 1793
9 Helium S. Steel
15.6 1785 117.4 114.4 114.5 0.500 21
TABLE 7-1 Continued
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
10 Helium S. Steel 122 133.5 90.3 0.500 21
18.5 1670
11 Argon S. Steel 38.7 30.6 1162.3 0.500 21
1.62 1883
12 Argon S. Steel 41.6 48.7 855.7 0.500 21
2.01 1720
13 Iso-Octane S. Steel 80.5 73.3 145.8 0.476 36
12.3 1793
14 Air Lead 30.4 27.0 1224.1 0.450 6
2.41 2950
15 Water Silica 216 191.9 17.9 0.439 36
54.5 973
16 Air Quartz 26.8 34.5 420.9 0.438 35
2.25 947
17 Air Silica 21.9 16.9 423.0 0.437 36
2.3 973
18 Air Coal 11.8 8.9 16.0 0.437 35
2.25 36
19 Hydrogen Coal 25.3 22.1 2.17 0.437 35
16.6 36
20 EtOH Silica 144.6 122.3 33.2 0.434 36
29.3 973
TABLE 7-1 Continucd
(1) (2) .... (3) _ .. (4! (5) (6 ) (7) (8 )
21 EtOH Silica21 9.3 973 146.5 124.6 33.2 0.433 3629.3 973
22 Air Silica2.322 Air  23.8 22.5 423.0 0.433 362.3 973
23 Iso-Octane Glass
12.3 93.9 35.1 42.2 7.63 0.431 36
24 Water Silica
54.5 973 218.5 177.5 17.9 0.430 36
25 Glycerine Glass46.325  93.9 73.2 61.1 2.03 0.428 3646.3 93.9
26 Iso-Octane Silica
12.3 973 94.1 81.9 79.1 0.428 36. 973
27 Iso-Octane Silica
12.3 973 70.9 78.9 79.1 0.426 36
28 Air Silica
2.3 973 22.3 25.9 423.0 0.426 36
29 Water Silica
54.5 973 210 159.1 17.9 0.426 36
30 Air Silica
2.3 973 22.6 26.3 423.0 0.424 36
31 Glycerine Silica46.331 l c i  973 205.5 180.3 21.0 0.424 3646.3 973
Table 7-1 Continued
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
32 Air Steel 44.6 53.2 1597.5 0.423 6
2.41 3850
33 EtOH Glass 55.4 41.1 3.2 0.423 36
29.3 93.9
34 EtOH Silica 163.8 134.5 33.2 0.423 36
29.3 973
35 Iso-Octane Silica 74.6 77.7 79.1 0.423 36
12.3 973
36 Air Lead 36 41.2 1224.1 0.420 6
2.41 2950
37 Iso-Octane Silica 70.6 66.9 79.1 0.420 36
12.3 973
38 Helium MaO 132.5 151.7 176.3 0.420 21
15.6 2750
39 Helium MgO 152 127.2 116.1 0.420 21
18.6 2160
40 Air MgO 33.5 30.5 1052.2 0.420 21
2.68 2820
41 Air MgO 40.2 52.7 687.5 0.420 21
3.20 2200
42 Argon MgO 26.8 19.5 1273.2 0.420 21
2.16 2750
Table 7-1 Continued
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
43 Argon Mg0 29.8 24.1 986.6 0.420 21
2.23 2200
44 Air A120 3  36.1 31.3 948.9 0.420 452.74 2600
45 Iso-Octane Silica 71.2 69.3 79.1 0.419 3612.3 973
46 EtOH Silica 144.2 114.2 34.2 0.418 3629.3 973
47 Air Quartz 29.7 19.4 420.9 0.416 352.25 947
48 Air Glass 17.1 13.9 40.8 0.414 36
2.3 93.9
49 Water Silica 230.5 157.7 17.9 0.414 3654.5 973
50 Air Steel 35.1 29.8 1597.5 0.413 62.41 3850
51 Air Steel 33.6 29.8 1597.5 0.413 62.41 3850
52 EtOH Silica 154.9 115.6 33.2 0.410 3629.3 973
53 Air Sand53 Air  23.1 16.7 53.3 0.410 563.0 160
Table 7-I Continued
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
54 Water Glass54.554  73.1 69.7 1.72 0.408 3654.5 93.9
55 Air Steel
2.41 3850 36.7 41.6 1597.5 0.402 6
56 Air Lead
2.25 3040 37.1 42.8 1351.1 0.400 35
57 Hydrogen Lead
16.6 3040 120.7 128.7 183.1 0.400 35
58 Water Lead
55 3040 299.5 273.1 55.3 0.400 35
59 Glycerine Lead
24.5 3040 176 204.9 124.1 0.400 35
60 Air Steel
2.41 3850 42.5 40.9 1597.5 0.394 6
61 EtOH Copper
29.3 33200 327.5 251.3 1133.1 0.392 36
62 Air Steel
2.41 3850 40.3 45.9 1597.5 0.391
63 Air Steel
2.41 3850 45.6 48.2 1597.5 0.390
64 Air Sand
3.0 160 29.4 22.4 53.3 0.390 56
Table 7-1 Continued
) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
65 Water Copper
54.5 33200 613 639.0 609.2 0.387 36
66 Glycerine Copper
46.3 33200 607 529.1 717.1 0.386 36
67 Glycerine Copper
46.3 33200 549 463.2 717.1 0.385 36
68 Water Copper
54.5 33200 635 553.2 609.2 0.384 36
69 Argon Lead
1.46 2950 25 29.4 2020.6 0.380 23
70 Air Lead
2.18 2950 36 31.2 1353.2 0.380 23
71 Helium Lead
11.5 2950 162 205.8 256.5 0.380 23
72 Hydrogen Lead
14.7 2950 183 214.3 200.7 0.380 23
73 Water Lead
54 2950 470 377.7 54.6 0.380 23
74 Air Steel
2.43 3030 45 59.1 1246.9 0.380 58
75 Methane Steel
3.0 3300 55.8 72.5 1100.0 0.380 58
Table 7-1 Continued
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
76 C02  Steel
1.35 3300 32.4 42.1 2444.4 0.380 58
77 Hydrogen Steel16.4 33e0 188 191.2 201.2 0.380 58
78 Freon-12 Glass
0.78 90 3.96 3.19 115.4 0.379 23
79 Argon Glass
1.46 90 13.3 11.2 61.6 0.379 23
80 Air Glass
2.18 90 18 16.2 41.3 0.379 23
81 Water Glass54 90 75.5 66.2 1.67 0.379 23
82 Air Quartz
2.24 1175 35.7 41.8 524.6 0.377 34
83 Air Sand
3.0 160 29.4 22.2 53.3 0.370 56
84 Helium Quartz
13.1 680 94.5 72.6 51.9 0.369 60
85 Helium Quartz
13.1 680 91.5 72.6 51.9 0.369 60
86 Helium Quartz
12.2 830 97.8 78.0 68.0 0.369 60
Table 7-1 Continued
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
87 Helium Quartz 94 78.0 68.0 0.369 6012.2 830
88 Air Steel225 2250 35.6 29.6 1000.0 0.365 352.25 2250
89 Hydrogen Steel 89 ydroen Steel 110 106.3 135.5 0.365 3516.6 2250
90 Air Zr 2  25 20.2 66.7 0.360 45
2.58 172
91 Air Quartz2.2491 Air  37.8 42.8 524.6 0.354 342.24 1175
92 Air Lead 58.3 62.7 1351.1 0.310 352.25 3040
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rABLL 7-Il EXPLRIENIAL AND PRECICFED THER'AL CONDUCTIVITIES
FUR VARICUS PGCELS
CASI LXIL PCCEL KRUPIC. RUSSLLL LICHT. JEFFERSON
1 U.760 C.'6160 0.4752 '0.3965 0.3283 C.3731
2 (.63CC 0.6170 0.4914 0.4132 0.3424 0.3873
3 0./4CC 0.7380 0.5900 C.5114 U.4313 C.4751
4 i.HOCO 1.5260 1.4804 1.5330 1.3468 1.3232
5 L.7270 i.8120 1.5364 1.2773 1.09C0 1.3735
6 0.22CC 0.2420 0.1994 0.C058 0.0802 C.1550
7 2.4830 2.1190 2.1197 1.9338 1.6698 1.9570
8 2.72CO 2.2830 2.37CO 2.2294 1. 9 349 2.2114
9 1.1740 1.1440 0.9955 0.7184 0.6082 0.8620
10 i.2200 1.3350 1.1025 0.84C3 0.7136 0.9693
11 0.3870 0.3060 0.1701 0.0781 0.0654 C.1319
12 .416C 0.4870 0.2006 0.0967 0.0810 0.1569
i3 0.8C5 0.7330 0.9056 0.6081 0.5180 0.8095
14 0.3040 0.21C0 0.3264 0.1327 0.1131 C.2986
15 .16GC 1.',190 2.1695 2.2576 2.0391 2.2112
16 U.2683 (). 3 450 0.2551 0.1267 0. 1089 0.2442
17 U.219C 0.1690 0.2623 0.1299 0.1115 0.2519
18 U.10 0.b9() 0.0860 C.U908 0.0824 C.0879
19 0.2530 G.2210 0.2508 0.2619 0.2447 0.2543
20 1.446J i.2230 1.5079 1.4039 1.2450 1.5260
21 1.4650 1.2460 1.5119 1.4073 1.2484 1.5319
22 .2 3 8C 0.2250 0.2671 C.1313 0.1129 C.2603
23 .3 510 .4220 :).3443 0.3838 0.3582 0.3551
24 2.185C 1.7750 2.2125 2.3022 2. C848 2.2721
25 u.7 32 0.6110 0.6790 0.7060 0.6584 C.6884
26 U.-410 0.81'0 0.8823 0.6648 0.5802 0.8855
27 0. 7090 0.781) 0.8883 0.6683 0.5838 0.8948
28 J.2230 0.25'0 0.2159 0.1339 0.1155 0.2762
29 .IiCC 1.5910 2.2321 2.3224 2.1056 2.2c98
10 0.2260 0.2030 0.2785 0.1347 0.1162 0.2810
31 L.055C 1.803U 2.0382 2.0673 1.8649 2.1CCO
32 u.4e0 0 .520 0.3983 0. 1433 0. 1234 0.4247
33 o.5 4C 0.4110 0.5457 0.5898 0.5578 0.559i
34 1.6380 1.3450) 1.5531 1.4422 1.2835 1.5925
35 U. (40 0. 710 0.8973 0.6737 0.5891 0.9091
J36 0. 00 . 123 0.3835 0.1443 0. 1244 0.4104
37 U.7C6C C.66,90 0.9065 0.6792 0.5945 0.9238
38 1i. 20 1.5170 1.4965 0.9027 0.7835 1.5197
39 1.520C 1.2720 1.5616 1.0549 0. 190 1.5869
40 0.3 0. 5.3050 0.4127 0.1603 0.1383 0.4380
41 i .4C2C 0.5270 0.4466 0.1907 0.1646 0.4649
42 .268' 0.1950 0.3466 0.1294 0.1116 C.3718
43 0.29j80 0.2410 0.3385 0.1333 0.1150 0.3500
44 _3610 0l3130 0.41?3 0.1638 " 1 '' 0' 53
4t5 .1120 .6 30 0.9C0 7 0.6810 0.5963 0.9288
46 1.4420 1.1420 1.5745 1.4h01 1.3016 1.6241
47 j.2910 0.1i40 0.2826 0.1348 0.1166 0.2948
48 0.17i0 0.130 0.1355 0.1197 0.1063 C.1402
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TABLE 7-.1 EXPERIVENTAL AND PRECICTED THERMAL CCNOUCTIVITIES
FOR VARICLS MOCELS
C.SE EXK L 'C L KRUPIC. RUSSFLL LICHT. JEFFERSCN
49 2.3050 1.5770 2.2934 2.3848 2.1696 2.3857
SC 3.351C 0.2980 0.4221 C. 1475 0.1275 0.441
51 u.3 3 6hC .2)8u 0).4221 0.1475 0.1275 0.4841
52 .4 L.:60 L.6LCC 1.48S4 1.3312 1.6764
53 0.2310 0.o670 0.1981 0.1635 0.1446 C.2059
54 . 1103 .60 0.7396 C.7606 0.7052 C.7487
55 .. 6 /lC .4160 0.4506 0.1523 0.1322 0.5688
6 ,.371 C 6.428.) 0.4104 0. i429 0.1242 0.5165
57 1.20/a 1.2 70 1.7518 1.0183 0.8901 1.8939
j. /.% "C 2.731 ) 3.8028 3.C925 2.7420 4.0181
'i. t CU . 4;0 2.2712 1.4752 1.2936 2.4285
2 .2C 0C.4050 0.4731 C.156u 0.1358 0.6492
, 3.750 2.51 0 5.37~9 1.9043 1.6595 7.1256
62 4,.43 0.40)0 0.4820C C.1574 0.1372 C.6849
S.45 J.4d20 0.4850 0. 1) 79 . 1377 C.697 7
?4 ../ C U.2240 0.2199 0. 1826 0. i1627 0.23s9
, S.LCC 6.3j00 8.7746 3.5753 3.1246 11.1084
', .;7L; 5.210 7.8344 3.0524 2.667H 1C.2277
6/ '.', 4.6320 7.8784 3.0617 2.6769 10.3734
,: CC . 20 8.9197 3.60i8 3. 1568 11.5586
.. 0 /940 0.3300 C.0981 C.0864 0.5856
70 ..36LC 0.3120 0.4492 0.1471 0. 12 6 C.70U9
1 .62 2.C80 1 .4h18 0.7573 0.6655 1.7757
2 ..13CO 2 430 i.74 9 .0 9600 0.8448 2.0476
3 , ,7CC 3.71/O 1. -764 3.2027 2.8600 4.3449
(4 ,.45CC C.5910 0.4 908 0.1639 0.1435 C.7599
15 ,.7hQ c. 1270 3.5874 0.2(022 0.1770) 0.8827
1c . 2' "  0.,,/10 0.3180 0.0914 0.07939) 0.6022
172 . ..20 1 9507 1.0712 0.9426 2.2870
7* G. > C.C 319 0.0767 C. 0'/r 7 0.043) C.0868
7 :.1 0C .1 2, 0.1'2 0.ci1 0.3785 0.1244
.-. i: 2CC0 0.1437 0.1240 0.1 i 19 0.1 60
?1 U. 1,C . 6Z 0. 6 0. 1487 0.6962 0.7383
i2 t.35/0 0.L180 0.3651 0.1512 0.132 8.481
3 ,.2'4. .2223 0.2266 0. 1824 0.1635 0.2516
4 .45 C. Io6o0 0.9818 0.7960 0.7142 1.0911
; ,., i 6C (. 1t O 0.9818 0.7960 0.7142 1.0911
66 1.';,0 0./03 .0204 0. 7 658 0.6 3 1.14 4
-I . C :;. 7(inO 1.0204 0. 7658 0.6839 1. 1494
( .5e0 9.2)60 0.4 112 0. 1589 0. 13;9 0.8521
S L.iCC I.CO30 1.8384 1.1135 0.9883 2.2069
"; J.25CC C.2020 0.2215 C.165" 0.1487 0.254(
71 2.378 3.4d20 0.4156 0.1626 0.1439 C.7013
2 u.583C 0.6270 0.7508 0.1920 0.1724 -2.5897
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FABLLI- 7-1[ EXPLKLRItLNrAL AND PREDICTED THERMAL 
CCNDUCTIVIT[ES
FOR VARICUS MOCELS
CASL LXKL VAXLLL RAYLCIGH 
W ANC M V AND T
I 0.5760 (.3226 0.3213 0.6489 
0.3771
2 C.o3C0 C.3360 0.3352 0.6736 
0.3933
3 0.7400 0.4241 0.4226 0.8240 0.4951
4 1.8000 1.3371 1.3339 2.0233 
1.5349
5 1.7270 1.0772 1.0733 
2.2594 1.3363
6 C.22C00 C.0791 0.0788 0.1919 
0.0987
7 2.4!30 1.6525 1.6469 3.23C2 
2.0490
8 2.7200 1.9161 1.9098 3.6333 
2.3742
9 1.1740 C.6007 C.5983 1.3496 
0.7494
10 1.22CC C.7C0 C 0.7021 
1.5492 0.8791
11 0.3870 0.0646 0.0643 
0.1572 0.0807
12 C.4160 .Z 800 0.0796 0.1941 0.1CCO
13 0.8SC .5123 0.5097 1.1786 
0.6511
14 C.3C4C C.112C 0.1115 C.2764 
0.1454
i5 2.160- 2 .316 2.0142 
3.3220 2.6230
16 0.26i C.107I 0.1062 0.2608 
0.1411
17 2.2193 C.1105 C.1089 0.2675 
0.1448
1 O. I i0 0.0622 C.0680 0.13C5 
0.1C60
19 C.2530 G.2593 0.2554 
C.2691 0.2859
20 I.44t 0 1.2368 1.2231 2.33C7 
1.6173
21 1.4653 1.2t03 1.2264 2.3364 
1.6233
22 6.23 0 C.1119 0.1103 0.27C8 
0.1472
23 0.310 C.3607 C.3427 0.4715 
0.4537
24 2. 85 0 2.0778 2.0587 3.3862 
2.7035
25 0.7320 C.7004 0.6968 0.7220 
0.7670
26 0.9410 0.5755 0.5677 1.2462 
0.7592
27 0.7090 0.5791 0.5711 1.2531 
0.7652
28 u.2230 C.1144 0.1127 0.2767 0.1514
2) 2.1 IC 2.0988 2.07H8 3.4149 2.7404
30 C.2260 C.1152 0.1134 0.2724 0.1526
31 2.0550 1.8571 1.2379 3.1442 2.4365
32 C.446) 0.1223 0.1218 0.3019 0.1621
33 0.5540 0.57f3 0.5677 C.6291 
0.6738
34 1.o3H 1.2756 1.2602 2.3939 
1.6840
35 0.7460 0.5844 0.5761 1.2635 0.7742
36 u.3600 0.1234 0.1227 C.3037 
0.1640
37 C.7C60 0.5899 0.5813 1.2740 3.7834
38 1.3250 C.177 0 0.7726 1.8045 
1.0325
39 1.52CO 0.9116 0.9053 2.05C3 
1.2111
40 C0.353 C.1371 0.1363 0.3369 0.1822
41 C.C20 0.1632 0.1620 0.3985 ,0.2169
42 0.2680 . i06 0.LL099 C.2723 0. 
470
43 0. 290 0.1140 0.1132 0.2800 0.1515
3t " I 0.1401 0.1392 0.3438 0.1862
45 0.7120 C.5917 0.5830 1.2774 
0.7864
46 1.4'i20 1.2936 1.2775 2.4228 L.7155
.47 0.27;0 (.1157 0.1137 0.2789 0.1542
48 u.171 0C.1056 0.0927 0.2056 0.1407
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IABLL 7-]1[ cXPELXR<Ii.rAL AND PRECICTED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITItS
FOR VARIOUS tCCELS
CASL VxK AX ,tLL RAYLEIGH W AND M V AND T
4( e.3C50 2.1634 2.1407 3.5011 2.8550
0C 0.351 0C.1264 0.1258 C.3114 0.1689
51 0.33;0 .1264 0.1258 0.3114 0.1689
)2 L.541U 1.3237 1.3058 2.4692 1.7675
53 C.2. 10 L.1436 0.1311 C.2922 0.1922
54 u.7310 G.7574 0.7548 C.77C4 0.8167
55 0.36/0 0.1312 C.1305 0.3219 0.1769
56 G.371(G 0.1232 0.1224 0.3017 0.1664
57 1.20CL0 .8 835 0.H71 1 2.0414 1.1936
BR 2. 2.7245 2.7100 5.5466 3.6783
5'J 1.760) 1.2842 1.27(6 2.8821 1.7350
60 c.425() C.1348 0.1341 0.3297 0.1829
6 5.2750 1.6412 1.6462 4.0117 2.2396
62 C.4 '3 1362 0.1354 0.3326 0.1853
6 . C.1366 0.1359 C.3336 0.1861
4 0.0.1618 0.1463 0.3221 0.2203
5 ,. I1 0 3.1022 3.1C62 7.4618 4.2359
e / .CC 2.6 1 2.64/0 6.3880 3.61)96
7 2.67 2.6502 6.4066 3.6351
S . 3.1345 3.1325 7.5270 4.2c08
,, C./ GSC C.C 58 J 0.0. 51 C.2086 0.1178
I., . 3  c.12/9 0.1269 C.31C0 0.1756
I11 . 0 2.6610 .6561 1.5391 0.9082
12 1. 3eC 0.83)2 0.8329 1.9284 1.1531
75 4.7 ,C 2..440 2.8255 5.7066 3.9C87
74 .C.4tu c 142, 0.1414 0.3452 U. 1957
75 . C.17To 0.1746 C.4252 0.2414
I" C. 0.0794 C.0788 0.1933 0.1CG0
,: U. :  C.j 363 0.,9301 2. 1519 1.265
S. C.0'~7 C.C 356 0.0961 0. 0601
1 ',1 .0781 C.C64) 0.1595 0. 1074
30 . tt C. 1 114 0.0932 C.2127 0.1531
I .7,50 C.7462 0.7434 0.7569 0.8C73
r2 .5 L. i318 0.12 i2 0.3140 0.1815
, . Z C.1 2 7 0. 1444 0.3227 0.2256
4 C.,. Y I.10 0.68 4 1.4021 0.9863
:5 1. I C.7 05 0.6894 1.4021 0.9863
.r. t [.,L2 0.662 8 1.3986t 0.9443
-1 . 4(. C.6:2 0.662 1.3986 0.9443
(.3.)0 0 139U 0.1374 0.3323 0.1933
,$ i.iCCO C.9825 0.9720 2.1721 1.3682
5 6.25Cj G 149 0.1305 0.3010 0.2C70
)1 G. .h0 0 L431 0.1397 0.3350 0.2C09
;2 0.583C 0.1717 0.1693 0.3886 0.2505
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TABLE 7-IV PERCENTACE EHROR RETWtN PRECICTED AND EXPERIMrENTAL
THiERIAL CONDUCTIVITIES
CAStE MO'CEL KKRUPIC. RUSSELL LICHT. JEFFERSCN
1 6.944 -17.497 -31.156 -43.005 -35.217
2 -2.064 -22.003 -34.411 -45.648 -38.520
3 -0.270 -20.265 -30.082 -41.717 -35.802
4 -15.222 -17.755 -14.83. -25.180 -26.487
5 4.922 -iL.039 -26.041 -36.886 -20.470
6 10.CCO -9.349 -56.450 -63.551 -29.558
7 -14.660 -14.632 -22.120 -32.749 -21.1'83
8 -16.066 -12.869 -18.037 -28.863 -18.697
9 -2.555 -15.201 -38.807 -48.198 -26.578
10 9 .4P6 -. b32 -3~.1.2'0 -41.505 - -20.550
11 -20.930 -56.042 -79.813 -83.098 -65.923
12 17.067 -51.777 -76.743 -80.519 -62.283
13 --8. ;44 12.497 -24.456 -35.650 0.561
14 -11.1U4 7.165 -56.360 -62.780 -1.770
15 -11.157 0.438 4.517 -5.597 2.372
16 28.711 -4.828 -52.734 -59.421 -8.894
17 -22.831 19.750 -40.704 -49.075 15.039
18 -24.5/6 -27.135 -23.054 -30.181 -25.482
19 -12.648 -0.877 3.520 -3.299 0.497
20 -15.422 4.280 -2.910 -13.900 5.534
21 -14.'49 3.201 -3.936 -14.782 4.568
22 -5.462 12.223 -44.828 -52.547 9.384
23 20.226 -1.913 9.337 2.048 1.173
24 -18.764 1.257 5.364 -4.585 3.987
25 -16.530 -7.241 -3.548 -10.059 -5.959
26 -12.965 -6.238 -29.354 -38.338 -5.901
27 1.1.2.83 25.283 -5.736 -17.665 26.210
28 16.143 23.717 -39.951 -48.218 23.853
29 -24.238 6.293 10.593 0.266 9.517
30 16.372 23.222 -40.412 -48.578 24.345
31 -12.263 -0.815 0.600 -9.248 2.118
32 19.28 -10.703 -67.878 -72.336 -4.772
33 -25. 12 -1.493 )6.461 0.678 0.919
34 -17.L 8 -5.181 -11.956 -21.641 -2.775
35 4.Lc55 20.285 -9.690 -21.035 21.868
36 14.444 6.531 -59.916 -65.431 14.011
37 -5.241 28.406 -3.801 -15.796 30.848
38 [4.491 12.947 -31.872 -40.867 14.695
39 -16.316 2.737 -30.597 -39.540 4.401
40 -8.955 23. 197 -52.144 -58.721 30.738
41 31.095 11.0C5 -52.554 -59.046 15.645
42 -27.239 29.331 -51.730 -58.373 38.737
43 -19.128 13.599 -55.256 -61.402 20.151
44 -i3.296 14.217 -54.630 -60.860 20.570
45 -2.h9 27.761 -4.355 -16.251 30.443
40 -20.804 9.192 1.253 -9.738 12.628
47 -34.680 -4.864 -54.624 -60.727 -0.736
48 -18.713 -20.762 -29.995 -37.832 -18.003
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ITAL 7-IV IPECE[NfAGL ERiCR 3L-TWLtN PRECICTED AND EXPERIVENTAL
T-?ER'AL CONDLCTIVITIES
CASe vCCEL KRUPIC. RUSSLLL LICHT. JEFFERSCN
49 -31. 83 -0.503 3.461 -5.874 3.499
50 -15. 1CO 20.23 -57.989 -63.685 37.913
51 -11. 10 25.611 -56.114 -62.063 44.070
52 -25.371 3.936 -3.846 -14.C59 8.225
-27.i6 -14.239 -29.205 -37.402 -10.851
54 -4.51 1.178 4.053 -3.535 2.415
13.?51 22.781 -58.500 -63.979 54.998
!6 15.3'4 10.61/ -61.477 -66.534 39.226
,7 6.628 45.133 -15.632 -26.256 56.913
52 -f.15 26.07. 3.256 -8.446 34.159
.20 2'.043 -16.1 -26.502 37.983
6-3.765 11.322 -63.295 -68.C47 52.760
61 -23.267 64.240 -41.854 -49. 327 117.577
.13.;J6 1') 595 -60.938 -6..95 69.961
,3 ..02 6 353 -tD.374 -69.812 52.996
14 -22.i10 -25.196 -37.908 -44.650 -19.776
b 4.?I 43.142 -41.676 -49.027 81.213
2,- -1 2.4 9.C67 -4;.713 -56.050 o8.496
?7 43.5C5 -44.231 -51.240 b ).952
,) -t2.8 _ 40.468 -43.1i80 -50.287 82.026
0 1/.,C 32.019 -60.505 -65.446 134.239
-. 2.774 -59.126 -64.228 97.181
I1 27.,,( -,.532 -53.251 -58.920 9.610
(2 i7.1;4 -4.541 -47.538 -53.837 11.893
I' -15.L3u -15.395 -31.857 -39.149 -7.556
I', 31.133 ).075 -63.569 -68. 14 68.862
75 2.269 -63.759 -68.276 58.193
74 2 .'; -1.842 -71.802 -75.333 85.873
/I/ 1. 2 3.759 -43.022 -49. P64 21.650
7; - V 3.720 25.497 0C.956 119.219
7; -!-. 7) -14.8)0 -33.762 -40.953 -6.454
5U -. -.20.168 -30.71 -7..179 3 89 -13.344
3i1 - 2.31 -3.501 -0. 36 -7.793 -2.214
<2 7 2.268 -57.645 -62.834 36.997
:3 -2".4') -22. 39 -37.951 -44.375 -14.405
A -23.17 3.896 -15.770 -24.428 15.459
b -2.G:2 ~7.3 02 -13.008 -21.950 19.244
-.4.333 -21.02 -3C.069 17.5 24
.7 -1.C/i 8.5w0 -18(.5h6 -27.242 22.275
4 32.362 -5 .3' -C. 114 139.360
vi -3.344 67.124 1. . 152 100.628
G , -1g. C -1I.413 -33.646 - 0.532 1.610
Ji 27.513 9.'952 -56.975 -61.927 85.528
92 7.547 28.788 -67.062 -70.424 -544.204
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TABLE 7-V PERCENTAGE ERRGR BETWEEN PREDICTEC AND EXPERIMENTAL
THEkRAL CONOLCTIVITIES
CASE MAXWELL RAYLEIGH W AND M M AND T
1 -44.001 -44.211 12.648 -34.526
2 -46.593 -46.792 6.914 -37.568
3 -42.690 -42.897 11.352 -33.095
4 -25.715 -25.894 12.405 -14.727
5 -37.626 -37.849 30.829 -22.625
6 -64.033 -64.184 -12.765 -55.117
7 -33.447 -33.674 30.091 -17.481
8 -29.555 -29.788 33.577 -12.712
9 -48.835 -49.039 14.961 -36.166
10 -42.209 -42.453 26.983 -27.942
11 -83.320 -83.388 -59.391 -79.154
12 -80.774 -40.860 -53.352 -75.973
13 -36.365 -36.689 46.406 -19.123
14 -63.162 -63.315 -9.087 -52.187
15 -5.945 -6.748 53.798 21.4.35
16 -59.806 -60.372 -2.676 -47.345
17 -49.556 -50.254 22.149 -33.865
18 -30.374 -42.345 10.620 -10.175
19 2.503 0.944 6.373 13.008
20 -14.466 -15.414 61.185 11.850
21 -15.341 -16.285 59.485 10.803
22 -52.986 -53.659 13.794 -38.165
Z2 2.771 -2.359 34.333 29.266
24 -4.907 -5.782 54.977 23.732
25 -4.311 -4.809 -1.366 4.906
26 -38.838 -39.670 32.437 -19.316
27 -18.325 -19.456 76.747 7.922
28 -48.679 -49.461 24.080 -32.122
29 -0.059 -1.009 62.613 30.495
30 -49.031 -49.821 23.180 -32.480
31 -9.629 -10.566 53.001 18.564
32 -72.582 -72.694 -32.301 -63.648
33 4.214 2.466 13.559 21.626
34 -22.122 -23.068 46.147 2.806
35 -21.657 -22.770 69.373 3.779
36 -65.132 -65.919 -15.647 -54.457
37 -16.448 -17.666 80.446 10.957
38 -41.360 -41.687 36.191 -22.077
39 -40.029 -40.442 34.888 -20.325
40 -59.081 -59.314 0.556 -45.617
41 -59.401 -59.696 -0.863 -46.043
42 -58.737 -58.978 1.615 -45.160
43 -61.738 -62.016 -6.049 -49.149
44 -61.201 -61.440 -4.778 -48.435
45 -16.896 -18.118 79.415 10.455
46 -10.274 -11.410 68.015 18.963
47 -61.057 -61.722 -6.083 -48.077
48 -38.227 -45.792 20.236 -17.706
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TABL- 7-V PEHCEfNTACLG tH~CR BETWEEN PRLCICTEC AND EXPERIVENTAL
frH -IE AL CONDUCTII;TIES
CASL VAXLt L RAYLEIGH W AND M V AND T
4) -6.143 -7.128 51. 82 23.863
DC -63.YA, -64.151 -11.296 -51.871
51 -62.3h2 -62.550 -7.336 -49.723
52 -14.542 -]5.694 59.409 14.105
51 -$ .d25 -42.998 26.511 -16.795
-4 3.607 3.263 5.388 11.718
5 -64.264 -64.440 -12.2S4 -51.810
-66.795 -67.CC5 -1L.691 -55.149
51 -2,. C6 -27. 246 69.127 -1.111
- . 2 -9.516 85.196 22.H15
; -27.035 -271.464 63.754 -1.421
69 -6.28 -68.455 -22.433 -56.955
9 -49. 7C -,9.735 22.494 -31.614
62 -66.e10 -66.393 -11.468 -54.021
7 - 0.035 -70. 198 -26.845 -59.191
c - 4. 13 -50.2 52 9.564 -25.063
5S -4 9.93 -49.426 21.726 -30.899
' - 6. L -56.3:92 5.238 -40.370
-5L.CfL -5l.61i 16.695 -33.786
-5U.676 18.535 -32.429
-65.952 -16. 42 -52.8 i
" -64.4 7u -64.751 -13.881 -51.217
7 -50.196 -59.502 -4.995 -43.939
S -4.144 -54.484 5.377 -36.990
7: - ji.40t -3).882 21.418 -16.836
74 -48.! 3 -68h.73 -23.3CO -56.515
15 -6A .46 -6 P . 713 -23.798 -56.735
7 -15.574 -75.675 -40.353 -66.363
/1 -5j. 8 -5 . 528 14.46) -31.567
i 1I'.252 -10.087 142.802 51.674
1, -41.252 -51.476 19.923 -19.231
S -3. 133 -48. 19 1. 1C -14.944
--I.l60 -1.531 C.251 6.931
-63.802 -12.035 -49. 168
-50.889 9.775 -23.251
S-2 . -27.C47 48.375 4.374
-22. ,5 -24.655 53.240 7.797
S -<0.45 -32.233 43.CC3 -3.444
- 7.24i -2:).4;3 4R. 784 0.459
- . ,3 -61.411 -6.648 -45.708
S- .681 -11.640 97.461 24.381
.-40.8t3 -47.792 20.392 -17. 180
'1 -62.149 -63.042 -11.373 -46.845
,2 -70.554 -70.556 -33.346 -57.041
TABLE 7-VI AVERAGE ERROR, BIAS AND VARIANCE BETWEEN PREDICTED AND
EXPERIMENTAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES
Average Average Variance of
Model Error Bias % Error
% %
1. This Study -5.78 15.8 1.63
2. Maxwell [9] -40.59 41.1 4.99
3. Rayleigh [14] -42.05 42.2 4.96
4. Meredith & Tobias [16] -22.46 31.34 3.56
5. Russell [43] -32.65 34.37 4.90
6. Jefferson [78] 13.80 37.59 38.58
7. Krupiczka [42] 6.76 17.48 2.63
8. Lichtenecker [24] -40.52 40.82 4.93
9. Woodside & Messmer [23] 19.10 30.12 6.68
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TABLE 7-Vll CONDUCTIVITY OF PARTICULATE BASALT IN SIMULATED
LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
Conductivity (Kcal/m-hr-OK)
Solid Experimental Calculated T(OK) P Ref.
Phase x10 3  x10 3
1.078 1.50 1.46 180 0.470 3
1.125 1.82 1.67 240 0.470 3
1.156 2.09 1.86 280 0.470 3
1.188 2.42 2.12 320 0.470 3
1.219 2.84 2.28 360 0.470 3
1.078 1.17 1.04 180 0.540 3
1.125 1.36 1.20 240 0.540 3
1.156 1.53 1.37 280 0.540 3
1.188 1.78 1.46 320 0.540 3
1.219 2.06 1.63 360 0.540 3
1.078 0.86 0.69 180 0.600 3
1.125 1.01 0.86 240 0.600 3
1.156 1.14 1.00 280 0.600 3
1.188 1.31 1.12 320 0.600 3
1.219 1.50 1.24 360 0.600 3
1.078 0.51 0.43 180 0.721 3
1.125 0.63 0.57 240 0.721 3
1.156 0.77 0.62 280 0.721 3
1.188 0.93 0.71 320 0.721 3
1.219 1.10 0.86 360 0.721 3
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TABLE 7-VIl AVERAGE ERROR, BIAS AND VARIANCE BETWEEN PREDICTED
AND EXPERIMENTAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES
Average Average Variance of
Case Error Bias % Error
% %
Figure 17 -15.9 15.9 8.7
Figure 18 -20.8 20.8 2.1
Figure 19 -39.4 39.4 7.5
Figure 20 -9.4 19.4 2.4
Figure 21 11.8 18.5 1.2
Figure 22 -17.6 17.6 1.1
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TABLE 7-IX MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND DENSITY OF SOLID MATERIALS
Young's Modulus Poisson's Ratio Specific weight
Solid Newtons/m2xl010 Newtons/m3xlO4
Aluminum 6.90 0.33 2.52
Basalt 5.73 0.25 2.78
Coal 5.00 0.25 1.36
Copper 10.80 0.33 8.72
Glass 6,90 0.24 2.52
Iron 8.96 0.28 6.95
Lead 1.57 0.43 11.10
g0O 21.00 0.25 3.51
Quartz (Si0 2) 7.00 0.14 2.60
Sand 7.00 0.14 2.70
Silica 7.00 0.14 2.45
Stainless Steel 20.70 0.31 7.86
Steel 20.70 0.3 7.65
234
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FIGURE 7-4. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL
PREDICTED THERMAL CONDUCTIVIT1ES.
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FIGURE 7-5. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULARED CONDUCTIVITY
OF PARTICULATE BASALT IN SIMULATED LUNAR
ENV I RONMENT.
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FIGURE 7-6. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED CONDUCTIVITY OF PARTICULATE BASALT
IN SIMULATED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT.
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FIGURE 7-7. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF PARTICULATE GLASS IN
SIMULATED LUNAR ENVIRONMENT.
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FIGURE 7-8. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
PARTICULATE BASALT IN AIR.
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FIGURE 7-9. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LEAD SHOT IN AIR.
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FIGURE 7-10. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GLASS
BEADS IN AIR.
VIII. LUNAR MODEL
Introduction
Interest in the thermal conductivity of lunar soils under lunar
environmental conditions has stimulated analytical and experimental
research on thermal conductivity. A problem of particular interest is
the effect of lunar soil depth on the effective thermal conductivity
of lunar soil samples. This section presents a model for the thermal
conductivity of lunar soil as a function of soil depth as measured from
the lunar surface and compares values calculated using the model with
experimental data.
Before a study of thermal conductivity can be undertaken on any
material the character of the material must be known. The character
of the lunar surface and soil has been a mystery to man until recent
years when Luna 9, Ranger 7, 8 and 9, [94] Surveyor flights [95-98]
microwave and radar studies [99] and the Apollo flights have in successive
steps established the character of lunar soil to some degree. The
results of lunar studies to date indicate:
1. the density of the lunar outermost layer is a function of
depth [100, 101].
2. the soil has a particulate structure with a mean particle
size of 0.1 to 1000 m [102, 103 and 119].
3. the effective thermal conductivity as determined experimen-
tally [105] is a function of temperature and density and below
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10-3 torr there is negligible gaseous conduction or conduction in the
voids of the soil mixture.
The papers cited above suggest the lunar soil is a heterogeneous
mixture and several studies on conductivity of mixtures germane to
this paper can be found in the literature. The studies [45, 106 and
107] to date, however, involve the case where conduction in the gaseous
voids in the mixture is not negligible whereas conduction through the
points of particulate contact is neglected. The model presented herein
neglects conduction in the gaseous voids and accounts for conduction
at the points of particulate contact as well as radiant interchange
between particles, and conduction in the particles. The model yields
effective thermal conductivity values as a function of depth, temperature,
porosity, particle dimension and mechanical-thermal properties of the
particles.
Mathemati cal Model
The model accounts for conductive and radiative transfer in the mix-
ture. Figure (8-1) depicts these modes [85] and it is seen that conduction
occurs in the solid particles and at the points of particulate contact
which give rise to contact resistance. Radiative transfer occurs
between adjacent particles as well as between particles viewing each
other through the voids.
Consider a unit cell taken from the bed at a depth Z, which has
the same average bed porosity P. The unit cell has an effective
area A, and height AZ as shown in Figure (o-2). If the system is regarded
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FIGURE 8-1. POSSIBLE MODES OF HEAT TRANSFER IN
LUNAR SOIL.
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as homogeneous, the heat.flux can be expressed by Fourier-Biot relation
= k At (8-1)A e AZ
where ke is the effective thermal conductivity. This effective thermal
conductivity is a function of
a. particle size
b. porosity
c. depth below the surface
d. solid particle mechanical-thermal properties
The heat flux equation must account for the heat transfer modes shown
in Figure (8-1) and therefore the effective conductivity is the equivalent
of two conductances in parallel. These two parallel conductances
are
1. Conduction through and between solids consisting of
a. conduction in the solid and
b. conduction at the points of "particulate contact in
series"
2. Radiation between surfaces.
Each of these conductances in terms of their reciprocals will be
developed and then synthesized to yield the effective thermal
conductivity. In order to obtain a simplified system which will
permit calculations of these conductances the particles will be simulated
by spheres with an effective diameter d.
Conduction Through and Detween Solids
Conduction in the Solid.
The resistance in the solid is obtained from the integration of
the resistance through a dis-k of thickness dZ, as seen in Figure (8-2).
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FIGURE 8-2. MODEL FOR THE STUDY OF THE THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF LUNAR SOIL.
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Thus
dZ 4 LN (8-2)R - ks (d2/4  Z2) --ksd + 1 -(2rc/d (8-2)
where Z is measured normal to the contact surface from the center of
the sphere and Zl = A l - (2rc/d)2, when deformation of the particle
is neglected.
Conduction at the Points of Particulate Contact
The expression for thermal resistance at the point of particulate
contact can be determined from the solution of the temperature dis-
tribution using the Hankel transformation and the analysis yields the
same result as that appearing in the classical work of electric
contacts [108] and will not be elaborated here. The contact resistance
can be written as
Rc 1 (8-3)Rc = 2ks rcS c
where r c is the radius of the contact area and an expression for rc will
be developed later. Equation (8-3) will give erroneous results if
the ratio, 2rc/d is large since equation (8-3) is derived based on the
assumption of a semi-infinite body. This problem can be overcome by
considering the analogous case of electrostatic capacitance [109]
and one can write the equation for thermal contact resistance as
R = (l - c) (8-4)Rc 2ks d
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The radius of the contact area must be determined. This radius is
a function of the depth of the particles below the surface of the
material for the case of lunar soils. The analysis to determine the
radius of the contact area was made by assuming the area of contact to
be small compared with the size of the spheres. This assumption is
reflected in Equation (8-4) and allows one to consider the contact
area to be that of the contact between two semi-infinite solids.
Also, it was assumed that the spheres had smooth surfaces. Considering
material deformations to be elastic under small applied loads, Hertz's
equation [110],
[3 F (-V2) d 1/3(-5)
c (S-5)
gives the radius of the contact area. F1 is due to the weight of the
particles above the contact plane. However, studies of the lunar soil
density by Jones [101] show that the density is also a function of depth
due to the change in material, packing and porosity. Accordingly
Fl , will be given as
F1 = A f p(Z) g dZ (8-6)
where A is the effective area depending on the porosity of the material
and will be determined. Substituting this relation into Equation
(8-5) gives the radius of contact area as
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Z 1/3
rc= 3 d g ( - 28 A p(Z)dZ] (8-7)
with the-contact area as an implicit function of the depth Z.
However for paactical calculations the density function for relatively
small depths of soil can be replaced by an average density, p, to
give
1/3rc [3g A p(l-v 2 ] zl/ 3  (8-8)
d8E d
Combining Equation (8-8) with Equation (8-4) yields the expression for
contact resistance as
R ci ks- S 1 (8-9)
where
S 3g 2 1/3
S =2 39 A 21-v i 1/3  (8-10)L 8E d2
Radiation Between Surfaces
For beds of small sized particles in a vacuum the solid conductivity
is small, however the relative contribution of radiation to the heat
transfer may be quite significant even at low temperature ranges
(100 0K - 500 0K). When radiant energy impinges on particulate media,
it may be reTlected, tradll miLt u urouy thle particles or volu space,
absorbed by the particles and later re-radiated or scattered by the
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particle surface. In the case of small particles, scattering of radiation
is likely to occur. The phenomenon of absorption is intimately tied
to the physical properties of the material and is influenced by the
emissivity of the particle and the "absorption cross section".
Similary, the transmission of energy depends on the physical charac-
teristics of the material. The complexity of the geometry over which
these transmission processes take place is one of significant diffi-
culty in evaluating the contribution of the radiant mechanisms.
However, many investigators have analyzed radiation through porous
and particulate media and obtained the effective contribution of
radiation made without considering the phenomena of abosrption and
scattering in detail [111]. Instead an approximate analysis is considered
for evaluating the radiative transport by using the "discrete model"
of Wesselink [1]
4ab e(T) T3  (8-11)
q = D (8-11)
r [2 - e(T)] p AZ
where D is the mean spacing between particles and is related to the
pore size. The size of a pore is difficult to specify in a system of
particles in general because of the complex shapes of these particles.
Even in the simplest system comprised of uniform regularly packed
spheres, there is no single dimension which will characterize the cross-
section of the pore. However based on Reference [1] L can be related
to the porosity of the material by
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d (8-12)
Dp = (l-P)
which yields a radiative thermal conductivity component kr , as
k - 4b d e(T) T3  (8-13)
(l-P) [2 - e(T)]
Effective Thermal Conductivity
The effective thermal conductivity compatible with Equation (8-1)
can now be written remembering that the expressions for the resistance
in each particle and the contact resistance are summed and the result
is then taken in parallel with the resistance accounting for radiative
transfer between particles. First the sum of the conductive resistances
is written using Equation (8-2) and (8-9) to give
R R +R 1 4 LN -S - 1) (8-14)
c R1 c ksd 1 -8
Equation (8-14) must be summed from 0 to Z to account for the inter-
action of all particles from the surface to the point in question.
Thus,
Rc  - Rc(Z) dZ (8-15)
gives the mean conduction resistance which yields
k = AZ _ dl - S (8-16)
A R(Z) A Rc(Z)
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for the conduction component of the thermal conductivity ke*
The area A is determined from the unit cube shown in Figure (8-2).
The porosity by definition is 1 - Vs/V where Vs is the volume of solid
material and V is the composite volume. Since AZ is taken as
d Vl - S2 , the area of this cube is related to the porosity by
P = 1 - d2  (8-17)
A S2
where
1 = d2A = ( (8-18)
(l-P) 1- S2
Equations (8-16) and (8-18) result in
3(1-P) (1-C2 Z 2/3) kskc= (8-19)
C Z/3- 1) + (4-1.2C2  2/3)]
where
C = 2 [ - 2  1/3(8-20)
16E (l-P) (8-20)
Combining this result with that for the expression for the radiative
thermal conductivity component, Equation (8-13) yields the effective
thermal conductivity ke as
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3(1-P) (1-C2 Z2/3) ks
ke S
2C Z1/3 - 1) + (4-1.2 C
2 Z2/3
+ 4b d e(T) T3  (8-21)
(l-P) [2 - e(T)
Application of the Model
Equation (8-21) was compared with experimental data taken with
lunar soil samples from the Apollo 11 and 12 flights. Application
of the model is dependent on knowing the values of certain physical
properties and characteristics of the sample to be evaluated. The
only property or characteristic of the lunar soil directly measured
in the Apollo experiments applicable in Equation (8-21) was the sample
density. Thus the values of the other properties and characteristics
had to be approximated. The approximation process was based on the
similarity of lunar soil to terrestrial basalt. This similarity has
been demonstrated by Snoddy et al. [112], the Surveyor alpha-scattering
experiments [113] and as a result of Apollo 12 [114] studies. Table
8-I compares the major and minor elements of Apollo 12 samples and ter-
restrial basalt and shows that there is substantive evidence to support
the approximations. The properties and characteristics selected for
inclusion in Equation (8-21) were
1. Solid particles density, modulus of elasticity, solid thermal
conductivity and Poisson's ratio.
p = 2830 dg/m 3 Reference [64]
E = 2.2 x 10" N/m3 calculated from data given in Reference [115]
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TABLE 8-I. COMPARISON OF MAJOR AND MINOR
ELEMENTS OF APOLLO 12 SAMPLES
AND TERRESTRIAL BASALT.
Element Oxide Lunar Fines % Basalt %
SiO2 47.2 51
A12 03  14.3 14
Fe2 03  0.0 3.4
Fe 0 14.2 8.8
Ma 0 9.28 4.4
CaO 10.6 8.
Na20 0.66 3.4
K20 0.41 1.7
H20 0.0 0.86
Ti 0 2.48 2.7
P2 05  0.52 1.4
MnO 0.19 0.25
Cr20 3  0.32
CO2  0.03
S 0.004
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Ks = 1.324 watt/m K Reference [64]
v = 0.2 Reference [116]
2. Emissivity
The hemispherical emittance as function of the temperature
given by Reference [121] was used. It shows that the emissivity
changes from approximately 0.98 at 80 K to 0.92 at 440 K.
3. Depth-density relationship
Matveev [100] proposed a model for the relation between
the density of the outermost lunar layer and the depth as
p - - ) exp - - (8-22)
P. 0
while Jones [101] modified this model to an approximate similar
equation as
p = p + ( P- 1) exp - (8-23)
where pm, Po and Z are given constants [101]. Each model seems to
satisfy the known physical requirements indicated by the presently
available experimental data. These models together with the experi-
mental data of Jaffe [94], Christensen et al. [97], Campbell et al.
[1221 were used to approximate the depth Z, for a given density.
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4. Particle Diameter
Unfortunately, there is no method developed in the literature
to specify the particle diameter to be used in conjunction with any
theoretical model for the thermal conductivity of a natural sample of
granular material with a diverse range of particle sizes. As an example,
Figure (8-3) shows different arrangements A and B of six particles of
two different sizes which will give different porosities and thermal
conductivities while they give the same particle size distributions. It
is an important fact that when the system of granular material is
modeled theoretically, the size of the particle should be based on
an experimental simulation of the natural sample. If, for example, one
needs a representative particle diameter to calculate the thermal con-
ductivity of a lunar sample of particle sizes from 0.1 to 10001Am [119],
one should conduct the following experiment: 1) Determine experimentally
the conductivity of the lunar sample; 2) Separate the lunar sample into
n samples with each of the n samples having the same particle size;
3) Determine experimentally the conductivity of each of the n samples;
4) Compare the conductivity value of the original lunar sample with
each of the n samples and 5) Select a representative particle diameter
for the original sample on the basis of the closest agreement of the
original sample conductivity with the conductivity of one of the n samples.
This diameter is then correlated to one of the statistically defined
particle sizes obtained from the natural sample size-distribution data
(the median, the mean, the mode, etc.). In this way, a correlation will
specify the particle diameter to be used in the theoretical equation
A B
FIGURE 8-3. DIFFERENT ARANGEMENTS OF SIX PARTICLES OF TWO
DIFFERENT S IES.
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for determining the thermal conductivity of any other natural sample
or material in site without the necessity of performing the previously
described experiment again. The experimental values of Fountain and
West [123] for basalt samples of particle sizes from 37 to 62 ~m diameter
and density of 1.3 g/cm3, showed fairly good agreement with lunar sample
data of Apollo 11 [105] at a density of 1.265 g/cm3. Since the range
of the particle sizes of [123] is very narrow compared to the lunar
material range, an average diameter of 50 Itm was used in the theore-
tical model. It is noted that the diameter chosen is approximately in
the range of the median diameter (50%) based on a weight distribution
of lunar samples analyzed by [124], [125] and [126].
Values of conductivity from equation (8-21) using the aforementioned
physical properties and characteristics are compared with the data from
Apollo 12 lunar soil samples in Figure (8-4). The Apollo 12 data are for
sample 12001/9 having a density of 1.3 gr/cm3 as determined by Cremers
and Birkebak [105]. The depth at which this density most probably
would occur was calculated to be 1.02 cm. This depth was based on the
average value for the depth obtained using Equation (8-22) and (8-23).
The data for Apollo 11 are shown in Figure (8-5) with the results of
Equation (8-21). The Apollo 11 sample had a density of 1.265 gr/cm 3
as determined by Cremers et al. [127] and this density corresponds
to a lunar soil depth of .96 cm. The model is seen to give satis-
factory results.
A critical evaluation of the model requires considerable
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COMPARED WITH THE THEORY AT A DENSITY OF
1.265 GRICM.
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additional data. However the model can be examined from a number
of viewpoints. Figures (8-6), (8-7), and (8-8) display thermal con-
ductivity for lunar soils as a function of the variables. Figure (8-6)
represents the behavior of the effective thermal conductivity at constant
temperature as the depth and density increase. As one expects as the
depth increases the contact area between particles increases due to
the increase in the loadina and consequently smaller thermal contact
resistance results and in turn thermal conductivity increases. For
fixed temperature, the effective thermal conductivity is plotted
against the density for various depths in Figure (8-7). For high values
of z and the density, the effective loading increases and in turn
increases the effective conductivity of the soil. Figure (8-7) shows
the thermal conductivity as a function of the temperature with the
density as a parameter. As one notices from Equation (8-21) the de-
pendance on the temperature is a consequence of radiation effects,
which result in higher values of conductivity at high values of tem-
perature. As seen from Figure (8-8) curves of different densities cross
each other at different temperature. This is explained by the fact
that the radiation in a system of small density (high porosity)
is more effective than for a system of high density. Also the model
indicates that radiation is a strong function of the particle diameter
which was indicated by Watson [128]. Additionally Equation (8-21)
shows that the effective thermal conductivity is dependent on the
gravitational constant, g. Accordingly a lunar sample will possess
higher values of thermal conductivity under the gravitational in-
fluence of earth, than it will under the lunar gravitational environ-
ment.
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The theory assumed that the particles are arranged in a simple
square lattice which results in two contact areas in the direction of
the heat flow, however by knowing the nature of packing of the soil,
a more realistic approximation of the number of contacts can be
found. With a complete analysis of the forces between particles, a
more accurate estimation of the contact area can be obtained.
IX. GENERAL COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
Four models have been developed in this study, each utilizing
different propositions. The parallel isotherms model, the stochastic
model, and the nodular model have been applied to a wide range of
granular materials at pressures ranging from atmospheric to vacuum.
The lunar model has been developed and applied specifically to granular
materials at a simulated lunar environment and to lunar fines. Each
of these models will now be evaluated with respect to the assumptions
introduced in its development and with respect to the discrepancy
between experimental and predicted thermal conductivities.
A careful review of the previously published correlations showed
that the discrepancy between the analytical model and the physical
granular system could be attributed to one of the following causes:
1. Failure to account for solid to solid contact;
2. Failure to utilize a realistic distribution of the two phases;
3. Failure to utilize realistic heat flow assumptions.
It is thus expected that for any new model to constitute an imorovement
over existing ones, these causes of failure should be eliminated.
Consequently, the models presented on this study will be discussed on
this basis.
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The parallel isotherms model has utilized results of the packing
theory to the problem of heat transfer in granular materials so that
an accurate distribution of the two phases may be obtained. The des-
cription of heterogeneous materials as random mixtures of the two
phases has been verified experimentally [5, 51], and has been applied
by Tsao [8] to the problem of heat transfer. Two statistical parameters
are introduced in the final expression for the effective conductivity,
namely the mode, p, and the standard deviation,a, of the one dimensional
porosity. The mode P is set equal to the bulk solid fraction on the
basis of physical arguments. In order to determine a, the experimental
data on the effective conductivity available from the literature have
been used, and have been curve fitted to obtain a as a function of the
bulk solid fraction. Consequently in this model a realistic material
distribution, as outlined in the packing theory has been introduced.
In addition, good agreement between calculated and experimental thermal
conductivities indicates that the unrealistic heat flow assumption has
been countered by the experimentally based selection of a.
This model has been applied to granular materials at atmospheric
pressures and to basalt fines in a simulated lunar environment. For
the granular materials listed in Table 6-I the average error, bias, and
variance of the calculated values is 17.8%, -3.7% and 0.0236, respectively.
For the data on basalt fines given by Fountain and West [3] the average
error, bias and variance of the calculated values is 11.3%, -8.5% and
0.0061 respectively, as indicated in Table 9-I.
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Finally, it should be noted that for granular materials at
atmospheric pressures the only data required by this model is the con-
ductivities of the constituents, and the bulk porosity of the material.
At reduced pressures, the average particle diameter, the gas pressure,
the gas Prandtl number, the solid emissivity and the temperature are
additional required data.
The stochastic model utilizes essentially the same expressions for
the distribution of the two phases in granular materials. Moreover,
it is noted that the parallel isotherms and uniform heat flux assumptions
are analogous to that of assuming zero and infinite resistances, res-
pectively, normal to the direction of the bulk temperature gradient.
It is then argued that since the transverse thermal conductivity of
granular materials lies somewhere between the limits of zero and
infinity, it follows that the true effective thermal conductivity of
such materials can be represented as a weighted average of the con-
ductivities calculated utilizing the parallel isotherms and uniform heat
flux assumptions.
The standard deviation a is still an unknown. However it has been
demonstrated that as a increases, both limiting conductivities approach
a constant value which depends on the constituent conductivities and
the bulk solid fraction only. As a result three correlations have
been developed relating calculated conductivities to experimental data.
The first is expressed as a correction factor for nonparallel isotherms,
the second as a correction factor for nonuniform heat flux, and the
third is a weighting factor for the bounding equations.
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Consequently, the stochastic model introduces (1) at least point
contact between particles, (2) a realistic material distribution as
outlined by packing theory and (3) it overcomes the previous unrealistic
heat flow assumptions. The model has been applied to granular materials
at atmospheric pressures and to basalt fines in a simulated lunar
environment. The comparison between predicted and experimental thermal
conductivity values is summarized in Table 9-I. The input data required
for the calculation of the effective conductivities are exactly the
same as the data required for the parallel isotherms model.
In the nodular model developed in Chapter 7, the geometry of a
unit cube of the heterogeneous mixture was characterized by the random
distribution of the two phases. It was effectively assumed that no
cubicle is more likely to be occupied by the solid phase than another.
Further, it was noted that application of the three-dimensional Fourier
conduction equation to each cubicle simply requires that the temperature
of each cubicle remain constant. The cubicles were then lumped into
nodes, connected with the neighboring nodes by resistances, the value
of which depends on the conductivity of the neighboring nodes. Contact
resistance was included in all cases, and radiant conductivity was
included only for granular materials at reduced pressures. A heat balance
equation was then written for each node, and this system of equations
was solved by a successive overrelaxation technique, superimposing on
it an iterative scheme, to determine the temperature of each node.
Finally, the heat flow in each lamina perpendicular to the mean heat
flow direction was determined, and the mean heat flow value in conjunction
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with the Fourier-Biot law were used to find the effective thermal
conductivity of the heterogeneous mixture.
It is evident that in this manner all causes contributing to the
failure of previously published models have been eliminated since this
model introduces (1) solid to solid contact resistance, (2) realistic
distribution of the two phases based on the packing theory and (3) realistic
three-dimensional heat flow as defined by the Fourier equation for
steady-state heat conduction. The model has been applied to granular
materials for pressures ranging from atmospheric to vacuum, and the
comparison between predicted and experimental thermal conductivity values
are summarized in Table 9-I. In addition to the input data required
by the previous models, knowledge of the depth, density of the solid
phase, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the solid particles is
required.
As is has already been mentioned, for granular materials "in
vacuo" the modes of heat transfer are
1. Conduction in the solid particles;
2. Conduction at the contact areas between particles;
3. Radiation between particle surfaces.
The lunar model developed in Chapter 8 has synthesized these modes to
yield the effective thermal conductivity. For the mathematical analysis
of the model a regular array of spherical particles was assumed, and
the calculation of the conduction in the solid particles was based on
parallel isotherms. Further, the effect of depth on the effective thermal
conductivity of granular materials was included both in the calculation
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of the contact resistance, and through published expressions correlating
the density of lunar fines to the depth from the surface of the moon.
Thus, the final expressions include both the effect of lunar soil
depth and the effect of temperature on the effective thermal conductivity
of lunar fines.
The lunar model has been applied to Apollo 11 and 12 lunar fines.
Comparisons between predicted and experimental conductivity values are
summarized in Table 9-I.
Although the models presented in this study are applicable, and
have been applied to granular materials over a wide range of environ-
ments, there exists a number of limitations due to the assumptions
introduced in the development of the models. The causes of these
limitations will now be discussed.
1. Phase distribution - The geometry of three of the models has
been based on the assumption that irregular packed beds can be con-
sidered as a random mixture of the two phases. It has been shown
[49, 50, 51] that for granular materials in which the particle sizes
are not much different, and in which the particles can be approximated
by spheres, this is a valid assumption. That is, for such beds,
the distribution of the local bed properties can be approximated by
a normal distribution. For packed beds consisting of irregularly
shaped particles no generalized conclusions have been reached in the
literature concerning the distribution of the local properties. It
has been shown, however, that the geometry of packed beds of irregularly
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shaped particles does not satisfy the randomness criteria when the
particle size distribution is narrow [51]. It is therefore possible
that the geometry of certain classes of granular materials is different
than the assumed geometry.
2. Particle size distribution - Calculations for the unit cube
size, pore size, etc. have been based on a characteristic particle
size. For packed beds in which the particle size distribution is
narrow, it has been assumed by all models in this study that the
characteristic particle size is equal to the mean volume diameter [66].
However, no set method exists in the literature for calculating the
characteristic particle size for beds having a broad particle size
distribution. Further, as indicated in Chapter 8 and in Appendix F
the mean volume diameter is not a satisfactory description of the
characteristic particle size for such beds.
3. Particle shape - The geometrical parameters utilized in the
development of the models such as pore size, coordination number, etc.,
and the equations for contact resistance have been based on equations
given in the literature for randomly packed beds of equal sized spheres.
It follows that none of the models presented in this study is applicable
in the case of heterogeneous mixtures containing highly irregular
shaped particles such as Rashing rings, Berl saddles, etc.
4. Solid-liquid heterogeneous mixtures at high temperatures 
- The
equations for the radiant conductivity used by all models have been
based on the assumption that the medium in the voids is transparent.
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Consequently, when the continuous phase in the voids is a liquid
these equations are not valid, and radiant conductivity cannot be
taken into account.
5. Convection - As indicated in the Introduction, convection
heat transfer in the voids has been neglected. Consequently, the models
of this study are only applicable on stagnant packed beds.
6. Anisotropy - In all models of this study, granular materials
have been treated as equivalent homogeneous and isotropic single
phases, so that no change in the thermal conductivity with direction
is predicted. The assumption of random mixtures of the two phases
justifies this treatment. It appears that for such systems, the only
factor contributing to the variation of the thermal conductivity with
direction is the pressure tensor, and consequently the different values
of the contact resistance in the vertical and horizontal directions.
This case has not been examined in this study.
7. Wall effects - As indicated in [49] and [120] both the local
property variation, and the thermal conductivity of heterogeneous
mixtures change at short distances from the walls of the container.
Again, this case has not been examined in this study.
It can be seen that all limitations are basically due to two
factors: (1) Insufficient knowledge of the geometric configuration
of packed beds and (2) insufficient knowledge of the parameters
associated with radiation heat transfer in packed beds. All assumptions
introduced in the development of the models is an attempt to circumvent
these difficulties in such a manner that the models constitute a
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realistic approximation to the actual physical phenomena.
A comparison between Tables 9-I and 9-11 indicates that for granular
materials at atmospheric pressures the models presented in this study
are generally more accurate than previously published models. This
is probably due to the attempt undertaken in this study to combine a
realistic geometry with realistic heat flow. It is also a strong
indication that the flexible random phase distribution constitutes a
better approximation to the actual geometry of granular systems than
the fixed arrangement of spherical or near spherical particles utilized
by previously published models.
Table 9-I also indicates that for granular materials at reduced
interstitial gas pressure, thermal conductivities predicted by the
models of this study are generally low. The sources of error are as
follows:
1. Exclusion of pure radiation heat transfer at very low pressures;
2. Low calculated values for the contact resistance;
3. Deviation of the actual distribution of the two phases from
the assumed random phase distribution.
As indicated in Appendix B, lack of experimental data on the
extinction coefficient of granular materials prohibits an exact analysis
of the radiation heat transfer process. As a result, only radiation
heat transfer between particle surfaces has been included in the models.
As indicated in [84, 85] this is a sufficiently accurate approximation
when the solid particles are opaque to thermal radiation, but results
in low calculated values for packed beds of particles having small
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diameters. Consequently, since at very low pressures radiation-is
a dominant mode of heat transfer, exclusion of pure radiation heat
transfer results in low calculated values for the effective thermal
conductivity of packed beds.
For all models, the calculated thermal conductivities at low
pressures and low temperatures are consistantly lower than the experi-
mentally determined thermal conductivities. Since under these conditions
the dominant mode of heat transfer is through contact areas between
particles, the only explanation for this behavior is that the calculated
values for the contact conductances are low. It should be noted that low
calculated contact conductances influence the effective thermal conduc-
tivity only at low pressures and temperatures. At higher pressures and
temperatures, and in particular at atmospheric pressures, the calculated
effective thermal conductivity is relatively insensitive to the contact
conductance.
Finally, it is noted that although at reduced pressures the calcu-
lated effective thermal conductivities are generally low, the slope of
the calculated thermal conductivity versus pressure curves is in very
good agreement with experimental data. Since for a major portion of these
curves the only variable is the thermal conductivity of the interstitial
gas, it can be concluded that Kennard's Equation (A-l) combined with the
experimentally determined effective pore size given by Equation (D-6)
yield accurate results for the variation of the gas conductivity with
pressure. Consequently, as indicated in Appendix D, the conduction
effective pore size is much smaller than the geometric pore size.
TABLE 9-I
AVERAGE ERROR, AVERAGE BIAS AND ERROR VARIANCE
BETWEEN PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY VALUES FOR ALL MODELS OF THIS STUDY
Average Average Error
Error Bias Variance
% %
I. Parallel Isotherms Model
a. Granular Materials at
Atmospheric Pressures
(Table 6-I) 17.8 -3.7 0.0236
b. Simulated Lunar Data 11.3 -8.5 0.0061
2. Stochastic Model
i. Equation (6-16)
a. Granular Materials at
Atmospheric Pressures
(Table 6-I) 30.1 25.3 0.0707
b. Simulated Lunar Data 24.8 -22.1 0.0131
ii. Equation (6-17)
a. Granular Materials at
Atmospheric Pressures
(Table 6-I) 27.7 20.9 0.0558
b. Simulated Lunar Data 25.8 -23.4 0.0260
iii. Equation (6-18)
a. Granular Materials at
Atmospheric Pressures
(Table 6-I) 32.3 23.1 0.0956
b. Simulated Lunar Data 41.8 -17.2 0.0333
3. Nodular Model
a. Granular Materials at
Atmospheric Pressures
(Table 7-I) 15.8 -5.8 0.0163
b. Granular Materials at
Reduced Pressures 18.5 -5.1 0.0157
c. Simulated Lunar Data 15.9 -15.9 0.0870
d. Simulated Martian Data 20.8 -20.8 0.0210
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TABLE 9-I. Continued
4. Lunar Model
a. Apollo 11 Lunar Fines 13.7 -6.8 0.0044
b. Apollo 12 Lunar Fines 12.8 5.1 0.0090
TABLE 9-II
AVERAGE ERROR, AVERAGE BIAS AND ERROR VARIANCE BETWEEN
PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY VALUES
FOR GRANULAR MATERIALS AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (TABLE 6-I)
Average Average Error
Error Bias Variance
% %
A. Flux Law Models
1. Maxwell 40.2 -37.9 0.0606
2. Lord Rayleigh 33.7 -24.8 0.0594
3. Meredith and Tobias 34.4 -18.7 0.0416
4. Bruggeman 32.9 23.8 0.1540
5. Nodular Model
(this study) 15.8 -5.8 0.0163
B. Uniform Heat Flux Models
1. son Frey 45.1 -43.8 0.0599
2. Woodside and Messmer 34.8 20.9 0.0992
3. Kanager 18.9 -6.7 0.0286
4. Gorring and Churchill 20.0 -10.7 0.0192
5. Willhite, Kunii & Smith 17.8 -3.6 0.0268
6. Schumann and Voss 25.8 -21.1 0.0260
7. Preston 30.5 26.6 0.0875
8. Wilhelm et al 19.7 -2.1 0.0373
9. Krupiczka 21.2 13.2 0.0693
10. Equation (6-16) 30.1 25.3 0.0707
(this study)
11. Bernstein 686.1 677.9 85.05
Parallel Isotherm Models
1. Russell 35,0 -30.3 0.0566
2. Yoodside 670.4 670.3 55.16
3. Equation (5-2)
(this study) 17 8 -3.7 0.0236
Ecuation (6-17)
(this 3tudy) 27.7 20.9 0.0558
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TABLE 9-II. Continued
D. Weighted Ohm's Law Models
1. Lichtenecker 3-D 701.2 701.1 48.70
2. Lichtenecker 2-D 195.0 194.5 2.98
3. Equation (6-18)
(this study) 32.3 23.1 0.0956
X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The problem of predicting the effective thermal conductivity of
heterogeneous mixtures has received the attention of numerous inves-
tigators over the past sixty years. Unfortunately, the complexity of
the mechanisms contributing toward heat flow is such that no truly
satisfactory model has been obtained. The continued proliferation of
alternate models attests to these difficulties. The scope of this
study has been to utilize all available information on the subject and
extend the analytical techniques of predicting the variable thermal
conductivity of heterogeneous mixtures over as wide a range of environ-
ments as possible.
Initially a study was made of the published models with respect
to the geometry and heat flow assumptions utilized by each one. Further,
a number of published equations for the effective thermal conductivity
were applied to a large group of granular materials, and the results
were evaluated in relation to the geometry and heat flow assumptions
utilized in the development of each equation. The results of this
analysis can be summarized in that the sources of error in the predicted
thermal conductivities can be attributed to one or more of the
following causes:
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1. Failure to account for solid to solid contact;
2. Failure to utilize a realistic distribution of the two
phases;
3. Failure to utilize realistic heat flow assumptions.
It was therefore concluded that for any new model to constitute an
improvement over existing ones, these causes of failure should be
eliminated.
Since the possibility of assuming that the heat flow process
in granular materials is approximately linear simplifies considerably
the problem of heat transfer, this possibility was examined separately
for random heterogeneous mixtures having a realistic phase distri-
bution. The analysis presented in Chapter 4 resulted in the conclu-
sion that a parallel isotherms assumption yields too high values for
the effective thermal conductivity whereas a uniform heat flux
assumption yields values that are too low. Also, the error in the
predicted thermal conductivity increases rapidly with the ratio of the
constituent conductivities. Consequently, either no assumption should
be made regarding the flow of heat in granular materials, or weighting
factors should be associated with the linear heat flow assumptions.
Four models have been developed in this study, each utilizing
different approximations regarding the geometry and the flow of heat
in granular materials. In the development of the models the most
recent results of the packing theory have been used regarding the
distribution of the phases, effective pore size, coordination number
etc. The resulting equations enable one to calculate the effective
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thermal conductivity as a function of interstitial gas pressure,
temperature and loading conditions. These models have been success-
fully applied to large groups of granular materials and the results
are summarized in Table 9-I. Comparison between Tables 9-I and
6-VII indicates that these models constitute a considerable improve-
ment over previously published models. The error in the effective
thermal conductivity values predicted by the equations developed in
this study can be attributed to the following causes:
1. Exclusion of pure radiation heat transfer at very low pressures;
2. Low calculated values for the contact resistance;
3. Deviation of the actual distribution of the two phases from
the assumed random phase distribution;
4. Uncertainty regarding the mean particle size in cases of
granular materials having broad particle size range.
The reason it is not possible to eliminate these sources of error
at this time is lack of experimental evidence. However, once more
accurate expressions are found, they can be readily incorporated in
the models. In spite of the above mentioned limitations to the
accuracy of the models, it is now possible to predict the effective
thermal conductivity of granular materials over a wide range of
environments with a high degree of confidence, as attested by the
successful application of the models to large groups of heterogeneous
mixtures. It is evident from the discussion of the previously published
models, and from the models presented in this study that the most
serious drawbacks in the analysis of the thermal conductivity of
heterogeneous mixtures are (a) a sufficiently accurate description
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of the geometry of granular materials and (b) the radiation heat
transfer process. Since the effective thermal conductivity of granular
systems is very sensitive to the conductivity of the gaseous phase, it
is expected that knowledge of the mean void volume and void volume
distribution should provide accurate calculated thermal conductivi-
ties. Towards this end, an analysis is presented in Figure 10-1.
This analysis is based on a unit cube of a heterogeneous mixture, and
is similar to the analysis of the nodular model.
The geometry of a representative unit cube can be defined from
the sectioned void area distribution and the void volume distribution.
The mean sectioned void area and the sectioned void area distribution
are required to determine the distribution of the two phases on the
six faces of the unit cube. The mean void volume and void volume
distribution are required so that the number of voids in the unit
cube can be calculated and distributed in such a manner that the
porosity of the unit cube is equal to the bulk porosity of the
granular material. The size of the unit cube will be determined from
the particle size distribution. As a result, each cubicle in the unit
cube will be occupied either by the continuous or the discontinuous
phase.
The next step is to define the resistance between nodes. This
can be done first in terms of the conductivity of the two phases.
Then, to account for contact resistance between particles, a number
of resistances equal to the contact resistance replaces an equal number
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of already determined resistances between solid cubicles. These
resistances are randomly distributed and oriented, and their number
is given by the unit cube size and the coordination number. It is
important to note at this point that the geometric parameters such
as coordination number, etc. published in the literature have been
determined for packed beds constructed of equally sized particles.
Consequently a mean particle size must be determined from the particle
size distribution of the granular material in question. However, as
indicated in Appendix F, no such procedure has been found up to now
for packed beds containing broad particle size distribution.
Once the geometry of the unit cube and the resistance between
nodes have thus been defined, it is possible to determine the tempera-
ture distribution in a manner similar to the nodular model. Then,
the conduction heat flux in the mean heat flow direction can be
determined from the summation of individual heat fluxes between cubicles.
As indicated in the Introduction, the concept of an effective
thermal conductivity consistent with the Fourier-Biot Law necessitates
that the granular materials be considered as pseudo-homogeneous systems,
in which case the volume of the granular material is assumed large
with respect to the volume of individual grains. For such granular
systems the photon mean free path is expected to be small compared
to a linear dimension of the system, and consequently only thermal
radiation in the optically thick limit need to be considered. In this
case, according to the analysis presented in Appendix B, first the
conduction heat transfer and radiation heat transfer processes can be
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separated, and second the radiative heat flux can be related to the
effective extinction coefficient by a simple equation. Finally, the
total heat flux in granular materials is the sum of the conduction
heat flux and radiation heat flux, and the effective thermal conduc-
tivity of the system can be determined from the Fourier-Biot Law.
An approximate method, similar to the one described in Figure
10-1, is presented in Figure 10-2. The only difference between the
two methods is the inclusion of the radiation heat transfer process.
That is, recognizing that the determination of the extinction coeffi-
cient of granular materials is an extensive and difficult task, in
the method of Figure 10-2 only radiation heat transfer between particle
surfaces and radiation heat transfer in solid particles are considered.
Summarizing, it has been shown that any future attempt to develop
more refined models for the calculation of the effective thermal con-
ductivity of granular materials should be based on a realistic
approximation of the geometry and radiation heat transfer. In parti-
cular, it is suggested that the following experimental program be
undertaken.
1. Determination of the void volume distribution and the sectioned
void area distribution in terms of the particle size distribution, par-
ticle shape and porosity. The work of Debbas and Rumpf [51] is a
step in the right direction, but the number of cases examined is not
sufficient to justify any generalized conclusions. It is therefore
suggested that experimental work, similar to the one described in
Reference [511 be undertaken and extended to granular systems composed
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of equal sized particles, narrow particle size distribution and
broad particle size distribution.
2. Experimental work to determine the extinction coefficient of
specific granular systems similar to the one described by Bastin
et al [85], or experimental work to determine the radiation heat
transfer in solid particles of various sizes similar to the one des-
cribed by Merrill [118].
3. It is evident from Figure E-l that the range of porosities
for which the coordination number of spherical particles has been
experimentally determined is too narrow to justify any of the correla-
tions suggested in the literature. Consequently, further experimental
work is required for the determination of the coordination number
over a wider range of porosities. Also the coordination number of
irregularly shaped particles should be determined and compared to
that of spheres, so that more accurate expressions can be found for
the number and distribution of contact areas in granular materials.
Experimental work on the areas mentioned above is not only
essential for the analysis of the thermal conductivity of stagnant
packed beds, but will also be a tremendous contribution to analytical
work on fluid flow through packed beds and heat transfer in packed
beds with fluid flow.
A problem that has been identified in this study is the selection
of a mean particle diameter for packed beds consisting of a broad
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particle size distribution. As indicated in Chapter 8 and Appendix F,
the solution of this problem is solely based on experimental evidence.
However, due to this problem, the majority of the models of this study
have been applied to random packings of equal size spheres, and to
granular materials composed of narrow particle distribution only.
Finally, it should be noted that no anisotropy of thermal con-
ductivity has been considered in this study. However, it is possible
to include the variation of the thermal conductivity in granular
materials in the horizontal and vertical directions by considering
the change of the contact pressure between particles in the horizontal
and vertical directions. As indicated in Reference [86] the pressure
tensor in a granular material can be written as
P = P ,6i + P1 zi z. (10-1)
where po, p1 are constants and zi are the components of a unit
vector in the direction of the applied load. It follows that the
pressure in the direction of the applied load is
pv = p + P1  (10-2)
while in the horizontal direction it is
n = n (10-3)
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When the granular material is loaded under its own weight
p = g p(z) dz (10-4)
Assuming that the expansion of the granular material is constrained
in the horizontal direction it follows that
Pn -v Pv (10-5)
Combination of Equations (10-2) through (10-5) determines pv and
Pn in terms of density and depth. Then, pv can be used in the deter-
mination of the contact resistance in the direction of the applied
load and p n in the determination of the contact resistance in the
horizontal direction. As a result, the temperature distribution and
consequently the effective thermal conductivity will be different
when the mean heat flow direction is the direction of the applied
load and when the mean heat flow direction is the horizontal.
It is evident that the variation of the thermal conductivity in
the two directions will be significant only in the case of granular
materials at low pressures because only in this case variation of the
contact resistance will affect detectably the calculated effective
thermal conductivity of the granular system.
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APPENDIX A
LOW PRESSURE EFFECTS
Figure (A-1) shows a typical pressure dependence curve of the
effective thermal conductivity of a gas-powder mixture. For higher
pressures (10 atm or higher depending on the nature of the gas
and the particle size [37]) a large rise in the effective conductivity
is noted, due to convection. When the mean free path of the gas
molecules approaches the characteristic length of the gas space,
the effective conductivity becomes pressure dependent, as indicated
by the portion between A and B of Figure (A-I). Further reduction
of the pressure does not result in any appreciable changes
A
4J0
> tm
u n, g
log Pressure
Fig. A-i. Pressure Dependence of Effective Thermal Conductivity
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in the effective conductivity, since at this region the dominant
modes of heat transfer are conduction through the contact areas
between particles and radiation.
Thermal conduction in rarefied gases was first analyzed in
the pioneer works of Smoluchowski and Knudsen, as indicated by
Kennard [79]. Kennard's equation for the effective conductivity,
k , of a gas between two parallel plates of the same material,
separated by a relative small distance, Dp, is:
* k
k =
9 1+2 (A-la)
D
where g is the temperature jump distance at one of the plates, given
by:
* 2-a 29 v T Pr (A-lb)
where a is the thermal accommodation coefficient, y is the ratio
of the specific heats of the gas, Pr is the Prandtl number and
x is the mean free path of the gas molecules. Equation (A-l)
indicates that k decreases with respect to kg when x/Dp increases.
The principal difficulty in applying this equation lies in
evaluating the thermal accommodation coefficient, a, and the
effective pore length, D p. As indicated in [80], several attempts
have been made to predict the accommodation coeffici.ent analytically,
but they have not proved particularly successful. Furthermore, the
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accommodation coefficient is strongly influenced by parameters
describing the solid surface (i.e. smoothness, impurities, etc.
not reported in experimental work on the conductivity of granular
materials), and experimentally determined values of a are not
available for solids other than pure metals and alloys [80]. For
this reason, most investigators of the effective conductivity of
heterogeneous mixtures have either set a = 1, effectively assuming
that the solid surface is so irregular that most of the molecules
struck it a number of times before escaping, or they have included
a in an experimentally determined coefficient.
Dulnev and Sigalova [76] and Luikov et al [34] have used
Equation (A-l) in the same form given by Kennard. Deissler and
Boegli [21] found from their experimental data on magnesium oxide
in air that the pressure at which the effective conductivity begins
to vary 'ith pressure (breakaway pressure) is 15 psia at 340 0F.
From this they evaluated the Knudsen number (Kn = x/d), based on
the mean particle size, to be 0.00072. Finally, arguing that Kn
at the breakaway pressure must be independent of the gas, powder,
temperature and pressure, they found from Equation (A-1) that the
breakaway pressure in the English system of units is given by:
Pb = 1770 x 10-24 T
s2 d (A-2)
where T is the temperature and s is the molecular diameter of the
gas. Equation (A-2) seems to correlate their experimental data with
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good accuracy. It is of particular importance that the value of
the Knudsen number corresponding to the breakaway pressure is
much less than unity, indicating that most of the heat transfer through
a powder takes place in the immediate vicinity of the contact
areas. Effectively,.this means that the dimensions effective in
transferring heat in the voids are much less than the effective
geometric length of the void.
Schotte [26] and Masamune and Smith [32] found expressions for
Dp in terms of the porosity of the system, based on geometric
considerations. They then substituted the expressions in Equation (A-i).
Woodside and Messmer [23] arguing that when the normal mean
free path, x, of the gas molecules is much larger than a charac-
teristic pore size, then the effective mean free path, x, must
depend on x as well as on Dp, have sho-in that:
. pD
k k ----- P (A-3)9 g pD +B
where
B T8=
7TF2 s2
ab is the Boltzman constant. Equation (A-3) predicts higher values
for kg than Equation (A-1) by a factor of roughly 2.5. It is
interesting to note that also in this case the characteristic dimension
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of the void space, with respect to heat conduction in the gas
occupying this space, is amaller than the mean particle diameter by
a factor of roughly 100.
Summarizing, it is seen that almost all investigators, with
the exception of [23], have used Kennard's equation to predict the
effect of pressure on the conductivity of the gaseous phase. The
principal difficulty in applying this equation lies in the determin-
ation of the thermal accommodation coefficient and D p. The value
of a is assumed by all investigators to be unity. The determination
of Dp is postponed until a later section. In Figure (A-2) the dependence
of the thermal conductivity of CO2 on pressure is indicated,
according to Equations (A-l) and (A-3).
10 2 
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FIGURE A-2. EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
OF CO2.
APPENDIX B
RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER IN GRANULAR MATERIALS
Thermal radiation is known to be a dominant mode of heat transfer
in evacuated granular materials, or in powders at elevated temperatures.
Consequently it is no wonder that it has received considerable attention
in the literature. However, due to the scarcity of information about
absorption and scattering of radiation in granular materials, only
approximate methods have been developed for the inclusion of radiation
as a mode of heat transfer in granular materials.
According to Van der Held [83] the complete equation of Fourier,
including radiant heat flux, is
= div(kec grad T )+ 4 n2 1 - ,T)dldV (B-1)
where 4n12 B1 I dldV is the radiation emitted by a volume element
dVo between the wavelengths 1 and 1 + dl, having an absorption
coefficient at these wavelengths BX and a refractive index nl.
Similarly 4nl 2 B1 J  dl dV0 is the radiation absorbed by dV . I1,T dl
and Jl dl are the black body radiation and mean irradiance respectively
of a plane surface between the wavelengths 1 and 1 + dl at dV .
In Equation (B-1) k is the effective thermal conductivity of the
eC
medium due to conduction heat transfer only.
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A second equation is required relating J1 and Il,T. This can
be obtained by letting the mean irradiance of dVo be the sum of the
radiation emitted and scattered by all volume elements dV, and reaching
dVo , plus the irradiance of dVo from the bounding walls. According to
Van der Held [83], assuming diffuse radiation, this equation is
-Tlr
41o (Il,T + 01 1) r d +
[el,y I + (1-e l e cos y dS (B-2)
where 01 is the monochromatic scattering coefficient, El = B1 + l01
is the monochromatic scattering coefficient, r is the distance between
dVo and dV or dS (surface element on bounding walls), el,y is the
monochromatic spectral emissivity of the walls, and y is the angle the
distance between dVo and dS makes with the normal on dS.
Combination of Equations (B-l) and (B-2) together with the boundary
conditions determines the solutions of the heat transfer problem in
granular materials. Although this system of equations appears to be
quite formidable, it should be noted that the equations are very general
in nature. The complexity of these equations has been reduced con-
siderably in a number of specific situations, and these situations will
now be discussed. First, however, it should be noted that the integral
term in Equation (B-l) represents the net radiation heat transfer to
dVo , or if qr is the radiant heat flux, the integral term is equal
to -div q . Consequently, an alternate form of Equation (B-1) is
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aT
Cpp -- = div (kec grad To) - div qr (B-3)
Also, the total heat flux vector within the medium will consist of
the sum of the conduction and radiation contributions, and consequently
is given by
q= - kec grad T = qr (B-4)
Assuming one-dimensional steady-state combined conduction and
radiation for a medium bounded by two parallel surfaces, Equations
(B-3) and (B-4) reduce to
d2T dqrke 2 dq (B-5)c dx dx
q=- ke + qr = constant (B-6)
where x is the distance normal to one surface. Further assuming that
the absorption and scattering coefficients are both independent of the
wavelength, and that the distance between the bounding surfaces is
large compared to the photon mean free path (optically thick limit),
it has been shown in detail by Sparrow and Cess [104, 117] that the
radiation flux can be written as
160bT dT
r 3E dx (B-7)
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Combination of Equations (B-6) and (B-7) yields
+ 16b T3  dT = constant (B-8)
q=-(kec+ 3E ) dx
It is seen that in this specific case the conduction and radiation
processes can be separated, and the total heat flux is represented
as the sum of heat transfer by pure conduction and heat transfer by
pure radiation. Consequently the effective conductivity of the granular
material is the sum of an effective conductivity due to pure conduction
and a radiant conductivity which is related to the cube of the abso-
lute temperature. Unfortunately, no experimental data have been
reported on the extinction coefficient of granular materials and
powders, and consequently Equation (B-8) cannot be applied due to
lack of experimental information. However, the result that the effective
conductivity can be represented as the sum of two terms, one being a
constant and the second related to the cube of the absolute temperature,
has been extensively used in the correlation of data on evaluated
granular materials.
Clegg et al [2] following a similar procedure assumed that
scattering of radiation may be neglected, and using the Rosseland
equation for the optically thick limit, they obtained the following
equation for the radiant conductivity.
k =16 T3  (B-9)
r j D
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where a(T) is the Roselland mean absorption coefficient.
Chen and Churchill [81] on the other hand represented the radiant
intensity in packed beds by forward and backward fluxes, and derived
the following expression for the radiant conductivity:
8 ob T3k = Gb (B-10)r a + 2b
where a is the absorption volumetric coefficient and b is the back
scattering volumetric coefficient. They also determined experimentally
the values of a and b for borosilicate glass, aluminum oxide, carbon
steel, and silicon carbide beds.
Another approximation is to assume one-dimensional steady-state
combined conduction and radiation for a medium bounded by two parallel
diffuse surfaces, where the distance between the bounding surfaces is
small compared to the photon mean free path (optically thin limit).
In this case, it has been shown by both Van der Held [83] and Sparrow
and Cess [117] that the radiation heat flux is
Ob(Tl4 - T24)
qr =  (B-11)
(1/el) + (1/e 2 ) - 1
where T1 and T2 are the absolute temperatures of the bounding surfaces,
and el and e2 are the emissivities of the bounding surfaces. If
el = e2 and T1 - T2 = AT is small, one can write
T T24 = (T12 + T22) (T1 + T2) (T1 - T2) 4T3 AT
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Combination of Equations (B-6) and (B-11) yields
4ab e T3 dx dTq = (kec + 2 - e(B-12)
Again it is seen that the conduction and radiation processes are
separable. Further, this is the result for radiation transfer through
a nonparticipating medium.
Equation (B-12) has been used extensively by investigators that
have utilized models based on regular geometric arrangements which
permit an algebraic formulation of the heat transfer processes.
Russell [43], Wesselink [1], Jacob [77] and Argo and Smith [75] assumed
that with respect to radiation a mixture can be treated as alternating
solid and gas layers perpendicular to the heat flow. In this case,
the radiant conductivity of the gas phase is given by
4 b eD T3
k = 4 b p (8-13)
r 2 - e
Some investigators have assumed that Dp is equal to the particle
diameter d. Others have set Dp = d/(l-P).
Schotte [26] assumed spherical particles and considered that the
radiation from a plane located on one side of a particle to a plane
located on the far side of the particle consists of two parts. First,
the radiation across the void space surrounding the particle. Second,
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there is radiation from the particle surface in series with conduction
through the particle. Combining these two modes, he derived the
following equation for the radiant conductivity
k - P + P k (B-14a)
v-k ks r0
where k is the radiant conductivity between particle surfaces which
Schotte expressed as
kr = 4Gb e d T3  (B-14b)
It should be noted that when ks is much larger than kr, Equation
(B-14a) reduces to
kr = 40b e d T3  (B-14c)
Laubitz, on the other hand, assumed the granular material to be
cubic obstacles randomly distributed in cubical volumes, and considering
the probability that radiation will pass a cube without hitting an
obstacle, he developed the following expression for the radiant con-
ductivity
kr = 4ab e d T3 [1 - (l-P)2/3 + (l-P) 4 /31/(l-P) (B-15)
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It should be noted that in all the above developments for which
specific geometric configurations have been considered, it has been
assumed that the particles are opaque to thermal radiation. The
validity of this assumption depends on both the material of the solid
phase and the size of the particles compared to the wavelength of
radiation. It has been shown by Merrill [118] that glass beads less
than 1001 in diameter cannot be assumed opaque to thermal radiation
even at relatively low temperatures. For the case of transparent
particles Merrill assumed that the radiant conductivity is equal to
the conductivity of the photon gas transmitted through the particles
given be
kr  C p (B-16)
where C is the specific heat capacity of the photon gas, is the
average velocity and xp is the photon mean free path. The energy
density of a photon gas is given by
V = 4 b T 4  (B-17)
Consequently
Sav 16 T3  and
DT c b
16 .3kr 3 b p (B-18)
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It is easily seen that Equation (B-18) is the same as the radiative
component of Equation (B-8), with the exception that for the develop-
ment of Equation (8-8) the heterogeneous mixture has been assumed to
be a pseudo-homogeneous material whereas in Equation (8-18) only the
solid phase is considered.
Rosseland [82] treated the radiation heat transfer as a diffusion
of photons, and considering a random walk process, he obtained the
following expression for the radiant conductivity
4 3kr = ob dT (B-19)
Troitsky [84] and Bastin et al [85] have suggested that the con-
duction radiation in the voids and pure radiation processes should be
considered acting in parallel, and consequently the effective radiant
conductivity should be expressed as
4k = b P DP e T3 + 16 T3 (B-20)
r 2 - e 3b (-20)
a(T)
Loeb [69] considered the case of the radiant conductivity of
pores in consolidated porous media. Assuming that linear heat flow
is not distrubed in the solid surrounding the pores, he derived the
following expression for pores having perfect geometric shapes
kr = 4 y D e b T3 (B-21)
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where y is a shape factor that depends on the geometry of the pore.
Summarizing the equations for radiant conductivity, it is seen
that they can be classified into three groups.
1. Those assuming the heterogeneous mixture to be a
pseudohomogeneous material;
2. Those based on regular geometric arrangements that permit
an algebraic formulation of the radiative heat transfer
processes;
3. Those based on random walk processes.
Although the first class provides the best approximation to the in-
teraction between pure conduction heat transfer and pure radiation heat
transfer, lack of experimental work on the radiative properties of
heterogeneous mixtures necessitates the application of the second
class of equations. Moreover, the experimentally determined values of
a and b by Chen and Churchill [81], indicate on one hand that both
a and b depend on the type of bed, the solid material and the tempera-
ture, and on the other hand that is is perhaps easier to determine the
effective thermal conductivity of granular materials experimentally
than to determine a and b. For these reasons, at this point it is
only possible to include quantitatively the conduction-radiation pro-
cess in the voids in models of heterogeneous mixtures, while the pure
radiation process can only be discussed qualitatively.
In Figure B-1 the values of kr predicted by various models are
plotted verous temperature. In Figure B-2 models of the second and
third classifications are compared to Chen and Churchill's model for
an aluminum oxide bed at high temperatures.
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FIGURE B-1. COMPARATIVE VALUES OF Kr.
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FIGURE B-2. COMPARATIVE VALUES OF Kr FOR AN ALUMINUM
OXIDE BED.
APPENDIX C
CONTACT RESISTANCE
In accordance with [34] the heat flow from one particle to another
contracts in the neighborhood of the contact area between two
particles. This contraction of the heat flow lines is amplified
in the case of powders Vnder vacuum or in the case of granular
materials with a high ratio of constituent conductivities, in which
cases the heat flow through contact areas is a major mode of heat
transfer. The importance of the contact resistance in the flow of
heat in granular materials can be illustrated by the fact that it
offers the only explanation as to why the heat flow through perlite
at high vacuum at boundary temperatures 76 - 200 K is greater than at
temperatures 70 - 40 K, as indicated in [34].
The general procedure followed in the literature is to express
the action of the contact areas as a resistance to the heat flow
acting between the particle temperatures. Evidently, the heat flow
through the contact points depends on the contact area between
particles. The expression used by almost all investigators for the
radius of this area is Hertz's relation:
rc E 1  ] (C-l)
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where d, v and E are the diameter, Poisson's ratio and elastic
constant respectively of the solid particles, and F1 is the force
acting on the contact area. In the case of packed beds in which
pressures between particles are due to the layers above the layer
under consideration, an expression has been derived for the pressure
tensor in [86], the corrected form of which is:
Pij (fi p(x) dx v 6ij + (1-2v) ziz j  (C-2)
Multiplication of Equation (C-2) with the unit normal vector to the
contact area gives the average pressure.
As indicated in [87] contact resistance in general depends on
the following parameters: apparent contact pressure, solid thermal
conductivities, surface roughness, surface waviness, interstitial
fluid thermal conductivity, solid hardness, solid modulus of elasticity
and mean contact temperature level. However, due to the complexity
at which these parameters interact, and the difficulty to express
a number of these parameters analytically, the procedure taken by
many investigators is to examine the contact resistance in the case
of smooth spheres, and correlate the derived expressions by experi-
mentally determined coefficients.
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Carslaw and Jaeger [88] examined the thermal resistance of a
circular contact area on a semi-infinite body, and found it to be:
RT; 1/4 rc ks  (C-3)
under the condition of constant temperature on the area having
radius r c , and:
Rq = 8/3 f2 r k (C-4)
under the condition of constant heat flux at the area. The values
of RT and Rq differ by 8 percent.
Kanager [73], considered the case of a smooth sphere, thermally
insulated everywhere except at two diametrically opposite contact
areas. He solved Laplace's equation for this problem, and under
the assumption that the temperature of the contact area is equal to
the arithetic mean of the temperatures at the center and at the
periphery, he found an expression for the equivalent thermal resis-
tance of the sphere, Rs. Then comparing the ratio R /2 R , he
found that it increases almost linearly from 1 to 1.05 for values of
r,/r from 0 to 0.1, where r is the radius of the sphere. His
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conclusion was that Equations (C-3) and (C-4) provide a sufficiently
accurate approximation for the contact resistance.
Luikov [34] states that in addition to the contraction of the
heat flow lines, the effect of the microroughness of real particles
should be included in the estimation of the contact resistance,
together with the effect of any oxidizing film covering the particles.
Thus, the contact resistance of granular systems can be represented
as the sum of three components:
R = R + R + Rp (C-5)
where RL is twice the expression given in Equation (C-3), R0 is the
resistance due to any oxidizing film, and Rs is given by:
h k
R= hr kRsp 2 (C-6),
C S
where hr and kk are experimentally determined coefficients depending
on the height of the microroughnesses and on the thermal con-
ductivity of the micrographs respectively, Luikov lists the re-
commended values for hr and kk for a number of granular material
classes. Finally, he indicates that the thermal conductivity at the
contact areas can be represented by:
k
cr Rc d (C-7)
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In the case of granular materials under externally applied
loads, and in cases when particle deformations cannot be assumed
elastic, the contact resistance is given in terms of the applied
load, the porosity and the solid conductivity by experimentally
derived correlations [34, 61, 89]. Wilhelm et al [37], have de-
velpped the following empirical equation for the effect of contact
areas:
log 10 (kcr x 105) = 0.859 + 3.12 (p )  (C-8)
where kcr and ks are in cal/cm sec. 'C. In general the values
predicted by Equation (C-8) are much higher than those predicted
by Equation (C-7).
APPENDIX D
EFFECTIVE PORE SIZE
The equation for k and kr have been expressed in terms of
g r
an effective distance between particle surfaces DD, called the
effective pore size. In the case of k , this is the mean distance
gas molecules travel from the surface of one particle to that of
another, when the molecular mean free path is large. It follows
that this parameter is significant both for the geometric charac-
terization of the granular material, as well as for the heat transfer
process.
The initial investigations on the characteristics of packings
were concerned with systematic arrangements of spheres [66].
By this method, in order to determine the effective pore size for
a range of porosities, it was assumed that the spacing of spheres
in rhombohedral array is increased by assuming a halo of thick-
ness 6 around each sphere, and 6 is adjusted to the observed
porosity. Dul nev et al [61] considered this case, and found that
the effective pore size is given by:
Dp = 4.2 d (A - 2/3) (D-1)
where: A = [0.74/(1-P)]1 /3
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Haughey and Beveridge [5] investigated both analytically and
experimentally the case of randomly packed beds of equal-sized
spheres for loose packed (P = 0.3812 - 0.4), poured packed
(P = 0.364) and close packed (P = 0.3587) beds. Then, they generalized
their results for a wide range of porosities. The reported ex-
pressions for the mean void hydraulic diameter and for the mean
void equivalent hole volume are respectively as follows:
(Dp)h = - d P/(I-P) (D-2)
V = - d3 P/(l-P) -(D-3)
Debbas and Rumpf [51] studied the randomness of beds packed with
spheres or irregular shaped particles by means of a statistical
approach. Their results are similar to those of Haughey and
Beveridge, however the range of porosities examined is not wide
enough to allow extrapolation to a wider range of porosities.
Nevertheless, an important conclusion that can be reached by the
results of both papers is that the local mean voidage is normally
distributed, and that beds packed with spheres or irregular
particles are in general subject to a statistical analysis. Effective-
ly, it has been shown that in such beds all particles of the same
size and shape have the same probability to occupy each unit volume
of the mixture. The approach taken by Debbas and Rumpf appears to
be very pIroIII-IIIn wILII respectL o tie geometric characterization of
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granular materials, but the limited number of experimental data
prohibits any generalized conclusions.
The equations presented up to this point have been obtained
from geometric considerations. However, as indicated in a previous
section, for powders under reduced pressures, most of the heat
transfer through the voids takes place in the vicinity of the
contact areas. This means that the dimensions effective in con-
ducting heat through the voids are much less than the effective
geometric length of the void. To account for this phenomenon,
Masamune and Smith [32] considered the volume occupied by pendular
rings around the contact points between particles, and derived the
following expression for the conduction effective pore size:
(Dp)c = n d [(sec e - 1) 2 (1 - (- - e) tan e)] (D-4)
P - 0.260
n = 6.93 - 5.51 P - 0.2600.476 - 0.260
o = cos (1 -
n
Dul'nev et al [61] have reported the following equation for
(Dp)c based on the kinetic theory of gases:
1.14 P - 0.14(Dp) c = d 6(Il - P) (D-5)
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Another approach is to correlate the experimentally determined
values for the breakaway pressure to Equation (A-1). Effectively,
the pressure at which the effective thermal conductivity of a gran-
ular material is reduced by 5 percent was determined from a number
of experimental data in the region A of Figure A-I. Subsequently,
the value of k /kg required to attain this decrease in ke was cal-
culated, and from Equation (A-1) the corresponding value of (D p)c
was determined. The experimental data were taken from References
[21, 32, 58, 59, 61, 62, 63]. The least squares fit of (Dp)c/d as
a function of P is:
(D )
= 0.2177 P - 0.051 (D-6)
d 1 -P
for
0.3 < P < 0.7
The values of D /d predicted by the equations discussed in
this section are plotted in Figure D-1 as a function of P.
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FIGURE D-1. EQUIVALENT PORE SIZE OF GRANULAR MATERIALS.
APPENDIX E
COORDINATION NUMBER
It is evident that the heat flux through contact areas depends
on the number of contacts each particle has with its neighbors, or
the coordination number n [5]. This number is known for regular
packings of spheres and is 6 for cubic packing ( P = 0.476), 8 for
orthorhombic packing ( P = 0.3954), 10 for tetragonal-sphenoidal
packing ( P = 0.3019), and 12 for rhombohedral packing ( P = 0.2595).
In addition to these fixed values, extensive experimental work has
been done [49, 90, 91, 92] to find the coordination number for
random packed beds of spheres, as indicated in Figure E-1. However,
almost all of the experimental work has been carried out for loose
random and close random beds, and consequently in order to find
a relation between n and P extrapolation beyond the experimental
data is required.
Dul'nev et al [61] have proposed the following equation:
n = 11.6 ( 1 - P ) (E-1)
represented by curve 5 in Figure E-1. However it is seen that the
predicted values of n are too high at large pcrosities.
Willhite et al [31] used the results of Smith et al [90] and
proposed the following equation:
n = 6 5.01 - 8.42 P
1.91 - 1.91 P (E-2)
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However, as noted in [49], this equation is in good agreement with
the experimental results of Smith et al, but not with recent
experimental data.
Kunii and Smith [30] considered the packed bed to be composed
of spheres in the most open packed state and in the closest packed
state, and taking into account the frequency and orientation of each
cell, they derived the following semi-empirical relationship for the
coordination number:
n = 13.86 - 51.0 (P - 0.26) (E-3)
This equation is represented by curve 2 in Figure E-1, and it is seen
that it overpredicts n for low values of P.
Haughey and Beveridge [5, 49] examined the distribution of the
number of sphere centers found in spherical shells at varying distances
from a given sphere, and for a random bed of spheres they developed
the following expression for the coordination number:
n = 22.47 - 39.39 P (E-4)
This equation is represented by curve 3 in Figure E-1, and it is
seen that it provides the best fit to experimental data.
It should be noted that all equations and experimental data
presented in Figure 8 are based on randomly or regularly packed
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beds of spheres. However, all heat transfer models, in which contact
resistance has been included, have utilized one of these equations
for the coordination number. In this study Equation (E-4) has been
used, with the reservation that although its application has been
extended to mixtures of non-uniform particles, no better expression
has been found for real physical systems.
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APPENDIX F
PACKING THEORY
One of the most significant complications in the development of
a model that predicts reasonably well the effective thermal conductivity
of heterogeneous materials is the construction of the geometry of such
a model. This complication arises from the large number of parameters
associated with the structural properties of packed beds, as indicated
in an excellent review of the subject by Haughey and Beveridge [49].
In general, the structural properties of packed beds are charac-
terized either by a single representative dimension, or through a
distribution described by mean, variance, skewness, etc. In this study
the first approach has been utilized. Moreover, the equations presented
for the effective pore size and coordination number are based on
random packings of equal sized spheres. This approach has been
necessitated by the fact that most experimental and statistical work
in the literature is referred to this type of packings. Even for this
simplified case, it can be seen from Figures D-1 and E-1 that the effec-
tive pore size and coordination number suggested by various investigators
differ greatly.
Most practical applications involve a particle size variation
between 2 and 100 fold. The mixing of smaller particles into a bed
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of larger particles produces two opposing effects. On one hand, the
smaller particles tend to increase the voidage by forcing the larger
particles apart thus increasing the size of voids between particles,
on the other hand the smaller particles tend to decrease the voidage
-by filling the voids between larger particles. The characteristics
of such packed beds do not depend only on the particle shape, and size
ratio but also on the amount of each size fraction present. Conse-
quently, from the same particle size distributions, packed beds having
a wide range of voidages can be obtained. As indicated in [49, 50,
51, 66] very little information exists about the characteristics of
packed beds involving large particle size variations. Consequently,
a great degree of ambiguity exists whether a volume mean particle size
together with the associated effective pore size calculated from the
expressions given in Appendix D provide a sufficiently accurate des-
cription of the packed bed. This is especially important in the case
of evacuated powders, in which case both particle size and effective
pore size are primary parameters in the calculation of the effective
thermal conductivity. In particular, for lunar fines the particle
size range is from O.lpm to approximately 800pm [119], with most of
the particles in the lower size range, and the porosity is assumed to
be approximately 0.5. At present, the selection of a particular mean
volumetric particle size for the calculation of the effective conductivity
is highly speaclative, since no experimental data exist on the local
voidage variation for similar packings to compare calculated values.
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Evidently, description of packed beds utilizing the local property
variations provides a much better approximation to the geometry than
characterization of the beds by a single representative dimension.
At present, the mean and variance of local properties has been deter-
mined in the literature with a satisfactory degree of confidence only
for loose packed, poured packed, and close packed random beds of
equal sized spheres [5). Utilization of these data in any future
model will probably provide a further refinement to the predicted
effective thermal conductivity values of heterogeneous mixtures.
APPENDIX G
FORTRAN IV COMPUTER
PROGRAMS
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C THERMAL CCNUCTIVITIES PREDICTED BY FOLLOWING MODELSO
C 1. RUSSELL 2. BERNSTIEN 3. WOODSTDE 4. CRANE AND VACHON
C (EQUAION 5-2)
IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-Z)
INTEGER*4 I,INDEX
CCMMON KC, KD, Lt MU, PD, SIGMAt T ,KEQ ,CK
DIMENSIGN SUM(10),PLOT1(173),PLOT2(173),PLOT3(173),PLCT4(173),
*Y(173),XLAB(5),YLAB(5),GLAB(5),DATLAB(5)
DATA SUMINDEX/10*0.0,0/
EXTERNAL F
SUM1bI=O.
SUM28I=0.
SUM3BI=0.
SUM4BI=0.
SUMSQ1=0.
SUMSQ2=0.
SUMSQ3=0.
SUMSQ4=0.
SUMK E=0.
SUMK2E=O.
SUMK3t=O.
SUVK4E=0.
PI=3.14159
READ(5,5)XLAB,YLABtGLAB,DATLA8
5 FORMAT(2OA4)
I WRITE(6tlCO)
100 FORMAT(IHI,///////////////,25X,'DATA',17Xt'EFFECTIVE THERMAL CCNDU
$CTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 100 ',//,25XCASE',lX ,
$' EXPLRIMENTAL $,' RUSSELL ,I BERNSTEIN ',
$' WOCDSICE ',' CRANE & 9,/,30X
$' I,' VACHCN /)
2 READ(5,3tEND=6) KC,KD,PDEXKE,CASE,CASE1,CASF2,MV,MR
3 FORMAT(4FIC.5,3A4,2(F5.0))
INDEX=INDEX+1
Y(INDEX)=ALOGIO(LXKE/KC)
E=1.0-P
MU=1.0-PD
IF (MV.GE.1) CALL VACUUM
SIGMA=0.32248*PD-0.092543*PD**2
CALL QGIO(C.,l.,F,INTF)
KE=1./INTF
IF (MR.GE.1) CALL RAD
CE=KE/KC
CXKE=EXKE/KC
DIF=(CF-CXKE)!CXKE
K4=KF
PLUT4(INDEX)=ALOG10(K4/KC)
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c BERNST IN
EP=L
IF(PD.GE.0.5) GG TO 44
K2=KC*(4,0*PD/(1.0+KC/KD)+KD/KC*(1.0-2.0*PU))
GG TO 46
44 K2=KC*(4.0*EP/(I.O+KC/KD)+(2.0*P[)-l.0))
46 CCNTINUt
PLOf2(INDEX)=AL0G10(K2/KC)
c WOODSIDE
RATIO=PI/6.0
IF(EP.GE.RATIO) EP=RATI(J
A=SQRT(1,0+4.0/(Pl*(Kt)/KC-1.0)*(6.0*LP/Pl)**(2./3.)))
IF(A-Lf--l.CC00l)A=1.00001
K3=KC/(I.O-(6.0*EP/Pl)**(l./3.)*(I.O-(A-1.0/A)*ALOG((A+I.)/(A-1.))
K3=K3*2.0
PLC,, T3 (I [NO EX )=A LUG I %-A K3/KC
c kUSSELL
RI=Z.0/3.0
Kl=KC',-(E**RI+KC/KD' (1.0-E**Rl))/(E**Rl-E+KC/KD*(I.C-E**Rl+E))
PL( Tl(INDFX)=AL0GI0(Fl/KC)
WRITtt692OO)lNDEXgEXKEgKlK2lK3, 4
200 F()RMAT(/,25XI4,4X,5(Fl0.5q6X))
BKl=((Ki-LXKE)/EXKE)--lC0.
RK?=((K2-EXKL)/LXKF)*lG0.
fiK 3= ( (K 3-FXK ) /EXKF ) *100.
BK4=((K4-LXKE)/EXKE)*100.
K IOFF=AI)S( BK 1 )
K?(JF :=AHS(bK2)
K 30F F= Al'S ( BF i)
K4lFF=A,3S(RK4)
Stjvl 3I=SUMHI+BK1
SlJtv2!3I =SUf,'+2E 14-LK2
SUM 3BI =SljV.,3P I+bK3
SOM4 il =SUP.4e. I +BK4
SQKlLR=KlC,,FF**2
SQK2f-.R=K2(.FF**2
SQK3FR=K3CFF**2
SUK4*rR=K4CFF*--2
SUMSQ1 =SUMS"''l+ SQK ILR
SUVSQ2=SUNSQ2+Si K? R
SUVSQ i=SUVS'l'3+SQK 3FR
S0MS04=SUtAS 4+SUl(iER
SOMK IF-'= SUNK IL+K IUFF
SUt-'K2L=SUVK2E+K2CF
SUVK 3[=SUVK 3L+K'3UFF
SUMK4E=SOMK4L+K4UFF
C) TO 2
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6 BOCASE=FLOAT(INDEX)
AVblI =SUMlibI/BOCASE
AVB12?=SUM2B I/8OCASE
AV BI 3=SUM38 I /BOCA SE
AVBI 4=SUM481I/6OCASE
T1ERAV=SUMKlE/BOCASE
T2ERAV=SUMK2E/BOCAS:
T3ERAV=SUP~K3E/BOCASE
T4ERAV=SUMK14E/Bt3CASE
TlERVA=((SU!VSQ1/RCCASE)-TlRAV**2)/1OOOO.
T2ERVA=((SUMSQ2/BOCASEI-T2ERAV**2)/10000*
T3ERVA=( (SLtPSQ3/BOCASE)-T3ERAV**2)/1OOOO.
T4ERVA=((SUPSQ4/BOCASE)-r4ERAV**2)/loooo.
WRITE(b6ti73)AVBII,AVi32AVRI3,AVBI4,TlERAVT2ERAVT3ERAV,T4ERAVT1
*ERVAT2ERVA ,T3LRVA, T4ERVA
573 FORMAT( 3X,8F8.2,4F12.4)
GO TO 621
CALL ORIGIN(2. 5,3.5,1)
CALL GRAPH( 173,Y,PLOTI,3,-7,-5.t-5.,2.tO.,2.,O,XLAiYLABi,GLAe,
*DATLAB)
CALL ORIGIN(8.5,O.il )
CALL GRAPH( 173,Y,PLOT2,3,-7,-5.,-5.92.,O. ,2.,O. ,XLARYLA~i3GLA8,
*DATLAB)
CALL Ok[GIN( 8.5,0., 1)
CALL GRAPH(173,Y,PL013t3,-7,-5.,-5.,2.,O.,2.,Q.,XLA3,YLAB,GLAB,
*DATLAB)
CALL ORIGII\(B.5,O., 1)
CALL GRAPi( 173,y,,PLOT4,3,-7,-5.,-5.,2.,O.,2.,O.,XLAB,YLAB,GLA8,
*DATLAB)
CALL ORIGIN(8.5,O.,l)
621 CONTINUE
STOP
END
FUNCTION F(P)
REAL MU,KC,KD, INTF,KE,LAMMA,KBOLTZ,K,KNUOSN,L,KR
CON~MON KC, KD, L, MU, PD, SIGMA, T ,KL*Q rCK
X=SIGMA*SQRI (2.0)
FNORM=ERFU(1.Q-MU)/X)-ERFU(O.-MU)/X)
P2=(ERF{41.O-MU)/X)-ERF((1'-MU)/X))/FNORM
F=1. O/(iC+ (KO-KC )*P2)
RE 1URN
END
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SUBROIJINL VACLUM
Ri AL MUKCI<., INTFKFLAMMAKBC.)LTZKK,, -Lin S;lj, L K-
COvMON KC9 KO, L, MUP PD, SIGMAv T CK
: EAD(594)TPRESSICIAGVtPRLA
4 FORMAT(7E10.0)
Kk3f3LTZ=1.3804E-23
P 1 3 . 14 15 9
C 1 . 4 9 5
CH=PRESS*1.3!3224E+7
CH=PRESS
wRITF(6,10C) CHLDIA-7, Av P.R, K, L
100 FOkM4T(6EI1-4)
LAJV,"',A=KBCiLTL*T/(S(.'t T(2.)*CH''PI*CIAG**'f-))*IC.t)**5
C,=((2.-A)IA)*4.'CI*KI(K+I.)*LANtvAIPR
KNL)f)S(4=LAVVA/L
P0Rf-=L*(0.74/M(j)**2/43.
KC=CK/(I.+2.*G/P(]kL)
ORII-E(6,101) LAfvfvA,'YKPL)OS.f',JJKC
I-0 I F(-JPMAT(4Ell,4)
t . T oR N
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SUBROUTINE RAD
REAL MU,KC,KD,INTF,KELAMMA OLL,BOLTZK,KNUSNL,KR
COPMON KC, KD, L, MU, PD, SIGMA, T ,KE,Q ,CK
READ(5,1)T,EP
I FORMAT (2F10.5)
EP=0.95
SIGMAR=5.668L-8
D=L
KR=4.0*EP*SIGMAR*D*T**3/((2.0-EP))
KE=KE+KR
RETURN
END
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C COMPULR PROGRAM FOR THE NODULAR MODEL
INTEGER CASE
REAL KSKG,KE,KC,KD
DIMENSION N(NI+2,NI+2,N1f2) R(NI+2,Nl+2,N1+2),T(Nl+2,Nl+2,NI+2),TK
*(6,N1+2,NI+2,Nl+2)
DIMENSION D(3),C(6)
NI
N2=N1+2
N3=NI+1
N4=Nl-1
IY=3
YFL=O.O
ITEST=O
1 READ(5,3,END=1000)KS,KG,P,EXKE,CASE
3 FORMAT(4F10.5,AS)
READ(5,159)DIAMtPOISON,YOUNG,DENS,DEPTH,.COEF1,COEF2
159 FORMAT(E8.3,F4.3,2E8.3,F4.3,F5.4,F4.2)
WRITE(6,4)
4 FORMAT(///)
ITtST=ITEST+I
MI=NI**3
M2=N2**3
M=0
PORES=P*FLOAT(M2)
LPORLS=PORES
DO 2 1=1,N2
DO 2 J=1,N2
DO 2 K=1,N2
N(I,J,K)=0
2 CONTINUE
20 IA=0
21 IA=IA+l
IX=IY
CALL RANDU(IXIY,YFL)
D( IA)=YFL*FLOAT(N2)
IF(IA-3)21,22,22
22 CONTINUE
Ii =D (1)
12=D( 2)
13=0(3)
I=T1+l
J=12+1
= I3+1
LA=N(I,J,K)
IF(LA-1)23,20,20
23 N(IJK)=1
M= M+ 1
IF(M-LPORES)20,24,24
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24 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,340)M
340 FORMAT(3X'M=*,I4)
A=0.5
DO 5 K=2,N3
DO 6 I=1,N2
DO 6 J=1,N2
6 T(IJK)=A
A=A+1.
5 CONTINUE
DO 38 K=2,N3
DO 38 I=2,N3
DO 38 J=2,N3
IF(N(I,J,K))7,7,8
7 B=1.
GO TO 9
8 B=0.
9 IF(I-2)202t202,160
160 IF(NII-1,J,K))202,11,12
11 C()=1.O0
GO TO 203
12 C(1)=0.
203 TK(1I,J,K)=((B*KS+(1.-B)*KG)*(C(1)*KS+(1.-C(il)*KG))/(0.5*(8BKS+
*1.-B)*KG)+0.5*(Cll)KS+(I.-C(L))*KG)
.
)
GO.TO 13
202 TK.(1,I,JK)=O.
13 IF(I-N3)161,204,204
161 IF(N(I+1,JtK))204,14,15
14.C(2)=1.0
GO TO 205
15 C(2)=0.
205 TK(2Il,J,K)=((B*KS+(1.-B)*KG)*(C(2)*KS+1I.-C(2))*KG))/(0.5*(B*KS+{
*1.-B)*KG)+0.5*(C(2)*KS+(1.-C(2))*KG)-)
GO TO 16
204 TK(2pI,J,K)=O.
16 IF(J-2)20620,6162
162 IF(N(I,J-1,K))206,17,18
17 C(3)=1.0
GO TO 207
18 C(3J=0.
207 TK(3,I,JKJ)=((B*KS+(l.-B)*KG)*(C(3)*KS+(1.-Ct3I)*KG))/(0.5*(BOKS+4
*1.-B)*KG)+0.5*(C(3)*KS+(1.-C(3))*KG) )
GO TO 19
206 TK(3,I,J,K)=0.
19 IF(J-N3)I63,2089208
163 IF(N(I,J+1,K))208,30,31
GO TO 209
O=I ?Ot
c=wnN
CS019* @=181NOD "7 '& =INC J1. &Xt:)I V, JO 5?(
11N03'IN031 (rSE'9)31 1 M
DV INO"1 =NC 01
16Tl06I'06I(9 IjjJ~j 6w1
161 (ii 081
U(1 01 01"
((*C6)LZZ*56)I~ 91
L9I'99T )I*J)4=Ij)4 sO2
NV 1*1 -lOJ
SN3C*(d-oI)*HIdM1=Slb>d
3FONIINOD R%
*0= ()I'A' 9))4 xi I
9c 01 08
0*1=(9L3 9f
zc'9c'ziz((+I'r'l)N)Ai 14C
*0=(A'c' I ';)NI 0 1?L
SE 01 00
111 0i on,
01T=4)o Cc
47c'C0( Cili -N'r ,i )N)4 Al o
OsC 'oU'?s T(Z-N) :11 E
0=(x''I',)J 90
zt 0i 00
ON*(j I
LV607
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NTEST=NTEST+1
300 IA=IA+l
IX=IY
CALL RANDU(IXIYYFL)
O(IA)=YFL*FLOAT(NI)
IF(IA-3)300,301,301
301 CONTINUE
11=D(1)
12=D(2)
I3=0(3)
1=11+2
J=12+2
K=13+2
IF(N(I1,JK))302,303,302
303 IF(N(I-lJK))304,305,304
305 IF(TK(1,I,J,K)-CONTR)306,304,306
306 IF(I-2)330,330,70
330 TK(1,I,J,K)=CONTR
GO TO 71
70 TK(2,I-1,J,K)=CONTR
TK(1,I,JK)=CONTR
71 NUM=NUM+l
304 IF(N(I+1,J,K))3079309,307
309 IF(TK(2,I,JK)-CONTR)331,307,331
331 IF(I-N3)72,308,308
308 TK(2I,9J,K)=CONTR
GO TO 73
72 TK(1,I+1,JK)=CONTR
TK(2,1,J,K)=CONTR
73 NUM=NUM+1
307 IF(N(IIJ-1,K))310,311,310
311 IF(TK(3,I,J,K)-CONTR)332,310,332
332 IF(J-2)80,80,74
80 TK(3,I,J,K)=CONTR
GO TO 75
74 TK(4,I,J-1,K)=CONTR
TK(3,I,JK)=CDNTR
75 NUM=NUM+1
310 IF(N(I,J+I,K))313,314,313
314 IF(TK(4,I,JK)-CONTR)315,313,315
315 IF(J-N3)76,81,81
81 TK(4IltJK)=CONTR
GO TO 77
76 TK(3,IJ+1,K)=CONTR
TK(4,I,J,K)=CONTR
77 NUM=NIJM+1
313 IF(N(I,JtK-1))316,318,316
318 IF(TK(51,J,K)-CONTR)319.316,319
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319 IF(K-2)82,82t63
82 TK(5,IJtK)=CONTR
GO TO 84
83 IK(5,1,JtK)=CONTR
TK(6, I,JtK-1 )=C[NTR
84 NUM=NUM+1
316 IF(N( I,J,K+I))321,322o321
322 IF(TK(6, IJK-CONTR)86,321@86
86 IFCK-N3)323#87t87
81 JK(69I,J#K)=CONTR
GO TO 85
323 rKt6,ItJvK)=CONrR
TK(5,I,J,K+1 hCONTR
85 NUM=NUM+l
IF(NTEST-15000)32lt321,10O
321 IF(NOM-LCONT)3029,24,324
324 CONTINUE
DO 88 J=20N3
DO 88 K=2,N3
rK (1 ,2,J,K)=O.
T K(2, N 3, JK )= 0
88 CONTINUE
DO 89 1=2,N3
DD 89 K=2,N3
IK(3, I,2,K)0.o
TK(4,IN39K)=O.
89 C ONTINU E
DO 90 1=29N3
DO[ 90 J=2tN3
TK(5,I ,J,2)=Q.
TK(6,I ,JN3)=0.
90 CONFINOFJ
WRITF(6,500)NUM
500 t-ORMAT(3X,NUM,14)
S02 WRITEU,501)NTEST
501 FURkMAr(3X,'NTEST>' ,15)
101 L1A.1+l
DO) 10 K=3,NI
DOi 10 1=20N3
no 10 J=2,J'3
*K+1)-T( IJ,K))
STK=D.
DO) 40 1=1,0
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TTK=TK(L,IJ,K)
STK=STK+TTK
40 CONTINUE
T(IJK)=T(IJK)+1.2*(R(IJK)/STK),
SR=SR+ABS(R(I,J,K)/STK)
10 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,103)SR
103 FORMAT(3XtSR=',E1O.4)
IF(L1-50)150,150,100
150 IF(SR-5.)102,102,101
102 CONTINUE
WRITE{6,104)LI
104 FORMAT(3X,'L1=',l4)
AVHEAT=O.
DO 44 K=2,N1
THEAT=O.
DO 45 I=2,N3
00 45 J=2,N3
51 HEAT=(TK(6,I,J,K))*(T(I,J,K+1)-T(I,J,K)I
THEAT=THEAT+HEAT
45 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,52)K,THEAT
52 FORMAT(3X,'K=',I2,' THEAT=',EIO.4)
AVHEAT=AVHEAT+THEAT
44 CONTINUE
KE=AVHEAT/900.
RATIO=KS/KG
OFF=((KE-EXKE)/EXKE)*100.
WRITE(6,105)CASE,KS,KG,PtRATIO,KEtEXKE,OFF
105 FORMAT(3X,'CASE=',A5,' KS=',F10.5,' KG=',F10.5, t P=*.F5.3,* RA
*TIO=',F8.2,' KE=',F1O.5,' EXKE=I,F10.5* OFF=*,F7.2)
100 CONTINUE
GO TO I
1000 STOP
END
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C CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GRAULAR~ VATI~-
C ITALS AT A TMOSPHER IC PRE SSURES EXK=E-XPER I EN[rA L CONIC. 9 KC=CClq I. CF-
.- CCNi\uOUS(GAS OR LIQUID) PHASE, K0=CCN0. OF DISCCNII'OUS (SCLIC)
C PHASEf, P= PCRCS ITY , F= VOLUME FRAC TI ON OF SOLID0 PH-A SEF, KI = EF F. C CNCfl
C B3Y ~IMO)EL, K2=13V KRUPICZKA, K3=6Y HUSSLLL, K4-rRY LICH-TENICKEIA A-.0
C S01% FREY, K5=bY J11-FFRSCN, K6=BY MAXWELL, K7=BY kAYLLIGH, K3,I !!Y
C WCUDSTOL ANC MESSME-R, K9=f3Y MEREDITH AND TOB3IAS.
tINfEGFR CASE
;'.bAL KI ,K2,K3,K4,K5,K6,K7,KS,K9,KC,K,KS,KG,KIP,K1IAS,K2-lAS 
,K3t3I
4-ASK4BIAS,K5bIAS,K6i3TAS,K7F-3IAS,K8ti1AS,K93IAS
DlfvrrI\SICN BK1(1(JO),BK2(100),BK3(1C'),K4(10fl,B5( LCD) d-K6(10C),iOK
*Y(100),lBK8(100),bK9(10C),VflLF(1O0),KC(100),KDC1O0),FXK(1CO),:<KC100,'
-) ,RK 1(100) , K2( 100) ,RNK3( 100) ,RK4( 100) ,kK5 C 100) ,kK6 (100) , K7 (102--), R
*KS(1C0),RK9(100),POIR(IC),KBIAS(10),K2IA(lC0),K3 IA5(1C)),4-
*/A:(10),K5HAS(1O3),K6BIAS(1Cj)),K7131AS(1C),K8'-IlAS(1O3'),K9 l1AS(12-'
-V) , K I I JO Kl2 (100,) K3(ICO) ,K4(lCO) ,K5(lCO) ,K6( ICI)),K'7( lC') ,K~i(iV.C)v
*K9( 100)
1) Y 2 1' 1=0.
uv 3 1111 0 .
S) "J t4 HI C .
:5L I 03
SUP~ 7 B T 0 .
SU IV 13 3 1 0 .
S u V )L-I =0
S L) N S Q 2 0 .
u"SU:S3= C.
S U F'S 4 = 0.
SUFMStJ6=0.
S U i- K 'i r =0 C.
S Ul'S K. 4 E J
S u t, K< 5 0 .
S U V~ K 6 C.
S U" tv K 7E 0.
SIJMI< iE=J .
SU)MK -jc-= 0.
P)C 35 1=1,,NCCASt
ALD(,4 )KS, KG, P, EXKE ,CASE,Kl
FGRP.A T ( 4F IC .5, A5 ,F 10 . .5)
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READ(5tl59)CIAMIPOISONYOUNGDENStDEPTHCCEFI#COEF2
159 FOkMAT(ES.3,F4.3v2L8.3,F4.3lF5.49F4.2)
Kl(l)=KIP/100.
EXK(I)=EXKE
VOLF(I)=l.-P
POR(I)=P
F=1.-P
C=KG
D=KS
KC(I)=KG
KD(I)=t(S
K2(1)=KG*((KS/KG)**(.280-(*757*ALCG10(P)-)-(.057*ALOG10(KS/KG)III
FP=(I.-P)**.6667
FQ=( I.-P)**.33333
R=KG/KS
K3(1)=KG*(FP+R*(l.-FP))/(FP-1*+P+R*(2.-P-FP))
K4(1)=KG*(I.-FQ+FP+R*(I.-FQ))/(I.-FQ+R)
W=2.*KG+KS-2.*(l.-P)*(KG-KS)
Z=2.*KG+KS+F*(KG-KS)
K6(1)=C*W/Z
B=F**3.3333*1.569*(C-D)/(4.*C+3.*D)
K7(1)=C*(W-B)/(Z-8)
K8(1)=C*((((F+0.03)**2*D)/(0.03*D+F*C))+0.97-F)
6 X=(D/C-1.)/(C/C+2.)
K9(1)=(2.+2.*F*X)*(2.+F*(2.*X-1.))/((2.-X*F)4(2.-F*(X+1.)))*C
XN=.403/FQ-.5
XK=C*D*(2.*C/(D-C)**2*ALOG(D/C)-2./(D-C))
XP=.7854/(I.+2.*XN)**Z
K5(1)=C*(I.-XP)+XP*(.5+XN)*XK*C/(.5*C+XN*XK)
KIBIAS(I)=(((KI(i)-EXKE)/EXKE)*100.)
K2BIAS(I)=(((K2(l)-EXKE)/EXKF)*100.)
K3BIAS(I)=(((K3(l)-EXKE)/EXKE)*100.)
K481AS(I)=(((K4(l)-EXKE)/EXKE)*100.)
K5BIAS(I)=(((K5(t)-EXKE)/EXKE)*100.)
K681AS(I)=(((K6(l)-EXKE)/EXKE)*100.)
K781AS(I)=(((K7(l)-EXKE)/EXKE)*11)0.)
K8BIAS(I)=(((K8(l)-EXKE)/EXKE)*100.)
K9BIAS(I)=(((K9(l)-EXKL)/EXKE)*100.)
BKI(H=ABS(KIBIAS(l))
3K2(H=A6S(K281AS(l))
BK3(H=A6S(K.3BIAS(l))
BK4(1)=ABS(K4B1AS(l))
BK5(1)=ABS(K5BlAS(l))
BK6(1)=ABS(K6BIAS(l))
6K7([)=ABS(K7BIAS(l))
HK8(1)=AbS(K8BTAS(l))
bK9(1)=ABS(K9BIAS(l))
RKH 1)=Kl( I )/C
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RK2(1I)=K2( 1)/C
P8K3( I )=K3( [)/C
RK4([I)=K4( 1)/C
RK5(1I)=K5( 1)/C
kK6(1I)=K6( 1)/C
RK7(1I)=K7C 1)/C
RK8(1I)=K8( 1)/C
RK9( I)=K9( 1)/C
RK (I) =0/C
SUMlbI=SUM18!+K1BIAS(1)
SUM2F3T=SUM2I3I+K2BIAS(H1
SUM3BI=SUM3BI+K3BIAS( 1)
SUJM4HI=SUV481+K4HTAS(I)
SUIP5RI=SUM5RT+K58IAS(I)
SUM6KT=SUM6Hj+K681AS(1)
SUM7 B1= SUM78 I+K 78 AS( 1)
SUM8HI=StWPi3I+K8BIAS(1)
1Uv),= SuM9U 1+K 98 AS(HI
SQKIER=BKI (1 )**
SQK2I-fR=bK2( I ) ** 2
SCK3FR=BK3( 1)**2
SUK4FR=bK4(1I)**2'
SQK5LR=BK5(1I)**2
S QK 6 R =hK 6( 1 )**2
SQK7FR=BK7(1I)**2
S-k.K8Fk=I3K8( )**2
SOK9ER=BK9(1I)**2
SUMS QI1=SU.MSQ 1+SwGK1LR
S U MS 02SUPS5 2 +S C N2 L
SUMS-1 i=SUMSC3+SQK3ER
SUMS 04 U MS 04 +SOK 4tR
S UMS Q 5= SU MS C 5 + S C K 5 L R
S(UPSQ6=SUM SC6+SCI( 6kN
S U MS ( , 7 = SU MS C 7 + S C K 7 L R
SUMS08= SUM S C8 +S CK8EL~R
S UM SC Ql9 SUM S C 9 + S C .K 9 L R
SUPKIL=SUPKIi+6K1(1)
St L) N2 F =SUM K 2 F+ HK 2 1)
S UMK 3E=S (J VK 3 L +K3 I)
SUMK4i:=SUMK4+ii4(lI
S KSU N:S KrI5 L +BK 5( I)
S UMK6=SUM 6 E +13K 6( I)
S U NK 1S UM K7 c + 1.K'7 I)
S UMK8E- S UM K 8J: + bK8 1I
S UVVL SO MK + HK9( 1)
i5 CON r i Nu
WR Ir 6,1.)
I. FORMAT( 'I' /////15X'TAPUL± fI1. EXPER1MtFN1AL AN!, PRt-CICTFC Th --R[AL
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*CONDUCTIVITIES')
WRITE(o,60)
60 FORMAT(35X,'FOR VARIOUS MODELS')
WRITE(6,3)
3 FORMAT(//15X,'CASE',4X,'EXKE',4X,'MODEL',3X,'KRUPIC.',2Xt'RUSSELL'
*,3X,'LICHT.',LX,'JEFFERSON')
DO 36 1=1,48
WRITE(6,7)I,EXK(I),K1(I),K2(I),K3(I),K4(IIK5tI)
7 FORMAT(16X,I2, X,6F9.4)
36 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,1)
WRITE(6,60)
WRITE(6,3)
DO 37 I=49,92
WRITE(6,2)I,EXK(I),KI(1),K2(1),K3(I),K4(I)tK5(1)
2 FORMAT(16X,12,1X,6F9.4)
37 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,61)
61 FORMAT(1l',/////14XtTABLE III. EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED THER(MAL
* CONDUCTIVITIES')
WRITE(6,60)
WRITE(6,33)
33 FORMAT(//15X,'CASE',5X,'EXKE',4Xt'MAXWELL't2X,'RAYLEIGH,'3X,'I AND
* Mt,3X,'M AND T')
DO 38 I=1,48
WRITE(6,30)IEXK(I),K6(I)tK7(I)tK8(I),K9(I)
30 FORMAT(16X,12,lX,5F10.4)
38 CONTINUE
WRITL(6,61)
WRITE(6,60)
WRITE(6,33)
DO 39 I=49,92
WRITE(6,31)I,EXK(1),K6(I),K7(I),K8(I),K9(I)
31 FORMAT(16X,12tX,5F10.4)
39 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,40)
40 FORMAT('1',/////15X,'TABLE IV. PERCENTAGE ERROR DETWEEN PREDICTED
*AND EXPERIMENTAL')
WRITE(6,41)
41 FORMAT(31X,'THLERAL CONDUCTIVITIES')
WRITE(6,42)
42 FORMAT(//15X,'CASE',5X,'MODELi,5X,'KRUPIC.',4X,'RUSSELL',4X,'LICHt
*.',3X,'JEFFERSON')
DO 43 I=1,48
WRITE(6,44)I,K TBIAS(II,K281AS(I),K3BIAS(I)tK461AS([),K5BIAS(I)
44 FORMAT(16X,12,1X,5F11.3)
43 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,40)
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W( I Tn.(' 4 2
4( 5 1 =49,9?
WIrITL6,46 ) ,iInBIAS( U ,K2dIAS(I) ,K3BIAS( 1) K4BIAS(I) ,K5B IAS(I)
46 FOGRMAT (I bX ,12, 1 X, 5F 1 . 3)
45 C iN rIN ut
'v R I T f- ( 6 , 6 2
62 FCKM4;A('1',/////15X,*JABLE V. PFRCFNrACF ERRU9R tBLTAELN P;H1l.',r~t- A
*'"40 FXPt:R [MENTAL'
WN ITL(6,41 )
W k IT L (6, 4 f )
47 ftli 1 t-'A(//19)XvsCASL. ,5X,'IMAXWELL',4X,'RAYLFIGH',5X,'W AND M,5X,'1V
*A Nr 0r
f;U 48 1=1,48
l. i rv,( ,49)I ,K6tblASt I) ,K7BIAS(1) ,K88IAS I) ,K% lA1 S (I)
4 H C C; NT IN 0
wk~ Ir C't 6 21
vw I[(,) T,~iIS t- t)BIS ,) 4KIIS 1),9 A(
51 FGKMAT(2CJX, 1?, X,4k-12.3)
5 0 CliNIINUc
WR1 THE(6 , 1 2
12 Ifli<NAT( , 2X,115H IEAN AND VARIANCE CF PHRCE,41rA'
*tlKIPl JRLTINEE.N MODLL PRtCICrTED AND FXPt-RIMLiNrAL THEPtIAL CC"fJuCT !VI T
wli I r L (,13)
13 FU'MA T24 X 5HMI FUL 5X,7HKkUP IC.,5Xv7HR US SLLL ,6X v6H L ICHT . , 3X 9H-Jr-F
*1-k SU4, 6X , 7HPAX VLL L,4 X8HRA YL I GH 3X 9hWNf AND M S 5 X -711V AN') I)
ICCASE=NflCASL
AVoI 1=SdUM1II/BUCASt
AVtI I2=zS)UM261/B3CCASE
AVLU 3=SbM3E [/LCCASE
AVUT 4=SJ14t3I/r3CCASE
AVolI =SUM6H /B(JCASE
AV6I 6=Su,,6:7I /fiCASt
AVB1 8=cUM18HI/BCCASE
AVtH 9=SUM9eI/BCCASt
fI1LA~AVSUMK1L/b(]CASE
T2cPkAV=SUJIfK2[ /B(CASE
r 3Lr- AV=. -UV 3L/BCCAISE
T 4tr A V =S U ,K 4E /HiC CAS E
T')tRAV=SU'K 5E /tifCASrE
T6LRAV=SUYK6E/B3CCASE
r 7 E A V = UN~K 7 L/OCC AS E
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r8ERAV=SUMK8E/BOCASE
T9ERAV=SUP'K9E/BOCASz
TIERVA=((SLtPSQ1/HCCASE)-r1ERAV**2)/1OCOO.
T2ERVA=( (SUMSQ2/BOCASE )-T2ERAV**2)fIOOCO.
T3ERV=( (SUMSQ3/BOCASE )-T3ERAV**2)/10000.
T4ERVA= ((SUMSQ4/BOCASE )-T4ERAV**2 )/lICCO.
T5&RVA= ((SUtkSQ5/BCCASL )-J5LRAV**2 )/I.0000.
T6ERVA=((SUt'SQ6/BCCASE )-I6ERAV**2) / lCCOO.
T7ERVA=((CSUMSQ7/BOCASE )-r7ERAV**2)/ICCOC.
T8ERVA={(SLtPSQ8/BCASH)-T8ERAV**2)/1O00.
T9ERVA=( (SLPSQ9/BCCASE)-r9LR AV**2)/lCOC0.
WRITE(6,16)AVI3II,AVBI2,AVBT.3,AVB14,AVB[5,AVB16,AV817,AVBI8,AVBI9
16 FORMAT( 6X,6f-,AVGEfR,6X,9Fl2.5)
WRITL(6,14)T1E-RAV,T2ERAVT3LRAVT4FRAV,T5ERAV,T6AV,T7EAV,T8tRAV
*, I9ERAV
14 FORMAT C6X, 6HAVB [AS, 6X 9F 1205)
WR[TEtb,15)TIERVA,I2ERVAT3LRVA,T4IRVA,T5ERVA,T6ERVA,T7ERVATBt$VA
4, I9ERVA
15 FORMAT (6X, 6hVARERR,7X, 9F 12.5)
WRITE (6,17)
17 FORMAT(///45X,34H DIMENSIONLESS CONDUCFIVITY RATIOS)
WRITE(6, 18)
18 FORMAT(//131H KC KO0 P KD/KC 10UEL
*KRUP IC. RUSSELL LICHT. JEFFERSON MAXWELL RAYLEIGH WO AND
*MS M AND T
DO 20 I=19NCCASE
19 FORMAT(13F10.4)
20 WRITE(6,19)KC([),KD(I),POR(I),RK(I),RKI(I),RK2(U),RK3(I),RK4(! ),RK
*5(I) ,RK6(I) ,RK7(I) ,RK8(I) ,RK9C I)
STOP
END
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C THERMAL CONDUrTIVITIES PREDICTED BY FOLLOWING
C MODELSO 1, SON FREY 2. WOODSIDE AND MESSMER
C 3. HENG$T 4. GORRING AND CHURCHILL
IMPLICIT REAL,*4(A-Z)
INTEG~FR*4 19INDEXtILROtIERR1IIR
nTMENSION SUJM(I )tPLQTI(173h PLDT2(173),PLUT3(173htPLOT4(173)i
*Y(173),XLA3('),YLAB(5),GLAB(5),DATLAB(5)
DATA SUM91NDIEX/10*0*090/
SUlM2bI=O.
SUM31llI ;6.
SUM4B3I =0.
SUMS 01=0.
S U rMS 2=0.
SO MS !,3 -, .
S U MS 04 = .
SUMK 1LY=J.
S uVIK 2 c- =(.
S UMHK 3 F0.
SJ MK 4 i7=0.
111 3. 14 1 51
'tAD (55) XLAB, YL AB3 GLAtDA iL A1
5 F0ORMA(20A4)
I WRITt(6,lO0)
10i F~kMAT(L,///////f////////,25X,'DATA',17X.'tFFECTIVE THERMAL CflNDU
$ TIVIrY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 100 't//9Z5X,'CASEltiX
6'['PLI~NT 9' SON FRFY f0 WOODSIDE
$' tN GS T I I' t0'4RING L tt3~
of $ ,I MESSMER
1,' ' CHURCHILL It/)
2 AtAD(5, 3,\JD=o) KCIKD,PDEXKE,CASE,CASE1,CASE2
3 FL)R AT(4F 10. 5,3A4)
Y I'FY, =ALU(Y' 0( F XK/KC)
c S 0 N F R r L Q
R 7=1.*0 /3.0'
k 8= KC /K P
KI=KC1(.0-L*R+E+(A*(L**R7-F))/(1-E*R+R8*E**R7)
P L UIT I( I F)XA LOG 1 ( K 1/KC
o : 01)L0S I r., & M f M L R L Q
K 2=K 0* C(LE+J )3 )**2*K)/ (0. 03*KD+E*KC 1+0.97-LI
PLO f2 ( INDX ) =ALJ(G10( K2/KC)
c HLN.GS T
K3=KC*(!*E*K[ /(2.0*(KDKC))*(KP/KDKC)*ALO(KDKC)l. ))
PL Pr3 (INDEX ) =AL01';O( K3/KC)
C G30RRV I'G CHUR~CH ILL
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x= 1.*0
C=10.*PD/P I
IF(PD.LE.O.31415 9 ) GO TO 4
C=(3.O*P1/(5.0*~PI-2O0*PD) )**1.5
X=I..0/C**( 1.0/3.0)'
4 E3=KC/(C*(K-KC)))**(10.O/3 .0)
K4 =KC*(PI/( 6 .0*(1.0-KC/KD)*C*B)*(ALGG(SQRT(B**2-B*X+X**
2 ) /(B+X))
* +SQRT(3 .0)*ATAN((2.0*X-B),(SQRT(3.0)*B))-SQRT(3.)*ATAN
*(-1.O/SQRT(3.0)) )+I.0-P1*X**2/4.)
KH=EXKL
IF (K4.U"T.EXKE) KH=K4
SUMM4 = SUM(4) + ((K4-EXKE)/KH)**2
PLDT4( INDFX)=ALOGIO(K4/KC)
WRI TEC6, 200) INDEX ,EXKL ,K1, K2,K3,K4
200 FORMAT(/,25X,I4,4X#5(FlO.5 ,6 X))
BK1=((K1-EXKE)/EXKE)*100.
EK2=((I2EXKE)/EXKE)*100.
BK3=((K3-EXKE)/EXKE)*1Q0.
BK4=((K4-EXKE) /EXKE )*1 00.
K2OFF=AbS (BK2)
K30FF=ABS( 8K3)
K4OFF=AS(BK4)
SUMIBI=SLJIBI+BKI
SUM2BT=S[-M2t3I+BK2
Sum3B[=SUM.3B3+BK3
SUM43I =SUM4B I+BK4
SQKl LR=K1lFF**2
SQK2ER=K2OFF**2
SOK43ER K43 F F**2
S UMSQI1= SUMS 01*S OKl1ER
S UMS 02=S MS 02-SOK 2 FR
SUMS 03 =SUMS 03 +SQK 3ER
SUMS 04=S LiMS W 4 +S OK 4ER
SUM<lE=SUMKIL+K 10FF
SUMK 2F=S(UMK2E+K 20FF
SUMK 3E=SLJMK3E+K 3CFF
SUMK4E=SUMK4L+K4OFF
Ii(INDEX.LQ.14) GO TO 1
IF(INDEX.EQ.28) GO TO 1
IFW.TNDEX.EQ.42) GO TO I
IF(INDEX.EQ.56) GO TO I
IF(INDEX-EQ.70) GO TO!L
IF(INDEX.EO.84) 6O TDJ I
L f f"I rV t C- v O l a 1 rn T n I
IF I NDE X.EQ. 112) GO 1011
IFCINDLX.EO.126) GO TO 1
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IF(INDLXEQ.140) GO TO t
[I-(INDLX-(:Qs154) GO tQ I
SO TO Z
%j BOCASE= -LOAMNDEX)
AVBII=SUMJBT/RUCASE
AV612=SUM2BI/0QCASE
AvB13=SUm3bl/HOCASE
AV814=SUM4b1/BOCASF
TIERAV=SUMKIEIBOCASE
T2LRAV=SUMK2E/BOCASE
T3t:RAV=SUMK3F/B0CASE
T4FRAV=SUMK4L/6OCASl:
TlLRVA=((SL)MSQI/BOCASe)-TIERAV**2)/10000.
T2FRVA=I(SUMSQ2180CA$E)-f2FRAV**Z)/10000o
T3ERVA=((SVMSQ3/BO AS')-TIERAV**2)/10000.
T4LRVA=(($UMS(J4/BOCASE)-T4ERAV*02)iiooooo
wRITt(bt573)AVB[XvAV0129AVB139AV614*TtLRAVtT2ERAV9T3ERAVtT4ERAVT1
*FRVATeEHVAqT3ERVAtF4E9VA
S73 F9RMAT(3X98F8.2v4FI2,4)
SO TO 6?,1
CALL (JkIGIN(2.593.591)
CALL (-'I APH(173,YPLori.39-7,r-5.9-5.92.,PO.92-90*tXLABoYLA89GLABt
*DAT L Ali )
CALL L)RIGIN(8*590.tl)
CALL GRAPH(173tYtP 'L)T2939-79-5*9-5*92*90,92.to.vXLABgYLAB#GLAB9
*:)A f L AB)
CALL URIGIN(R.5o.t9l)
CALL SRAPH(1739YtPLDT393t, 79-5se-5o92eoOoo2.#O.#XLABtY4ABoGLA89
*DATLAB)
CALL 0RIGTN(8o59.1o,.0
CALL G f<APH(173tYti'LOT4931-79-5.9-5.92.90.#2.*O*#XLA89YLABtGLAR,
*DATLAH)
'ALL
621 CONT I WUL
S TUP
FND
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C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PREDICTED BY FOLLOWING
C MODELSO 1. WILLHITE, KUNIT AND SMITH 2. SCHUMANN
C AND VOSS 3. PRESTON 4 KRUPICZKA
IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-Z)
INTEGER*4 I,INDEX
DIMENSION SUM(10),PLOTI(173),PLOT2(173),PLOT3t173),PLOT4(173),
*Y(173),XLAB(5),YLAB(5),GLAB(5),DATLAB(5)
DATA SUMINDEX/10*O.0,0/
SUM181=0.
SUM28I=0.
SUM3BI=0.
SUM4BI=0.
SUMSQ1=O.
SUMSQ2=0.
SUMSQ3=0.
SUMSQ4:0.
SUMKIE=O.
SUMK2E=O.
SUMK3E=O.
SUMK4E=O.
PI=3.14159
READ(5,5)XLAB,YLAB,GLAB,DATLAB
5 FORMAT(20A4)
1 WRITE(6,100)
100 FORMAT(lHI,//////////////,25X'ODATA',17X,OEFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDU
$CTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 100 ',//,25X, CASE',IX ,
$' EXPERIMENTAL '.1' WILLHITE, ' , SCHUMANN i,
$' PRESTON i,' KRUPICZKA ',/,30X,
'$ ,' KUNII & SMITH I,' & VOSS ',
2 READ(5,3,END=6) KC,KDPD,EXKE,CASE,CASE1,CASE2
3 FORMAT(4F10.5,3A4)
INDEX=INDEX+1
Y(INDEX)=ALOG1O(EXKE/KC)
E=1.0-PD
C WILLHITE, KUNII,& SMITH
N=3.0*(5.01-8.42*PD)/(1.91-1.91*PD)
IF(N.LE.L.0) N=1.0
THETA=ARSIN(SQRT(1.0/N))
GAMMA=0.5
ALPHA=1.0/(2.0*N)*(1.0-KC/KD)**2/(ALOG(KD/KC-
(KD/KC-1.0)*COSI(HETA))-(I.0-KC/KD)*(1.0-COS(THETA)))
KI=KC*(1.O+E*(1.0-KC/KD)+GAMMA/ALPHA*(1.0-KC/KD)**2*E)
KH=EXKE
IF(Kl.GT.EXKE) KH=K1
SUM(1) = SUM(I) + (f(K-FXKE!/KH)**2
PLOTI(INDEX)=ALOGIO(KI/KC)
C SHUMANN
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IF(PD.GE.O.5) GO TO 31
KE=KEXP
M=.2
30 YI=M*(M+I.)*ALOG((I.+M)/Ml-M-PD
IF(ABS(Yl).LT.,0005)GO TO 40
YP=(2*0*M+1,0)*ALOG((I*O+M)/MI-2.0
M=M-Yl/YP
GO TO 30
31 M=100300
40 K2=KC*PD**3+KC*fl*-PD**3)*KD/IKC#M*(KC-KE)))*(L.O+M*(I.O+M)*(KC-KD)
*/(KC+M*(KC-KD))*ALOG(KC*(I.O*M)/(M*KOI))
PLOT2([NDEX)=ALOCIQ(K2/KC)
c PRESTON
K3=1.88574*K2**0*959
PLOT3(INDEX)=ALOG10(K3/KC)
c KRuPICLKA
K4=KC*(KD/KC)**(0.280-0*75?*ALOGIO(PD)-0.057*ALOGIO(KD/KC))
PLOT4(INDEX)=ALOG1O(K4/KC)
WRITE(6i2OO)lNDEXEXKE9KltK2tK3*K4
200 FORMAT(/,25Xql4,4i,5(Fl0.5q6x))
bKI. ((KI-EXKE)/EXKE)*100*
BK2=((K2-EXKE)/EXKE)*100*
BK3=((K3-EXKE)/EXKE)*100.
BK4=((K4-EXKE)/EXKE:)*100,
KlOFF=ABS ( BK I)
KZOFF=ABS(BK2)
K30FF=ABS(BK3)
K40FF=ABS(OK4)
SUM1B1=SUM1B1+BKI
SUMZBI=SUM28[+BK2
SUM3blzSUM3BI+BK3
SUM4BI=SUM4BI+BK4
SQKIER=KlOFF**2
SQKZER=K20FF**2
S(4'K3ER=K3UFF**2
SQK4ER=K40FF**2
SUMSQ1=SUMSQI+SQKIER
StJMSW2=SUMSQZ+SQK2LR
SUMSQI=SuMSU3+SQK3ER
SUMSQ4=SUMSQ4+SQK4tR
SUMKlE=SUMKlE+KIOFF
SUMK2E=SUMK2L+K2tiFF
SUMK3E=SUMK3L+K3UFF
SQMK4E=SUMK4E+K40FF
IF(INDEX.EQ.14) GO TO I
IF(INDFX.EQ.28) GO TO 1
IF(INDEX.LQ.42) GO TO 1
IF(INDEX.EW,56) GO TO I
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IF(INDEX.EQ.70) GO TO 1
IF(INDEX.EQ.84) GO TO 1
IF(INDEX.EQ.98) GO TO 1
IF(INDEX.E(Q.112) GO TO I
IF(INDEX.EQ.126) GO TU I
IF (INDEX.EQ. 140) GO TO 1
IF(INDEX.EQ.154) GO TO 1
IF(INDEX.EQ.1b8) GO TO I
GO TO -2
6 BOCASE=FLOAT(INDEX)
AVBI l=SuMlBI/BUCASE
AV81I2=SUM2BI/BOCASE
AVblI3=SUM3BI /BOCASE
AVB1 4=SUM4BI /bOCASE
TIERAV=SUMKIE/BOCASE
T2ERAV=SUMK2E/BOCASE
T3ERAV=SUMK3E/BOCASE
T4ERAV=SUMK4E/BOCASE
TIERVA=( (SUMSQ1/BOCASiE)-TlERAV**2)/1000O.
T2ERV=( (SU!PSQ2/BOCAS)-T2ERAV**2)/10O0.
T3ERVA=( (SUMSQ3/BOCASE)-T3ERAV**2)/10000.
T4ERVA=( (SUMSQ4/BOCASE )-T4ERAV**2)/10000.
WRTTE(6 9573)AVBIIAVB[2,AVB13,AVBI4TERAV9T2ERAVT3ERAVT4ERAV9TI
*ERVAT2ERVA, T3ERVA, T4ERVA
573 FORMAT(3X,88.214F12.4)
GO TO 621
CALL ORIGIN(2.5,3.5, 1)
CALL GRAPH(173,YPLOT1,3,-7,-5.,-5.,2.,O.,2.,O.,XLABtYLAAGLAB#
*DATLAB)
CALL ORIGIN( 8.510., 1)
CALL GRAPHI 173,Y,PLOT2,3,-7,-5.,-5.,2.,O..2.O.XLA,YLA83,GLA3
*DATLAB)
CALL ORIG[N(8.5,O.,l)
CALL GRAPHI 173,Y,PLOT3,3,-7,-5.,-'5.,2.,0.,2.,O.,XLABYLABGLAB,
*DATLAB)
CALL ORIGIN( 8.5,0., 1)
CALL GRAPH(173,Y,PLOT4,3,-7,-5.,-5.,2.,0.,2.,0.,XLABVLABGLAA,
*DATLA3)
CALL ORIGIN(8.5,.91)
621 CONTINUE
STOP
END
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C THERMAL CONCUCTIVITIES PREDICTED BY FOLLOWING
C MODELS 0 1. EQUATION 6-16 2. EQUATION 6-17
C 3. EQUATION 6-18 4. LICHTENECKER 3-0
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-Z)
INTEGER*4 ItINDEX
COMMUN MU,SIGMAKCKD
DIMENSICN SUM(10),PLOT1(173),PLQT2(173).PLOT3(173),PLOT4(173),
*Y(173),XLA(5),YLAB(5),GLAB(5),DATLAB85)tPLOT5(173),pLOT6(173)
DATA SUM,INDEX/10*0.0,0/
MU=0.499
PI=3.141592653589793
SIGMA=10.OCO
SUM4I1=0.
SUMSQ4=0.
SUVK4E=0.
READ(5,190)XLAIYLABYLAGLAB,CA[LA
190 FORMAT(2OA4)
L WRITE(6,100)
100 FORMAT(1H1,/////////////////25XDDATA,17X,,EFFECTIV
E THERMAL CCNDU$CTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 100 ',//25X,'CASE',IX ,$' EXPERIMENTAL 't EQUATION 6-16 its EQUATION 6-17 t,$' EQUATION 6-18 I', LICHTENKER IV/)
5 READ(5,3,LND=6) KCKDPDEXKE,CASECASE19CASE2
3 FORMAT(4F10.5,3A4)
INDEX=INDEX+1
Y(INDEX)=CLGG1O(EXKE/KC)
E=1.0-PD
IF(PD.GE.O.5) MU=0.51
EPSI=1.000-PD
X=SIGMA*CSURT(2.0DO)
FN1=X*DSQRT(PI)/2.0DO
IF(PC.LT.O.5)GC TO 12
IF(PD.GT.O.5)GO TO 21
X1=(1.0CO-Mb)/X
X2=(O.ODO-pb)/X
FN=FNNlE(DERF(X1)-ERF(X2))
CALL D4G32(C.0DO,1.000,F,I.NTF)
KLI=INTF/FN
CALL DuG32(C.000,1.ODO,F2,REMN)
12 DO 11 1=1,6
50 CALL DOG32(0.0001.000,Fl1AANSW)
XI=(1.ODO-MU)/X
X2=(0.ODO-MU)/X
FN=FN1*(DERF(X1)-CERF(X2))
BNSW=1.CO-ANSW/FN
If(BNSW.LE.PD) GO TO 11
MU=MU+1O.OC**(-I)
GO TO 50
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11 MU=MU-10.oco**(-7.I)
GO TO 7
21 D022 1=1,6
9 CALL DQG32(0.ODOI.ODOvFlPANSW)
Xl=(1.000-Mu)/x
X2=(0.000-MU)/X
FN=FNI*(DERF(Xl)-CERF(X2,))
BNSW=1.00-ANSW/FN
IF(BNSW.GE.PD) GO TO-22
MU=MU-10.000**(-I)
GO TO 9
22 MU=MU+10.OCO**(-I)
GO TO 7
KE2=FN/REMN
PLOT5(INDEX)=DLOG10(KEI/KC)
PLOT6(INDEX)=DLOGl0(KE2/KC)
RK = Kn/KC
FO=DEXP(-2.4006+0.83611*,DLOG,(RK)-0.0036959*DLOG(RK)**2+12.426*Pl)
-16.278*PD**2-3.0926*DLOG(RK)*PD+0.0019151*DLOG(RK)**3
-0.034069*DLOG(RK)**2*pn+3.3197*DLOG(RK)*PD**2
+2.5768*PD**3)
FINF=DEXP(6.038+0.28697*DLOG(RK)-0.0796930*DLOG(RK)**2-42.035*PD
+94.701*PD**2-0.91135*DLOG(RK)*PD+0.0029629*DLOG(RK)**3
+0.0040281*DLOG(RK)**2*PD+0.80897*DLOG(RK)*PC**2
-69.049*PD**3)
FW=1.5287+0.064259*DLOG(RK)-0.0064623*DLOG(RK)**2-6.1759*EPSI
+11.059*EPSI**2+0.22176--DLOG(RK)*EPSI+0.00015041*DLOG(RK)
**3-0.0042453*DLOG(RK)**2*EPSI-0.10971*DLOG(RK)*EPSI**2
-7.2252*EPSI**3
IF (FW.GE. 1 O)FW=1.0
IF(FW.LE.0.0)FW=0.0
K3=KEZ-FW*(KE2-KEI)
PL0T3(INDEX)=DLOGl0(K3/KC)
K2=KE1*F0
PLOT2(llq0t:X)=DLOG10(K2/KC)
Kl=KE2*FINF
PLOT1(IiqDEX)=DLOG10(Kl/KC)
C LICHTENKER EO
K=1.5*(KD-KC)/((2.0*DSQRT(KD)+DSQkT(KC)I*(2.0*OSQRt(KC)+
OSCRT(KC)))
K4=(KC*'(PD*(I.O-K*E)))*(KD**(E*(I.O+K*PD)))
PLOT4(INDEX)=DLOG10(K4/KC)
BK4=((K4-EXKE)/EXKE)*100.
K40FF=DABS(BK4)
SUM4BI=S[)M481+BK4
SQK4ER=K40FF**2
SUMSQ4=SUMSQ4+SUK4[R
SUMK4E=S(JMK4E+K40FF
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GO TO 5
6 BOCASE=FLOAT(INULX)
AV8I4=SUM4eI/bOCASE
T4ERAV=SUMK4II/BUCASE
T4ERVA=((Su19SQ4/BOCASE)-T4ERAV**2)/10000.
WRITE(6,576)AVB[4qT4ERAVT4ERVA
576 FORMAT(3X,3F20.5)
WRITE (69,200 )INDEX ,LXKE ,K , K?, K3 K4
200 FORMAT(/,25X, [4,4X,5(tFIQ.596X) )
WRITF(6,572)bK1,BK2,t3K3
572 FORMAr(3X,'t3~1=*,F7.2,' BK2=',F7.2,' BK3=' ,F7.2)
WRITL(6,',73)AVRIIAv112AV813,TIERAVT2ERAVT3ERAV,rIEkVA,T2ERVA,T
*3LR.VA
573 FORMAT(3X,9F12.4)
CALL ORIGIN(2.593.5, 1)
CALL (RAPI-(-173YPLUT1, 3-7,-5.,-5.,2..0.,2. ,O.,XLAB,YLA8,GLAB,
*DATLAS)
CALL ORIGIN(8.5,0., 1)
CALL (ARAPHi(-173,Y,PLOr2,3,-7,-5.,-5.,2.,0.,2. ,0.,XLAB,9YLABGLAB,
*DATLA3)
CALL (JkIGIN(8.5,.1, 1)
CALL (GRAPH(-173,Y,PLOT3t3,-7,-5.,-5. ,2.,0.,2.,0.,XLAB,YLAB,GLAB,
*DATL 48)
CALL Jk IGIN (8.5, *191)
CALL GRAPH(-173,Y,PLOr4,3,-7,-5.,-5. ,2.,0.,2, ,O.,XLA8,YL4B,GLAB,
* DAT L A )
CALL O<IG IN (8.5,. 1,1)
ST UP
k7 ND
DOu~iLL PRECISION FUNCTION F(P)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-Z)
COMMON ML,SIGMAtKC,KD
F=DtXP(-C.5D0*U(P-MU)/SIGMA)**2)*KC*KC/(P*(KC-K)+K)
R LT UR N
END
DO~r3LE PRECISION FUNCTION 1-1(P)
IMPLICIT RL.AL*8 (A-Z)
CONV~CN PlO,SIGMA,KC,KO
e-=P*DEXP(-.5C0*U(P-MU)/SIGMA)**2)
R L T U R N
F No
DOUBiLE PRECISION FUNCTION 1-2(P)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-Z)
COMIMON PU~,SIGMA,KCtKD
F2=Th)LXP(-0.5*((P-MU)/SICt%4A)**2)/(KC.(KO-KC)*P)
RE TURN
END
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C THERMAL CONCUCTIVITY PREDICTED BY THE FOLLOWING
C MODELSO 1. MAXWELL 2. RAYLEIGH 3. MEREDITH
C AND TOBIAS 4. BRUGGEMAN
IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-Z)
INTEGER*4 IINDEX
DIMENSION SUM(10),PLOT1(173),PLOT2(173),PLOT3(173),PLOT4(173),
1Y(173),XLAB(5),YLAB(5),GLAB(5),DATLAB(5)
DATA SUMINDEX/10O0.0,0/
SUMlBI=O.
SUM2BI=O.
SUM3BI=O.
SUM4BI=0.
SUMSQ1=O.
SUMSQ2=0.
SUMSQ3=0.
SUMSQ4=0.
SUMKLF=O.
SUMK2E=O.
SUMK3E=O.
SUMK4E=O.
PI=3.14159
READ(5,5)XLABYLAB,GLAB,DATLAB
5 FORMAT(20A4)
1 WRITE(6,100)
100 FORMAT(IHI,///////// /////,25X,*DATA',17X,'EFFECTIVE THERMAL. CCNDU
SCTIVITY (KCAL/M-HR-K) X 100 ',//,25X,'CASE',IX ,
$' EXPERIMENTAL $'i MAXWELL ',t RAYLEIGH ',
$' MEREDITH t,' BRUGGEMAN ',/,30X,
$o f TOBIAS *,' '*/)
2 READ(5,3,ENC=6) KC,KDPDoEXKEtCASECASE1,CASE2
3 FORMAT(4F10.5,3A4)
INDEX=INDEX+1
Y(INDEX)=ALOG10(EXKE/KC)
E=1.0-PD
C MAXWELL EQ
Kl=KC*(KD+2.0*KC-2.0*E*(KC-KD))/(KD+2.0*KC+E*(KC-.KD))
PLOTI(INDEX)=ALOG0(Kl/KC)
C RAYLEIGH EQ
R1=(2.0*KC+KD)/(KC-KD)
R2=(3.0*KC-3.0*KD)/(4.0*KC+3.0*KD)
R3=10.0/3.0
K2=KC*(RI-2.0*E-0.525*R2*E**R3)/(RlE-0.525*R2*E**R3)
PLOT2(INDEX)=ALOGIO(K2/KC)
C MEREDITH E TOBIAS
K3=KC*(4.0*KC+2.0*KD-2.0*E*(KC-KD))/(4.0*KC+2.0*KD+E*(KC-KI))
* *(4.0*KC+2.0*KD-E*(4.0*KC-KD))/(4.0*KC+2.0*KD-E*(KC+2.0*KD))
PLOT3(INDEX)=ALOG10(K3/KC)
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C BRUGGEMAN
KEFF=EXKE
10 Y1=(KEFF-KD)/(KC-KD)*(KC/KEFF)*I.13. )-PC
TF(AIS(Yl).LT..0005)GO TO 20
YP=1./(KC-KC)*(KC/KEFF)**(1./3.)-(../3.)*(KFEFF-KD)/(KC-KD)*(KC**(1
KEFF=KEFF- (V1/VP)
IF (KEFF.LE.0.0) KEFF=1.OE-8
GO TO 10
20 K4=KEFF
PLUT4( INDEX)=ALOGIO(K4/KC)
WRITE (6,200) INDEX,FXKE ,K1 K2,KIK4
200 FORMAr(/,25X,1494X#5(Flo.5,bX))
8K1=((Kl-bXKH/LXKE)*100.
BK2=( (K2-EXKE)/EXKE)*lCO.
BI3=((K3-EXKH/L-XKE)*l0
BK4= ( (K4-EXKE)/EXKL )*1QQ.
K1OFF=A3S (BK 1)
KZOFF=ABS( BK2)
K3UFF=AI3S CBK3)
K4OF F=At3S CBK4)
SUMIBI=SUM181+BK1
SUM2BI=SUM2B I+BK2
SUM3C3I=SUM3B I+BK3
SUM461ISUM4B I+BK4
ScUK1ER=KlOFF**2
S OK2 ER =K 20FF **2
SfCK3R=K3OFF**2
SOK4FR=K40FF**2
SUMSQI=SUMSO 1+SQK lER
SUMSQ32= SUM S 2 +SQ K 2bR
SUMSQ3=SUMSC3+SwjK3ER
SUMSQ(4= SUMSO 4+SOK 4ER
StUMK lE=SUMK IE+KIlUFF
SUJM K 2 SU)MK 2F+ K 20 -FF
SUM K 3 FSU K 3 F +K 3 UFF
S(JMK4F=SUMK4E+K40FF
GO TO 2
6 BOCA SE=FLUAT (INDEX)
AVHI 1=SUMIBI/t3OCASE
AVB1I2=SUM2Ul /B3OCASE
AVB1I3=StJM381/BOCASt
AV61I4=SUM4B I /6OASE
rILRAV=SUMKIL/BCCASE
T2ERAV=SUMK2E/ BOCASE
T3ERAV=SUMK3E/B3UCASL
T4ERAV=SUMK4E/t3OCASE
T1LRV/A((SUMSQI/BCCASE)-TlF.RAV**2)/ICC00.
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T2ERVA=((SUMSQ2/IOCASE)-T2ERAV**2)/10OOOO
T3ERVA=( (SUMSQ3/BOCASE )-T3ERAV**2)/10000.
T4ERVA=((SUMSQ4/BOCASE)-T4ERAV*4'2)/1OO0.
WRIrE1b,573)AVBTIAvBIZAVB13,AV514,rIERAVT2ERAVIT3ERAV,r4ERAV,TL
*ERVA ,T2ERVA, T3ERVA,T4ERVA
573 FORMAT( 3X,8F8.2,4F12.4)
GO TO 621
CALL ORIGIN( 2.5,3.5,1)
CALL GRAPH( l73,YPLOT1,3,-7,-5.,-5,2.O.2,0.XLABYLABGLA3,
*DATL AB)
CALL ORIGIN(8.5,0.,l)
CALL GRAP-( 173,YPLOT2,3,-7,-5. ,-5. .2. ,0. 2. .0.XLABYLAi3,GLAR,
*DATL AS)
CALL ORIGIN(8.5,0., 1)
CALL GRAPtI 173,Y,PLOT3,3,-7,-5.,--5.,2.,O.,2.,O.,XLAR,YLAB,GLAe,
*OAILAB)
CALL ORIGIN(8.59,l)
CALL GRAP-IC173,Y,PLOT4,3,-7,-5.,-5.,2.,O.,2.,O.,XLAB,YLAB,GLA8,
*DATL AB)
CALL OR[GIN(8.5#O.vl)
621 CONTINUE
STOP
END
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